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Traditional thinking on security fails to explain the security predicament of 

Third World states. These states, with their existence assured by international 

recognition, are not primarily conccrned with extemally generated threats. Their 

interna1 charcteristics violate the tenants of the realist theoxy, because they have 

more than one nation within their borders. The domestic conditions of these states 

make tham internally insecure and weak -the threat of ethnic conflict great- 

As such, placing secur i ty  in the miiitary sphere aloae, ignores these 

contradictions which lead to an insecurity dilemma. Thus, the concept of security 

needs to be broadened to include, not merely the military but also the political, 

societal and economic factors. The threat posed to state security h m  dissenthg 

ethnic groups is both a domestic and foreign policy issue. I t  is within this discussion, 

that the thesis examines Turkey's security predicament with regards to her Kurdish 

minority . 



Abstrait 

En ce qui La stabilitti des pays du tiers Monde, tous les proddCs jusqu' alon 

employés se sont avdrés et s'avérent peu micteux L' autonomie, bien que reconnue 

par les lois internationales, ne semblent pas ?me très solide. Nous pouvons y 

discerner plusieurs causes: (1) Devoir fsirr face A i' autonomie de leurs frontitres; (2) 

Gérer les conditions Çconomiques du pays; et, (3) Concilier les MCrents groupes 

ethniques qui font parti de leur population. 

Ces pays se trouvent souvent dans une position trés ambiguë, un grand 

dilemme. Le recours la force n' a jamais rtsolu aucun problème. La stabilitC d'un 

pays tien Monde exige des prtxédds nouveaux: une meilleure Cvaluation de leur 

situation politique, économique, cultureile, aiderait à la stabilitk de la paix et la 

prospérit& Ces procédds non-reçus, qui demandent réflexion, patience, et esprit 

inventif sont indispensables pour régler, par -le, le cas du conflit qui surgit en 

Turquie. 
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1. Introduction 

Traditional scholarship on the security predicament of states indicates that 

these unitary actors are primarüy concerned with threats that are extemal in origin. 

These chailenges have tended to be associated with the continued territorial integrity 

and statehood of nations within the international community of recognized states. So 

that security has been applied solely to the military sphere -military capability of 

states- with Littie consideration to the ambiguity and complexity of the concept. 

Aithough Third World states share the same international environment as Western 

states, their internal conditions di& fiom those faced by European nations. It  is 

these dflerences in internal conditions which highlight how the Third World case 

fails to follow the realist paradigm of the se-& dilemma. The se- dilemma, as 

traditionaily understood, hinges on the extemal threat conditions faced by states and 

on the effectiveness of their efforts, as unicary actors, to mcet these chailenges (Le., 

the state's ditary capability to deal with such challenges is the primary concem). 

There are a numkr of ways in which the internai situation of Third World 

states violate the underpinnings of the sedty d & n m ~ .  In reaiist thought it is 

assumed that state bordea contain a single nation (cohesive soaety); but since the 

borden of Third Worfd states when drawn often combined different ethnic groups, 

these nations are, in hct, multiethnic. With this cornes the necessary assumption that 

the ruiing regime enjoys the support of the majority, if not ail, of the population; but 

as the majority of Third World states are demographically a patchwork of cornpethg 

communal groups, the regime in power ohen lacks the support of a signifïcant 

proportion of the population because niling eütes represent the interests of either a 

particular ethnic or social section of the citizemy. Thus, there is a perceived la& of 

popular legitimacy for the existence and security concerns ofthese govemmena. 

Aiso, taken for granted is that each state has effective institutional capabilities 

to provide peace, order and the needed conditions for its population to enjoy a 

satisfactory physicai existence. Finally, the traditional thinking on the sbeurity of 

states identifies all threats to the nation-state as extemal, making the very existence 



of the states vulnerable. However, when we consider Third World states within this 

context we fhd that they have a guarantee of continued existence within the 

international system through the internationdy rc«>gnized nom of the 

inalienability of sovereignty. Prior to the F in t  World War for the elimination and 

absorption of states considered not viable was common. Since then many polit id 

entities in the Third World, which in the past were unlikely to survive, have continued 

to fiourish --th& le@ existence protected irrespective of their intemal conditions. 

A fimdamental component ofthis "insecufity dilemma" is tied to the procers 

of state-formation in the Third World. Unlike their European counterparts these 

fledgling states needed to conduct state consolidation and nation-building within a 

resmcted time frame, concentrating a proeess which nomaily t w k  hundreds of yean 

to evolve into a few decades Their colonial experience has resulted in certain 

predetermined conditions for such fledgling nation-sates. This has meant the fmzing 

of territorial boundaries wbîch cut across ethnic, tribal, linguistic and reiigious des. 

The result that '[the] ethnic attachments of the dominant community in su& states is 

thus strengthened and transformed by its translation into state nationalism; by the 

same token, the ethnic consciousness of subordinate groups becomes fundamentally 

altered as they are constrained either to assirnilate into the dominant group, or to 

idencify themselves as cultural inferion" (Brown 1989: 1 1). In an effort to aawlerate 

nation-building and stateconsolidation these fledgling states were f o n d  to use 

existing pre-independence multiple "aaditional" structures to maintain authority. 

DifCerent sections of the population continued to perceive each other as rids, and 

moreover as potential enemies. At the same time these states continued to CO-opt 

traditional leaders, further complicating stateconsolidation. 

Nation-building activities help to politicize ethniaty as new ethnic soiidarities 

are formed with the piecemeal introduction of representative govemment based on 

coloniaily formulatecl models of communal representation, helping to strengthen 

intercommunal dïfkrences. As ruling elites of Thini World nations tend to deny 

their state's multiethnic reality and ammpt to build a national consaousness by 



constructing a monoethnic state dominated by a single echnolinguistic or 

ethnoreligious group there develops a gross inequality in the sharingof political and 

economic power -so that the state and its representatives are perceivexi as the enemy. 

In order to ktter understand the insecurity dilemma eqrienced by such 

states the dennition of security needs to be broadened if it is to aiiow for the 

complexity of the situation experienced by these counaies. Hence, security is taken 

in this thesis to represent u...the pursuit of freedom of threat and the abiiity of states 

and societies to main- their independent identity and their functional integrity 

against forces of change which they see as hostile" (Buzan, 1991: 18). In this way 

both the domestic conditions and the international (extemal) considenitions states 

have to deal with in their sec- calculus are subsumed within this 

conceptualization of national security. By defining security in this way we fiad that 

the security of states is multidimensional: military, political, economic, societal and 

environmental. These five sectors do not work in isolation fiom one another, as each 

represents a focal point in the d t y  problematic and offers a way of ordering 

security priorities. 

The case under consideration is that of Turkey and the challenges it faces with 

respect to its Kurdish minority in the southeastem region. Turkey haî been chosen 

because of its importance as an eariy developing World smte embarked on a clear 

program of state and nation-building afttr the coiiapse of the Ottoman Empire. and 

her s-tegic impottance in the Gulf. Many Western observers have for some time 

seen Turkey as an %a& ofstability" in a fragmenteci and uncertain region. However, 

a close examination of the probleus posed to Turkey both domesticaliy and in i a  

relations with regional neighbours shows this view to k an oversimplification. The 

basis for this view of Turkey is the impliat assumption that it d e r s  from the 

geopolitical regions which Lie adjacent to i t  

The internai nature of the insecurïty dilemma means that regionai 

security is complicated and m e r  constrahed by domestic interets and policy 

requirements. Cooperation between regionai neighboun is dependent upon the 



degree to which they are threatened by similar separatist forces. This can k observed 

when one considers the predicament faced by Turkey, as it has the largest Kurdish 

population of all the states in the region (Iran, Iraq, and Syria). Of the four States, 

over whose borden the entire Kurdish population suaddles, Turkey has the most to 

fear from any step towards Kurdish independence. If feiiow states are not threatened 

by ethnic conflict, or to a lesser degree, they are more likely to use one state's 

weakness in order to gain concessions on regional policies they wish to pursue. A 

clear example of such an instance is shown by continued Syrian support of the PKK 

and the sheltering of ia leader Ocalan in Damascus. This is directly attributable to 

the fact that Syria has the smaliest Kurdish population (around 1.5 million) and uses 

the Kurdish issue to obtain concessions from Turkey on such issues as Miter in the 

region. 

Thus, regional cooperation between states is more likely the greater the 

overlap of their domestic interests. As is shown by past and present Turkish and Iraqi 

cooperation on the Kurdish issue. Since the colonial legacy has often meant the 

dispersai of ethnic groups between a number of states, ethnic separatism b not an 

exclusively domestic concern. This extraterritorial nature of ethnie issues means that 

each state's abiiity to fieely determine poücy towards her ethnic minoriiy is restricted 

by the need to take into account her neighbours' domestic policy towards the same 

ethnic group. The thnat p d  to state security fkom dissenthg ethnic groups is not 

only a domestic policy issue, but also a foreign policy one. Hence, domestic policy 

affects foreign (regional) policy, and vice versa. 

One can say that Turkey is, to varying degrees, stable, democratic, secular, 

unencumbered by extremism and pro-Western in approach. What gives cause for 

concem about such an assumption is that it impiies that Turkey is somehow 

impemious to the stresses that pervade in such regions; immunized against the forces 

which have been brought to the fore since the end of the Cold War. '"ïhe realityis that 

Turkey is no less susceptible to the coiiapse of ideology, the centrifugai forces within 

states, and the dangers of interstate confiict than any other country in Eurasian 



(Robins 1993: 658). To date, such tensions have been most apparent for Turkey in 

relation to the Kurdish issue. The presence of so large a minority in Turkey has 

exposed a serious contradiction in Kemalist ideology, at a time when authoritarian 

ideologies are deeply unfiashionable in the world. 'The di&ection of the Kurds of 

the southeast represents the mongest centrifuga1 force in the country" (Robhs, 

1993: 658). The insurgeacy led by the Partiya Karkaran Kurdistan (PKK, Kurdistan 

Workers' Paw), which since 1989 has grown to dangerous proportions, has rendered 

part of the country a no-go area and threatened the very stability of the whole state. 

The collapse of state authority in northern Iraq and the alacrity with which Turkey's 

nearest neighbours appear willing to exploit the Kurdish question to weaken the 

Turkish state, indicate the extraterritorial nature of the problem. The acute nature of 

the threat posed by the PKK insurgency has exacerbated interstate tensions in the area 

over the past years. 

For Turkey, the Kurdish question is an existentid issue. The h t  threat to the 

integrity of the Turkish state came when the country was stüi in the womb of history. 

The Treaty of Sèvres of 1920 prescribed the creation of a h g i l e  and inconsequential 

state out of the grand ruios of the Ottoman empire. This nunp state was to be created 

because the entente powen wished to bring both the Kurds and Armenians doser to 

statehood. However, the Treaty of Sèvres became -levant soon after it was 

concluded, as the Turkish nationaiîsts, led by Atamk, ignored international 

convention and carved out a Turkish state of the proportions that exin today. Thus, 

with the demise of Sèvres went the possibility for the establishment of a Kurdish state. 

Some 74 years later. however, the Sèvres experience remains fresh in the minds of 

Turks. T h e  diplornatic lesron drawn by many is that the creation of a Kurdish state 

will inevitably weaken the Turkish state" (Robins, 1993: 659). This has greatly 

predetermined the kind of policies implemented by successive Turkish governments 

over the years towards its Kurdish minority. 

Soon after the founciation of the modern state of Turkey there twk place t h e  

Kurdish reklüons. Though these were swiftly suppressed, the fact that three major 



armed rebellions against the state were led by Kurds and based in the Kurdish region 

of Turkey firmiy established the Kurds in Turkish minds as the source of the primary 

challenge to their independent existence. Even k f o n  the b t  nvolt, Atatürk had 

begun to develop an ideology based on ethnonationalism, drawn fiom the European 

expenence. It set out to simultaneously deny the existence of other ethnic groups and 

CO-opt the Kurds (and other memkrs of the Turkish nation). The essence of 

Kemalism as it relates to the national question was that those disparate people of the 

modem state were to have their previous identities subsumed under that of king 

Turkish. Thus, ai i  Turks were to k treated as equal members of the state with equal 

opportunities and duties. 

Kurdish individu& have until only recently been able to achieve rninistenal 

and parliamentaxy positions by denying their Kurdish origins and stressing that they 

are Turks. Whüe those that suppressed their Kurdish identity could prosper within 

the Turkish state, up to 1989 those who did not were immediately subject to suspicion 

and possible persecution. The very ngidity of this contract implied that those who did 

not subscribe to it must, as a cmnsequence, k engagcd in trying to subvert the Turkish 

state. This combination of authoritarian ideology and state power rnight have ken 

successfd in stifling a specific Kurdiçh self-consciousness had it not been for the size 

of the Kurdish community in Turkey and the presence of sipnincant Kurdish 

communities in neighbouring states, over which Turkey had no control. 

It is hardly surprising in view of the political sensitivif~ of the matter, that the 

number of Kurds in Turkey is disputed. However, with the Turkish population 

standing at just over 60 million and the Kurds constituting around 17 per cent, that 

would mean that there are 12 million Kurds in the country, most of which are located 

in the southeast. With the absence of economic benefits, and the political 

polarization of politics in the southeastem region throughout the 70s and BOS, this 

has left the Kurds with Little stake in the prosperity of Turkey. Given this oocio- 

economic marginalization and historic suppression of Kurds within Turkey since its 



creation, they represent a serious secessionin f o m  within the state. Aithough in the 

beginning of its insurgeme the PKKdeclared the desire for a separate Kurdish state on 

the h e s  of that presaibed in the Treaty of Sèvres, the extraterritorial nature of the 

Kurdish question seems unlikely to persuade them to look to carve out a separate 

homeland of their own as they might easily becorne part of another state with a 

sizeable Kurdish minority. Whatever the outcome in the years to corne the Kurdish 

issue is likely to remain a perennial and persistent problem in the region. 

The analysis that follows is concerned with answering the following questions: 

(1) Has Turkey's own brand of state-formation heiped to politicize Kurdish ethnicity, 

and if so, how?; (2) What kïnd of a secuf i ty  threat does the Kurdish insurgency 

represent for Turkey?; (3) What b d s  of policies has Turkey pursued in an effort to 

reduce the threat posecl by the confiïct in the southeastern region, and why? in other 

words, can this be attrïbuted to its pattern of -te-formation?; (4) How has Turkish 

policy vis-&-vis its Kurdish minority affécted PKK activities within the routheast 

region over the duration of the mnfiict?; and (5) How have Turkey's relations with its 

neighbouring States and the West k e n  influenceci by the Kurdish issue? 



Chapter 1: State Formition and S d w  in 'ïhhdwdd 

1.1 History of State Formation in the Third World 

There exists a body of evidence which has shown that there is a close 

connection between state making and security in the Third World. So it can be 

postulated that the s m i n t y  of the Third World state is detennined by two crucial 

factors: (1) the history and process of suite-formation in the Third World and (2) the 

way in which the system of states has impinged upon this process, thereby providing 

it with some of its distinctive characteristics (Ayoob, 1986 and Job, 1992). These two 

factors, interacting with one another, have helped to shape the contours of what is 

called the 'ïnsecurity dilemman of Thud World states. 

To understand the sources of this dilemma, one must compare the pattern of 

state-formation in the Third World with that of the Western European experienœ. 

During such a cornparison, one fin& that the events in Ewopean history belie the 

nation-smte mode1 of national identification, peaceful assimilation, nationalism, 

popular and legitimate govemment, and national security. ''me] typical Western 

European experiena most always involved the painhil transition from state to 

nation, within a bloody history of elimination of poiitical contenders, foraxi 

assimilation, and repressive consolidation of authority in the hands of the most 

efficienf' (Job, 1992: 25). Thus, while the end result was final, the proms was much 

more violent and topdown than was commonly acknowledged UiUy, 1975; and 

Ayoob, 1991)- 

In the end, "it was the state, with its temtorial definition of political power 

and its role as interna1 and external security provider, that cmerged as dominant over 

contending economic, communai, and political forces within society" (Job, 1992: 

25). There are those scholars (Ayoob, 1991) who argue that the European state- 

building process, however undetstood, is likely to be repeated in the Third World 

given time. ' Th is  implies that efficient and e f f d v e  foms will emerge dirough 

struggle; national identities will be forged through directed assimilation; and 

ultimately relatively secure nation-states will be the mode1 fonn of the Third World 



states as weli" (Job, 1992: 25). However, to suggest that time done will solve the 

problems faced by Third World states ignores the fàct that the existence and security 

context of the contemporary Third World is unique. Thus, Third World states went 

on to adopt "...the European mode1 of the sovereign state and the European ideology 

of nationaiism --that the state should be the homeland and incorporate the 

aspirations of a single people or nation" (Esman and Rabinovich, 1988: 4). In so 

doing, these states helped to create the secwïty problems they would corne to face in 

the fbture. 

1.2 The C o l o n i d  Experienœ of Third Wodd States 

This attempt at state-making in a hurry has been made immeasurably more 

difficult, and the security predicament of the postcolonial state thereby made more 

acute, by the discontiouities and distortions introduced by colonialism into the 

process of state-formation in the Third World. The colonial experience resuited in a 

number of predetermùied conditions for these fledgling states: 

1. The proclivity of colonial powen to use multiple 'traditional' structures 
of authority in the colonies as instruments of d e  that mediated 
between the colonial power and the colonized population. 'ïhus, 
Merent sections of the population were left perceiving each othv 
increasingly as rivals, and ominously es potentid enemies (Ma&. 
1986: 112). Moreover, co-option of traditional leadership dhi t ies  was 
conducted and continueci by the postcolonial states, m e r  
complicating state-formation. 

2. Furthemore, new edinic solidanties were formed. largely as a result of 
the workings of the colonial process. New definitions of communal 
identity were detennined by such factors as migration from rural to 
urban areas, etc. 

3. A ~ s o ~  the piecemeal introduction of representative govemment based 
on coloniaiiy devised formulas of communal representation tended to 
consolidate communaVethnic solidarity and sharpen intercommunal 
divisions. 

4. The kezing of territorial boundaries which cut across ethnic, aibal, 
linguistic and nligious tiu -dismemkring estabJished political d t s ,  
and joined more than one precolonial political entity into uneasy 
administrative unions. (Job, 1992: 70-71) 



1.3 Post-Colonirl State Making and Sodetaî bemands 

The process of modernization augmented the destabilizing consequences of 

the colonial legacy of politicized ethnic and communal identities. Thus, 

modemization "far from destroying communalism, in time both rein forces 

communal conflict and creates the conditions for the formation of entirely new 

communal groups" (Melson and Wolpe, 1970: 11 13). The heightening of such ethnic 

fissures has led in severai cases to the outbreak of separatist insurgenues demanding 

secession from the post-donial state. "Such challenges are regarded as subversive to 

the [nate]. Because powerhil challenges are proscribecl, there is [often] no outlet for 

grievances except civil disobedience or violence" (Esman and Rabinovich, 1988: 22). 

Most separatist movements existas a result of the fact that many Third World 

state elites deny that their societies are multiethnic and attempt to consmict 

monoethnic states dominated by a single ethnolinguistic or ethnoreiigious group. 

This  was the threat to minorities ... that exacerbated tensions amang the various 

ethnic communities in the m d  World] and between those commdties and the 

new states" (Esman and Rabinovich, 1988: 4). Therefore, ethnicityl often becornes 

politicized, and sometimes poses senous threats to the secwity of Third World states. 

due to the gross inequaiity in the sharing of the political and economic power within 

moa such states -an inequalïty that is frequently perpetuated by deliberate state 

policy (Brown, 1988:l-77; Brown, 1989: 1-17). 

This is M e r  complicated by two factors acting in developing counuies 

during the process of state-making. The two factors are: (i) the demand for political 

participation by the generai populace of the state, and (id) the demand for w e k e  and 

for a more equal disnibution of the economic pie. Together these demands, even if 

only partidy gratified, place enormous burdens on many Third World state 

structures that are barely able to perform the minimal taski of statehood, viz-, the 

provision of politicai ordu" (Job, 1992: 73). Satisfying such popular demands can 

and do run counter to the imperatives of state-making- 



1.4 The International Systun: Kt% Woddnga und Norms 

Third World state-making does not take place within a vacuum. One of the 

major differences berneen the early European experience in state-formation and that 

of the Third World is that the system of states evolved concurrently with the evolution 

of modem European states. "The process of formation in the eady modem states of 

Europe started prior to the evolution of the state system; without the former the latter 

could not have corne into existence" (Job, 1992: 73). 

In the case of the Third World, state-making was "...undertaken in the 

presence of a well-established system of states whose n o m  and d e s  have been 

evolved and refuied over centuries and the patterns of interaction within which have 

k e n  f i d y  estabiishedn (Job, 1992: 74). This seriously consaains the process of 

state-formation in the Third World to a considerable degree and makes it far more 

dependent on the configurations of political, military, economic, and technological 

power in the now truiy global international system than was the case with most 

European states at a comparative stage in their evolution. Two sets of nonns which 

have greatly affecteci Third World state-formation are: 

1.4.1 International N o m  of the Ilnlrflenability of Jddfcal  S o v d g n t y  

The Euopean experience in state-building shows that an elimination of states 

considered not viable took place, either because of their internai contradictions or 

because their existence did not suit great power aspirations. This was acceptable to 

the international community through to the end of the First World War. This 

international consensus on the alienability of juridid statehood kgan to change 

during the interwar period and crystauized afker World War Two (Job, 1992: 78). 

This has meant that many politicai entities in the Third World, which in an earlier 

time would have been considered unlikely to sunrive, have continued to flourish in a 

CO ndition of juridicial statehood. The new international nonns, while managing to 

protect the legai existence of these states regardless of their interna1 cohesiveness, 

have b e n  unable to solve or even mitigate the security problems that they fhce as a 

result of the contradictions inherent within the state-makingprocess. 



1.4.2 International N o m  of the Ideal Democratic Weîfhre State  

Another set of international noms are those set by the demonstrated success 

of modem industrïaiized states to rneet the basic needs of their populations, 

protecting their human rights, redistributhg income, and promoting and 

guaranteeing politicai participation. Such norrns have undermined "...the legitimacy 

of Third World states by prescribing standards and yardsticks in terms of the output 

functions of politicai systems thet most Third World states will be incapable of 

meeting for many decades to corne" (Job, 1992: 78). 

So the two sets of noms can work at cross-purposes. W e  the fkst insists on 

the judicid existence of even the weakest states; the second demands standards of 

effective and humane performance from the most fragile and weak of polities, which 

are incapable of c;lrrying out even the minimum fùnction of maintainhg political 

order. T h e  interaction of these two sets of noms thus exacerbates the security 

predicament of Third World states by not pedt t ing  them to exit from the system of 

states and by enforcing on them standards of 'civilized' behaviour that they are 

unable to meet" (Job, 1992: 78). 

I t  should corne as no surprise, with the international system in effect shielding 

sorne Third World states from extinction, that these wuntrïes are preoccupied with 

interna1 rather than extemal secufity, violating the traditional view of the security 

problematic. 

2.1 The State as the Objectof SecurityAuaîysis 

In order to understand the state as the primary object of security it is necessary 

to understand the relationship between nation and state. At least two possible 

models2 of nation- state Linkf suggest themselves. 

According to Buzan, fint is the prima1 nation-state, as exemplified by Italy and 

Japan. In this case, "the nation preœdes the state, and plays a vital role in giving nse 

to if' (Buzan, 1991: 72). Where the state's role "is to protect and express the nation, 

and the bond between the two is deep and profound" (Buzan, 1991: 72-73). The 



nation serves to provide the state with both a solid base for domestic legitimacy and a 

strong identity in the international system. Such a suite's domestic legitimacy should 

be solid enough to withstand any revolutionary upheaval. 

The second model, and that found more often in the Third World, is that of the 

state-nation. Here it is the state which is instrumental in creating the nation, rather 

than in other way round. The process is top-down rather than bottom-up. However, 

this process is more successfùl when populations have k e n  transplanteci fiom other 

lands to fill an empty, or weakly held, territory -as in the case of the United States, 

Australia and Latin America. if successfid an entity is produced which is similar in ail 

respects except ancient history to a prima1 nation-state. 

This may not appear to be applicable to the Third World context, but this 

model can also k appiied in places where the state incoprates a multitude of 

nationalities. Here, the main point is that "...the state is regarded as the insrnunent of 

a single ethnic group; othen must accommodate themselves to the terms of 

coexistence determined by the dominant group" (Esman and Rabinovich, 1988: 16). 

However, in such a situation the creation of a nationcor national conscïousness) will 

". . . [require] the absorption or subordination of the indigenous nations on theïr own 

ground ..." (Buzan, 1991: 73). This is a much harder task than the incorporation of 

uprooted and dispened immigrants. Many post-colonial states, faced with complex 

ethnic, m%al and religious divisions, nini to the state-nation mode1 for their 

salvation. "Nation-building is to k achieved by the transfer of allegïance from ethaic 

groups to the symbols and institutions of the state, or by encouraging assimilation of 

minorities into the dominant ethnic community, eventually achieving the union of 

nation and state" (Esman and Rabinovich, 1988:272). Turkey represents a state 

which has "...expliatly uicorporated the aspirations of the dominant ethnic group" 

(Esman and Rabinovich. 1988: 16). Nonmemkrs are expected to accept a different 

relationship to the state than memben of the dominant ethnic group. If, the state opts 

to consign its minorities a de or de j w  subordhate status, with infirior 

economic roles and limiteci participation in the poliry, it will la& legitimaey among 



such groups and have to rely on coercive measures of control (Esman and Rabinovich, 

1988). 

As suggested, this can involve an attempt to obliterate existing identities (as 

Turkey has done), or more likely, adding a new lsyer of collective identity on top of 

those already existing (cooption can be one of the means of implementing this). The 

latter route exploits the human potential to have severai layen of identity, and aims 

at a multinational state, such as that of Britain. 

If successf'ui, then, nation and state wili coincide in efficient domestic 

govemment and the creation of a mong prrsuice within the chalienging 

international environment If not, then the state can be perceiveci by some sectors of 

society as threarening. One implication of this situation is that struggles betweem 

nations and the state point to a level of contradiction in the meaning of national 

security. So the state would k lacking with respect to its domestic legitimacy and 

therefore, feel threatened by any national upheavai. This is a condition inherent in 

many Third World states, where the focus of national security are internai threats. 

Such states are weak as far as their attempt. at political and social cohesion are 

concerned. 

2 -2 Weak States and the Third World 

The distinction ktween weak and strong states is vital to any analysis of 

national security. For this smdy the following usage will k adopteci: "weak or stmng 

stores refer to the degree of soâo-political cohesion; w d c  or strongpowecs will refer 

to the traditional distinction among states in respect of their military and economic 

capability in relation to one anothef' (Buzan, 1991: 97). This  usage M e r s  from the 

literature, where 'state' is used to refer to governing institutions, and where 'weak 

state' refers to governena iike that of the United States which are highly 

constrained and/or diffusely structureci in relation to theû societies3. 

Most, though not aii, weak states are found in the Third World. The 

decolonization process created many new territorial states in the European mould; 

but for the mon part it M e d  to cake into aecount existing cuitural and ethnic 



boundaries, nor helped to create new nations to fit within them. " The political legacy 

of many Third World governments was a state without a nation, or even worse, a state 

with many nations" (Bum, 1991: 98). The distinguishing feature of such states is 

their high level of concern with domestically generated threats to the secur i ty  of the 

government (regime) in power. "This does not mean that external threats are totally 

absent, for they are not But the 'mix' of internal and external sources of threat to 

these state structures, and patticularly to their regimes, is quite ohen heavily 

weighted in favour of internal sources" (Ayoob, 1986: 8). 

As Buzan(l991) points out, the following represents a list of the kinds of 

conditions one may expect to find in weak states4: 
1. High levels of political violence (Examples: Ethiopia, 

Cambodia, Sri Lanka). 
2. A conspicuous role for political police in the everyday lives of 

citizens (Examples: Iraq, Romania, China, North Korea). 
3. Major political conflict over what ideology will be used to 

organize the state (Examples: Peru, Poland, El Salvador, 
Afghanistan). 

4. Lack of coherent national identity, or the presence of 
contending national identities within the state (Examples: 
Nigeria, Ethiopia, Sudan, Turkey, Yugoslavia, Sri Lanka) . 

5. Lack of dear and observed hierarchy of the political authority 
(Examples: Lebanon, Sudan, Chad, Uganda). 

6. A high degree of state control over the media (Examples: China, 
Iran). 

Where a state is strong, national security involves protecting the components 

of the state from outside interference and threat. AU the parts of the state, its 

institutions and territories will be dearly defined and stable in their own rights. 

However, if the state is weak only its physical base (land mass occupied) may 

constitute a clear objective of national security. In the case of Turkey, it possesses a 

physical base whose existence is guaranteed by the internationally recognized norm 

of the inalienability of juridicial sovereignty. 

The fact that those states, which exhibit several of the conditions mentioned, 

exist at all is largely due to the fact that the international community recognizes them 

and does not dispute their existence. This distinction between states with serious 



domestic security problems and those whose primary security concems are external 

is cmcial in understanding the security predicament of Third World states. 

"Of course strong -tes have to guard against subversive penetration of their 

political and military fabric by fonign agents and interests, but for such states the 

concept of national security is primarily about proteaing im independence, po l i t id  

identity, and the way of life from external, rather than from. .. [challenges] ... arising 

within its own fhbnc" (Buzan, 1991: 103). "In such states domestic threats to the 

government cannot be completely separated from the influence of outside powers , 

and in this sense!, the domestic security problems of weak states are often hopelessly 

entangled with theû external relationsn (Buzan, 1991: 106). Turkey's insecurity is 

firmly rooted within the domestic sphere and is exacerbated by its neighbouis 

interference. 

As highlighted by much of the literahire on Third World states, such threats 

can take many forms including militaxy coups, guerrilia movements, secessionist 

movements, mass uprisings and political f&ctionalism. When one considen Turkey's 

history, one fînds that it has had its share of military coups (in 1960 and most notably, 

1980) and su&red from political factionalism; but given the very precepts upon 

which it was fmt founded in 1923, the greatest threat has been the secessionist 

movement and g u e r m  war led by the PKK in and around the southeastem 

provinces. For Turkey, the very existence of competing ethnic nations within its 

borden is an existentid issue -that is to say, that such a condition would threaten the 

very basis and legitimacy for ia existence. The veryacceptance of a Kurdish minority 

existing within Turkey shatters the idea of the state as possessing a homogeneous, 

unified population under the m e r  of Turlosh nationalism, whereby each member 

of the nation is a Turk and only a Turk. "Proclaiming oneself a Turk Chas kcome] a 

badge of pride and the key to fidl membership of the state, rather than the social 

stigma it had been under the Ottomans" (pobins, 1991: 5). The constant emphasis 

placed on Tufkism [represents] an attempt to gloss over barely hidden ethnic 

cleavages that could exea a fragmentary effect on the modem Turkish 



state" (Robins, 1991 : 5). 

The political conditions of weak suites has often helped to propel the military 

into govemment "as the only organization possessing the proper and/or the national 

legitïmacy to hold the state togethef' (Buzan, 1991: 104). Within Turkey, since its 

creation, the military has always been perceived as the guardian of democracy and 

guarantor of the continueci existence of the nation as prescribed by Atatürk. 

7'0 suggest this type of distinction between weak and strong states ruas 

against the ... orthodoxy [ofl international relations. The illusion that ail states are 

basicaiiy the same type of object s p ~ g s  not only fiom their common possession of 

sovereignty, but also from the habit of lookïngat them fkom ... [an exchsively] system 

-1evel perspective" (Buzan, 1991: 102). However, if uamined rolely from outside 

states do appear to k much more definite and similar objects, than when viewed 

from within. 

It would appear from the discussion on weak states that such states will k 

chronically insecure. This chronic insecufity has corne to k known as the "insecurity 

dilemma" (Job, 1992). 

3. The I n s e a d t y  Dilcmmig 

In order to understand how this insecurity dilemma cornes about, one must 

first bnefly consider how it violates the assumptions of realist international theory. 

Under the reaiist paradigm the contentions and contradictions of the security 

interests of individuals, nations, regimes, and states are resolved. The people within 

temtonal boundaries are viewed as having singular national identities, that are in 

t u m  fostered by the institutions of the state. Therefore, they are nation-states. 

Regimes are regarded as legitimate agents for the national interest and a functional 

social contract exists with atkens ceding rights and resources to the state in retum 

for protection and order in their iives. "In the international milieu, these nation- 

states interact according to prinaples of territoriality, sovereignty, and nominal 

equality" (Job, 1992: 17). From thh it foilows that national security refers to the 



security of the nation-state, whose externally focused interest is denved fonn the 

presumption of a unined, self-identifying, and ordered society existïng within its 

The primary metaphor within the realist rubric used to describe the security 

problematic of nation-states is the " d r y  dilemma" ( ~ M s ,  1978). As states 

operate in the international environment's anarchy, they seek to advance their 

individual national securities, aeate and sustain an international arena of deaeesed 

relative security for themselves and the coliemive of States. The Secuciv dilemma, 

therefore, f o c u ~ s  on the extemal threat conditions states experience and their 

efforts, as unitary actors, to meet these threats. 

However, in light of the discussion of the internal and external circumstances 

of contemporaxy Third World states, the security dilemma metaphor and its 

underlying logic do not hold up to scrutiny. Such an extemd perspective distorts the 

view in relation to national security by neglecting the domestic security dimension. 

"National security auuiot be considered apart from the internal structure of the state, 

and the view fkom within not infrequently explodes the superficial image of the state 

as a coherent object of security" (Buzan, 1991: 102-103). 

Turning our atîention to the "iasecurity dilemma" one h d s  that it violates the 

security dilemma in four key ways (Job, 1992: 17-18) : 
1. Within the territorial bordea of the state, there is ofken no single nation. 
2. Therefore, the regime in power lads the support of a sipnincant component of 

the population, b u s e  it represents the inter- of either a partidar ethnie 
or social sector, or of an economic or müitary elite. In aU cases, this resulo in 
an absence of perceived legitimacy to the existence of the security interests of 
the regime. 

3. The state lacks effective institutional capabilities to provide peace and order, 
as weii as the conditions for satisfkctory physicd existence, for the majoriwof 
the population. 

4. The sense of threat which prevails is that of internai challenges to and from the 
regime in power, rather than externally generated threats to the existence of 
the nation-state unit itself. 

The discussion klow will highlight the implications of this "insecurity dilemma" to 

om thinlang about national s e d t y  and the Third World. 



4. The Scope a d  Content of Security 

As discussed before, security is made up of five secton (though only four are 

used for this study). The d-rent components of security are defhed as follows: 

Military S d t y  

This concerns the two-level interplay of the amed offensive and defensive 

capabilities of States, and the state's perceptions of each other's intentions. Sn the 

real world, military threats pose the most direct, immediate and visible danger to 

state security, and military means have fnquentiy proven useful against both rnilitary 

and non-müitary threats" (Buzan, 1991: 276). "By turning a political --and quite 

often a social and economic- problem into a military one and by presenting the 

rnilitary threat as [emanating] from extemal sources, regimes in the Third World 

quite often ay to choose an arena of confrontation with domestic dissidents that is 

favourable to themselves, namely, the military arena" (Ayoob, 1986: 816. Turkey's 

policy towards its Kurdish minority and the PKK illustrates the translation of such a 

political challenge into a purely military threat, with ody a milicary solution. 

Though the politicai, economic and societal sectors of a nation's M e  have to be 

strong enough to survive cornpetition within their own secton and in their own 

tems, none of them can be expected to be strong enough to withstand coercive 

pressure or violent disruption, such as g u e d a  war, unaided. For this reason the 

strengthening of a nation's military force is vitai for the protection of those sectors 

(political, economic, societai) against threats of force. Of course, it follows that the 

maintenance of an adequate military establishment becomes itself a national security 

interest. 

Though, generally speaking, this aspect of security is dïrected towards 

external military threat, the intemationalization of ethnic conflict7 and threm to the 

regime mean that a naaon's military capabilities corne into play when her territorial 

integrity is under threat from challenges generated within society -such as 

secessionist movements. 



Politicalsecufiq 

This is concerned with the organizational stability of States, systems of 

govemment, and the ideologies which give them legitimacy. "Political threats are 

[directed] at the organizational ability of the state" (Buzan, 1991 : 118). The reasons 

for such threats "cm range from pressuring the govenimcnt on a panicular poliey, 

through overthrowing the govemment, to fomenting secessionbm and disrupting the 

political fabric of the state ..." (Buzan, 1991; 118). I t  is the idea of the state, 

particularly ia national identity and organizing ideology, that are the normal target 

for political threats. With the state king essentially a politicai entity, such threats 

may be as much feared as military ones. This is very much the case if the state is a 

weak one. 

Threats to the national identity can k clearly identifieci as attempts to 

heighten the separate ethno-cultural identities of groups withui the target state8. As 

ethnicity may be generated and sustained by extemal as weil as intemal influences, 

contending ethnic groups "... may seek help from sympathetic outsiders, who may k 

willing or even eager to intervene in pursuit of their saitegic or ideological p a l s "  

(Esman and Rabinovich, 1988: 23). The outsiders may k govemments, or diasporas 

of the contending ethnic parties. An example is Syria's protection of the PKK leader, 

Abdullah Ocalan, and its support of the PKK guerrillas. 

More importantly, in the Thhd World "where state boundaries are so 

porous ... and where cornmunities straddle the borders of two or more mtes, 

distinctions between extemal and internai parties to conflict often becorne blurred" 

(Esman and Rabinovich, 1988: 23). 

Economic S d t y  

This concerns the access to resources, finance and markets necessary to 

sustain levels of welfare and state power. For the purposes of this study, the 

definition has b e n  extended to indude a state's access to foreign aid (m tenns of 

military hardware and monetary ~t id)~ .  



S o d e t l l  S r n u i t g  

This is concemed with the ability of societies to reproduce their traditional 

patterns of language, culture, association, and religious and national identity, 

whether threatened fiom withh, or from outside the state. "Societal threats can be 

difficult to disentangle fcom political ones" (Buain, 1991: 1221, as they are often part 

of a larger package of military and politicai threaa. 

The main difficuity with such threats as national security issues is that they 

mostiy occur within states --this relates to our discussion of weak states and the 

insecuricy dilemma "If societal security is about the sustainability, within acceptable 

conditions of evolution, of traditional patterns of language, culture and religious and 

ethnic identity and custom, then threats to these values corne more frequently from 

within the state than from outside it" (Buzan, 1991: 123). Interna1 societd threats 

are symptomatic of weak states. 

As such states possess polyethnic populations within their territorial 

boundatîes, there exist extensive grounds for conflict between naturai nations and 

the attempa of goveniments to create nations which coincide with state boundaries. 

The struggles of the Kurds in Iran, Iraq and Turkey illustrate this. 

"...From the point of view of efficient domestic government and the 

establishment of a fùm presence in a chaiienging international environment, having 

state and nations coincide provides tremendous advantages" (Buzan, 1991: 72). I t  

becomes clear that national identity is a vital component of the security dilemma 

problematic whether or not it lines up with the state. As Buzan puts it: "The 

continuhg power of national identity as a mobilizing force is made evident by events 

from Tibet and Sri Lanka to Estonia and Yugoslavia" (Buzan, 1991: 72). As a 

determinant of inchidual behaviour, national identity can either powerfdly 

reidorce or deeply undermine the state. 

I t  is with this analysis in mind that Turkey is to be exanUnecl in the next 

chapter. The chapter fint sets out the historical background, from the state's 

recognition through the ratification of the Lausanne Treaty in 1923, AtatürKs 



refoms and building of a Turkish national identity; and the three early Kurdbh 

uprisings in the counay's formative years, the non-performance of the provisions in 

the Treaty of Sèvres for Kurdish autonomy, through to the awakening of Kurdish 

consciousness and the birth of the PKK. The discussion shaU then highlight the 

policies adopted by Turkey in the 12 years rince the war began in 1984. 

The chapter addresses the foilowing questions: (1) What kind of a threat do 

Kurdish separatist forces represent for Turkey?; (2) How did this thmat corne about?; 

(3) How dangerous is this threat to Turkey?; and (4) How has this security concem 

afkcted Turkish domestic policies in deaihg with Kurdish separatist forces? 



NOTES 

1. For the purposes of the mdy, ethnicity is taken to k "...collective identity and 

solidarity based on such ascnptme factors as imputed common dissent, language, 

customs, belief systems, praaices (religion), and in some cases race colour". As 

found in Ethnicity, Pluralism and the State in the Middle East, edited by Esman, 

Milton J., and Itamar Rabinovich (1988: 3). 

2. Buzan (1991) suggesu a m e r  two models for nation- state Linkages, known as 

the part state-nation and the multination-state. The f%st exists where a nation is 

divided between two or more states, and the population of which consisa largely of 

people from that nation. In the case of the multination- state, this consisa of those 

states which contain at least two substantidy complete nations withïn their 

boundanes --two sub-types exist winiin this model: the federative state and the 

irnperial state. For a detailed discussion of these models refer to pages 74 - 77 in his 

book I t  should k noted that all the models represent ideals which few states fit into 

smoothly, and that certain models will k s t  describe pareicular states. 

3. For Migdal(1988) and othea, a weak state refers to one possessing governent 

agencies that are very constrained with regard to their societies. Such states are seen 

as highly demmtic  and most are to k found in the West 

4. From careful consideration of this list, it should become apparent that more than 

one of the conditions mentioned can be observed within Third World States- If we 

consider Turkey, one finds that there exists. not oniy contendhg national identities. 

but also a high degree of state control over the media -as the ban on the use of the 

word 'Kurd' in newspaper reports until reccntly has shown. 

5. The component parts of the state are tluee. Astate must possess i physical base 

of population and temtory; it should have institutions of some son which govern the 



physical base; and there must exïst some idea of the state which establishes ia 

legicimacy in the minds of its people" (Buzan, 1991: 66). However, the additional 

factors which help to make States a distinctive group of entities are site and 

sovereignty. 

6. There are three generai types of securicy strategies often adopted by Third World 

regimes: (1)militanzation --developing and arming substantial military/police 

forces; (2) repression and state terror -0attempting to destroy the perceived "enemy 

within"; and (3) diversionary tactics -finding and provoking extemal enemies to 

distract attention fiom the situation at home (Job, 1992: 28)- 

7. This term refers to the fact that ethnic conflicts, like the Arab-Israeli conflict, have 

the habit of spreading internationally. In The Internationalization of Ethnic Conflict' 

(1991), five factors are identified which help such conflicts to spread aaoss borders 

and embroil a wider set of direct and indirect participants. The factors found to k 

necessary are: "(1) the international dispersal and distribution of at least one of the 

ethnic groups in a conflict (as in the case of the Kurdish population); (2) the strategic 

location of the saik-tom country in relation to international power nvdry; (3) the 

organizational and communications capability of the adversaries and their allies; (4) 

the ideologicai identification of anyof the ethnic groups in the conflict with one of the 

major international or regional powers; and (5)  the presence of international 

organizations which are sensitive to the mass atrocities that tend to occur in 

communal confiims" (de Silva and May, 1991: 16). 

8. This can clearly be seen in the use of the Kurdish card by Turkey's closest 

neighbours, particularly Syria, in an effort to obtain concessions or agreements on 

regional issues, such as water. The use of the Kurdish issue in foreign policy s h d  k 

examined in m e r  detaii in Chapter 3. 

9. Economic threats fhii very largely within the boundaries of nodconduct, and 



cannot easiiy or dearly k linked to the logic of national security. But when the 

consequences of economic threat reach beyond the strictly economic sector, into the 

military and political spheres, then three romewhat demr national security issues 

can emerge. The Linkages involved are between economic capability on the one hand, 

and miiitary capability, power and socio-political stability on the othef (Buzan, 

1991: 126). This wiU be discussed in greater detail with reference to Turkey in the 

next chapter. 



Chapter 2: The Creadon of Turkey and the Gmwth of the K u r d i s h  Issue 

1.1 The Creadonof the Turkish Republie 

T h e  end of World War [One] left the disparate peoples of Anatolia as broken 

and as dispirited as the Ottoman state ofwhich they were subjects" (Robins, 1991: 3). 

There seemed every prospect of Asia Minor king parceiîed up between the victorious 

ailies. "The peace taiks prornised Iittle to the Turkish people apan from a fragile and 

inconsequential state based on a few provinces in Anatolia ...[w ith] only a single 

outlet to the Aegeann (pobins, 1991: 3). 

It was not until the Treaty of Lausanne, signed by Britain, France, Idy, Japan, 

Greece, Romania, and Turkey on July 24, 1923, that the borders of Turkey w e n  

recognized by the international community and established by international law 

(Entessar, 1992 and Robins 1991). Thus, the national territory of the Kurdish people 

was carved up into four parts. "Sèvres had been humiliating for the Turkish people 

and equally unjust to the Kurdish people. Lausanne, in contrast, was undeniably a 

victory for the Turks, but for the Kurds it marked the beginning of a new phase of 

senritude" (Chaliand, 1992: 49). "The diplornatic lesson drawn by [the Turks] is that 

the creation of a Kwdish state [would] inevitably weaken the Turkish state" (Robins, 

1993: 659) and that only through the resort to m s  can such an eventuality be 

avoided. 

At Lausanne there was much talk about the Kurds, in their absence. Oil was a 

centrai topic in these discussions. Britain presented henelf as the disinterested 

champion of the uiterests and freedom of the Kurdish people who "like di other 

peoples of the region should enjoy national rights and have its own government". The 

Ankara delegation, on the other hand, asserted that ï h e  Government of the Great 

National Assembly is the Government of both Turks and Kurds", ... that "Turks and 

Kurds are equal parmers in the Govemment of Turkey", and that "although Turks and 

Kurds may ~peak Merent languages, these two p p l e s  are not significantiy dinrrent 

and fom a single bloc fkom the point of view of race, =th and custom" (Chaliand, 

1992: 49). With the signing of the peace Treaty at Lausanne most of the Kurdish 



territories were given over to Turkish sovereignty, but "...the negotiations failed to 

resolve the future of Mosul ..." (Robins, 1991: 21). 

The Kurds in question were not surprisingly those Kurds of the oil-rich area of 

Mosul, which both parties were eager to obtain for themrlves. 'The Turkish 

argument for the incorporation of Mosul was that the majority of its population was 

Kurdish, like that of the adjacent area in Turkey" and the Ankara govemment 

believed that the integration of the Anatoiian Kurds would be hampered by the 

estimated half million unintegrated Kurds next door in Lraq (eobîns, 1991: 21-22). 

However, the vehemence of the argument on both sides tended to reflect the pre- 

eminence of the region's oil fields in the minds of both sets of negotiators, rather than 

any real concern for the w e k e  of the Kurds there. In the end the League of Nations 

awarded Mosul to Iraq, and the Turks eventudy accepted its status? alkit 

reluctantiy, by signing a maty to that effect with Britain. 

The Treaty of Lausanne, unlike that of Sèvres, made no mention of the Kurds, 

and granted them no national rim. It did, however, contain a few stipulations 

concerningthe "protection of minorities" (Section IU, Articles 37-44): 

There will k no restriction on any Turkûh citizen's rights to use any language 
he wishes, whether in private, in commercial dcalings, in matters of religion, in print 
or at a public gathering. 

Regardles of the existence of an offiaal language, appropriate facilities will 
be provided for any non-Turkish-speaking citizen of Turkey to use his own language 
before the courts. (Article 39) 

Turkey commits itself to recognize the stipulations contained in Articles 38-44 
as fundamental laws and to ensw that no law, no reguiation and no official action 
wiil stand in contradiction or opposition to these stipulations, and that no law, 
reguiation or official action shdi p r e d  against them. (Article 37) (Chaliand, 1992: 
50 - 51). 

Unfominately, Articles 4045 specify that the minorities in question are non- 

Muslim minorities. In arguing the Kurds govemed Turkey as equal parnien with the 

Turks, the Ankara natio- authorities refused to indude them amongst the 

minonties p r o t d  by the stipulations. A few years later, not only were the Kurdish 

people no longer acapted as "equaî partners and allies) their very existence had 

ceased to be rccognized. Foîlowing the colonial came-up, Kwdistan was split 



amongst Turkey, Iran, Iraq and Syria, the four moa powerfbi entities in Western Asia. 

1.2 The Building of the Turld.hNat€on 

Once the Kemalists were successnil in establishg the Turkish -te basecl on 

the whole of Anatoiia, they then set about the relentless pursuit to consolidate the 

state and adiieve national rovereignty. This p r a s s  was prinapaiiy led by Atatiirk 

himself, who went on to define the Turkish state's noms and values. Once the Treaty 

of Lausanne was signed, the inaüenability of Turkey's juridical sovereignty was 

g u w t e e d  by the international communi~y, so Atatürk couid concentrate on nation- 

building. This process was topdom, with the Turkish nate king instrumental in 

the creation of the Turkish nation. So, ethnïcity was to prove to be "... a resousce 

which [Atatürk was] ... able to manipulate to ws] advantage.. ." (Brown, 1989: 10). 

In this way, he was able '%O legitimate ms] authority, enhame th*] power, 

mengthen state secwity [u ptomote national unity" (Brown, 1989: 10) 4 a t  is to 

Say, Turkish ethniaty became a tool which could k used to shape the idea of the 

Turkish republic ? 

Srom the moment he came to power until his death in 1938, Ata&k set 

hhs& the task of denniag the very nature of the Turkish people, and by extension 

that of the Turkish state" (Robins, 199 1: 4). By the time that the Lausanne treaty had 

been ratified, Anatolia was no longer the hem of the state but became the state itseLf. 

'The imperid pan-Mamism of the Ottoman Empire, in whieh the Turks as an 

ethnolinguistic group were in the minority, had collapscd with the empire" (Robins, 

1991: 4). The Ottoman Empire was not a Turkish one "in which the ideologïcal 

motivation was Turkish nationalism" (Robins, 1991: 18). The principal motivating 

ideology of the state was Islam. "The Ottoman elite was an evolving one basai on 

cultural empire, rather than a western] nmow and exclusive notion of ethnicity or 

racen (Robins, 1991: 18). Now the Turks would k the ethnic major* within the 

newly created Tufkish state. 

The t h e  main competing ideologies left after the creation of Turkey wen the 



Anatolianism to which Atatürk broadly subscribed, Turanism or Pan-Turanism, and a 

post-Islamism. "Atatürk had a stmng vision of what the values and noms of the 

Turkish state should be: it should k independent, modem, industrialized, European- 

orientated, secular, Turkish and based almost exciusively on the temtory of Anatolia" 

(Ro bins, 199 1 : 4). These elements were mutuaily teinforcing. Turkey needed to give 

up any notion of an empire in the Middle East if it was to be M y  orientated in 

Anatolia and convllicingly secular, whieh in tum would k prerquisites of a 

Ewopean identity. "Turkish nationalkm was for the consoddation of the Turkish 

state and not for the dissipation of its energies and resources in foreign adventure" 

(Yapp, 199 1 : 157). 'Consequently, the iàeai citizen of Turkey would be a resident of 

Anatolia, nationaüst, European in outlook, secular, and, most important of all, would 

feel himselfa Turk" (Robins, 1991: 4). 

At the beginning of the centuy, under the Ortoman Empire, the term TurK 

had ken  a humiliating designation assigned to 'rude peasants', or 'LTurkish- 

speaking Anatolian peasant, a mere doàhopper or lout" (Made, 1994: 32). 

"Turkism was c o ~ d e r e d  a dangerous and extremis eiimnt" and "Whe word Turk' 

was [expunged], lest a natioILalist consciousness prevail over Ottoman 

consuousness" (Chaiiand, 1992: 59). I t  was this deep-seated contempt for Turks 

which provided the background for the emergence of a Greater Turkioh nationdism. 

Twkism only keame more respectable with the creation of the Turkish state, when 

it was set up as the offiaal ideology of the new state" (Chaliand, 1992: 59). 

"The notion of Turkism was hindamental to the hrging of a new [national] 

identity for the [Turkish ] -ten (Robim, 1991: 5). 'This craving for unity, was in 

part, a reaction againn a weak and vacillating Ottoman empire whose aceeptance of 

its own multiculturai nature had led to the search for independence and autonomy 

by rninority groups" (Muller, 1996: 42). Clearly, this emphasis on a Turkish identity, 

was initially very valuable in opposing the creation of other states which might have 

threatened the spatial mhesion of Anatolia. Once Armenian and Kurdish national 

aspirations wcre defeated, "these ethnic groups were unlikely to aecept Turhtoh 

identity or to k enthmiastic membecs of uurkey]" (Robins, 1991 : 5). Armenians 



and Kurds aiiice, did not identify with AtatiirKs famous mairim. 'Happy is he who calis 

himself a Turk!' It is not nationalism per se which has led to Kurdish 

disenfranchisement, but the concept of nationalism invoked by Atatiirk bas& upon 

membership in an ethnic culture as opposed to citizenship in a nation state (Muller, 

19%). 

"This helped to inaoduce an additional requirement of total amptance of 

Turkish culture and it is for this reason that the nature, character and bundaries of 

the Turkish state have becorne inextricably linked to the idea of echnic nationalismn 

(Muller, 1996: 43). Turkish identity became W e  common denominator of only those 

people who couid be expexted to support the creation of a state based on the whole of 

Anatoiia" (Robins, 1991: 5). In choosing to adopt "-..the 1918 armistice boundaries 

as the basis of his daims ... De] created a state which could not k rationalized in 

either Ottoman or Muslim t e m  but which [could only k reaiized] in temis of ethnie 

Turlash nationaiism" CYapp, 1991: 155). 

But Atatürk's misnon was not merely to instill pride in the new Turkirh 

identity. Atatürk wished to undermine Islam as a force within the politics and soaety 

of the new Turkish repubiic. He attacked Islamization by dosing ail Islamic schools 

and religious ordea oudawed, replacing al l  symbols of Islamic or oriental nature with 

those which were Christian or European in origin, and based the Turkish legal system 

on the Swiss Civil code He did not seek to eradicate the Muslim faith, but 'Lsought 

to hamess and subordinate religion kneath the secular requirements of the 

Durkish] state" (eobins, 1991: 7)  -religion was consigned to the personal domain 

and predominantly from the urban to the nual context. "There was a second ... 
reason for Atatürk to relegate Islam to the level of private fhith, namely the potential 

divisiveness of the religious question in Turkey" (Robins, 1991: 8). Through his 

reforms, "in time ethnic nationalism came to underpin the whole raison d'Cm of the 

Turkish state" (Muller, 1996: 42). 



In order to understand the demands of the Kurdish people we have to examine 

the fmt and oniy international recognition of their right to seIfdetermination, as 

represented by the Treaty of Sèvres. With the end of the Fkst  World War the Kurdish 

sauggie for a homeland received a major boost in Augua 1920, when delegates of the 

victonous Ailied powers and the defeated Ottoman sultan signed the treaty. The 

neaty d e d  for the creation of an independent Kurdistan and Armenia. 

The Treaty of Sèvres contained thm articles eoncerned with Kurdish 

autonomy and independence. The £kt, Article 62 focused on the mechanism by 

which autonomy was provided to the 'predominantly Kurdish areas Lying east of the 

Euphrates, south of the southern boundary of Armenia as it may here after k 

determined, and north of the frontier of Turkey with Syria and Mesoptamian. Under 

Amcle 63, the Turkish government agmd to execute within three months the terms 

set forth in Article 62 by a three man commission appointed by the British, French 

and Italian govemments. Article 64 outlined the conditions under which Kurdish 

independence was to take place. I t  was stated as follows: 

"If within one year from the coming into fom of the present Treaty the Kurdish 
peoples within the areas defined in Article 62 shall addms themselves to the Council 
of the League of Nations in such a manner as to show that a majority of the population 
of these areas desires independence from Turkey, and if the Council then considen 
that it should be granted to them, Turkey hereby agrees to execute such a 
recommendation, and to renounee dl rights and title over these meas. 
... I f  and when such renunciation takes place, no objection wiil k raiseci by the main 
AUied Powers of the voluntary adhesion to such an independent Kufdish State of the 
Kurds inhabiting Kurdistan whidi has hitherto been induded in the Mosul 
vilayer". (Chaliand, 1992: 34) 

However, the provisions of the Treaty of Sèvres regarding Kurdish autonomy 

and independence were never implemented. In fact, the treaty was never ratifiecl 

because Turkey daimed sovereignty over Mosul as calld for in the National Pact 

proclaimed by the Turkish nationalists, I d  by Atatürk, in 1920. 

A numkr  of factors conaibuted to British backtracking on the Treaty of 

Sèvres. "Fust, the vicmry of the Turkish nationalists over the Gmks,  which halted 



Greek advances toward Ankara, emboldened the Turks a> keome more aggressive in 

opposing the independence of the Mosul vilayet. FURhermore the rise of Atatiirk as 

the dominant stabilizing factor in Turkish and regional politics compelied the British 

to take a more serious look at the Turkish position on Kurdish independence and the 

implications of independence on an emerging pro-Western Turkey" (Entessar, 1992: 

52). 

Second, the British were weli aware of the existence of oïl in Kirkuk and other 

areas in the Mosul vilayet. "The British reawned that by incorporating the area into 

their client state of Iraq, as opposed to aliowing the establishment of an independent 

and unpredictable Kurdish nate, they would have a more secure grip on the a n a ' s  oil 

reserves" -thus the geosaategïc importance of the Mosul region of Kurdistan was first 

established (Entessar, 1992: 52). 

Another reason was the opposition of the British-India Office, which guided 

British political and military policy in the Gulf duxing World War One. "It condudeci 

that the British protectorate of Iraq would not remain a viable state without the 

inclusion of the Mosul vilayet, and without an economidy viable Iraq, British 

interests would k in jeopardy" (Entessar, 1992: 52). So it came that the Treaty of 

Sèvres was forgotten by the international community. Despite the non-performance 

of its provisions, the Treaty of Sèvres represented the only international recognition 

of the Kurdish movement and the Kurdish desire for seifdetermination in the 

twentiethcentury. The provisions of th is treaty still form the basis for Kurdish daims 

to establish their own state . 

1.4 Three Important Kurdish Uprisings in Turkeygs E u l y  HWorg 

Once the abolition of the Caliphate in 1924 was achïeved, the old Onoman 

concept of a Muslim umma (commmity) was undermincd allowing the Kernalist 

secular notion of a Turkish nation to emerge. As Kurdish religious and tribal leaders 

had derived their authority h m  the twin institutions of the Sultanate and raliphate, 

the abolition of these institutions removed the temporal and spirituai bssis of their 

legitimacy, which led the Turkish repubiic to outlaw aîl public manifhations of 



Kurdish identity, on the grounds that it represented a xcessionist threat The 

Kemalist threat to Kurdish identity and socio-political structures brought Kurds with 

competing, and sometimes diameaidly opposed, viewpoints together in cornmon 

muggle against republican Turkey. In this regard three Kurdish nationalist 

rnovements of the period are worth noting. 

The fim was the revolt of the Shaikh Said of Piran, which began in February 

1925 and was eventuaily crushed by the strongcr Twkish army in Aprü of the same 

year. Despite its short duration, this rebeIlion "marked a watenhed in Turkish- 

Kurdish relations" (Entessar 1992: 84). I t  caused the Turkish governrnent to adopt 

harsh measures against all manifescations of Kurdish culture and Kurdish 

nationahm. "From [Atatiirlfs] point of view, the long awaited rekilion mounted by 

the Kurds in eastem Anatolia poxd a serious challenge to the integrity of the new 

republic and to the process of secular reform then underway" and "it is not surprising, 

therefore, that hû response was both mthless and thorough-going" @lacfie, 1994: 

163). 

These policies helped to compel "many Kurds in the Mosul vilayet , which was 

claimed by both Turkey and the British Mandate of Iraq, to express a definitive desire 

to become part of Iraq. This helped to convince the League of Nations ... to award 

[Mosul] to Iraq" (Entessar 1992: 84). While Shaih Said's revolt resuited in the 

suppression of ethnonationalism in Turkey, the League of Nations' decision, and the 

Anglo-Turkish Treaty of June 1926 regardhg the nan is  of Mosul, "it also I d  to an 

understanding between Bricain and Turkey: they would oppose the emergence of an 

independent state or autonomous region in Turkey, while aliowing for such an entity 

to emerge in Iraq" (Entessar, 1992: 85). Such an understanding on the part of Britain 

m e r  helped to d e  any chance for self-detennination for the Kurds in Turkey. 

The second noteworthy Kurdish rebellion in Turkcy was that l d  by lshan Nuri 

Pasha in 1930. This revolt is signïficant in light of the hct that it representeà the fim 

tune that a secuiar nationalkt organization (~oyboWI/Independenœ) led a Kurd*h 

rebellion. I t  is ais0 important in that "the rekiiion obtained the tacit support of the 

Iranian government, and as a r d t ,  Ihran N M s  forces were able to h l y  a o r s  into 



Iran and receive supplies and equipment fiom sources in Iranian Kwdistann 

(Entessar, 1992: 85). The Iranian govenunent was apparently intent on using ifs 

support for the Kurdish rebeliion as a bargainingchip to fora Turkey to settle =me of 

its temtorial disputes with Iran -an option which haî serveci Turkey's neighbourhg 

States many times since. Without support nom Iran, the revolt of 1930 could not have 

k e n  as successful in threatening the fledgling Republic of Turkey, or have lasted as 

long as î t  did. 

%y the summer of 1930, the Kurdish forces were surrounded by a Turkish 

force of foq-five thousand men, and by the end of the summer, the revolt had k e n  

defeated" (Entessar, 1992: 85 and Chaliand, 1992). The seventy of Turkish 

retaliation for the uprising was greatest in areas where the rwolt had its stmngest 

support. Turkish policy in the dermath of the Ishan Nuri rebellion emphasized the 

mass deportation of Kurdish villages ) the exilhg of Kurdish shaikhs and aghas, and 

the forcefui recruiting of young Kurds into the Turkish army. "A iaw publirhed in the 

official Turkish journal announced that there would k no prosecutions for crimes or 

misdeeds committed during.. . [the dean-up]" (Chaliand, 1992: 56). The goverment 

was in eEea legally sanctioning acts of vigilantism a m s t  the Kurds during this 

period of repression --Article 1 of Law No. 1,850 Wustrates this decision on the part of 
4 the Turkish authorities . The passage of this law was instrumental in the 

"pa&cation" of the a r a  of the Pi Inspectorate, inducihg the major Kurdish areas 

of Diyarbakir, Bitlis, Hakkari, and Mardin. 

The third major Kurdhh revolt of the firPt half of the twentieth-centwy was 

that of Shaikh Sayyed Reza's rekliion in Denim (now Tunnli) in the no& western 

region of Turkish Kurdistan. Shaikh Reza's rcvolt began in 1937 and lasted until the 

end of 1938, when crushed by the Turkish m y .  What gave this rebeilîon 

prorninence was that it eut across aibal boundaries and proved more durable than the 

earlier revolt of 1920 in D e m .  After assembling a guerrilla force of some fihwn 

hundred men, Reza kgan attacking visibk symbob of Turkïsh authority, such as the 

gendarmerie pont in Dersim. and forcing rival Tu~kïsh police to abandon theh posa 



-this targeting of the syrnbols of Turkish dominance ushered in a new dimension to 

the Kurdish mggte, a tactic later to k used by the PKK 

This rebellion later spread to other regions and was joined by a contingent of 

veterans of the Shaikh Said rebellion fiom Syria. Uniü<e the previous revolts by Said 

and Nuri, the rebeliion of Deaim did not involve conventional warfare between two 

opposing amies. In Deaim, the Turkish army faced a srnail but determined force 

that relied on the hit-and-nui taccics of guerrilla warfare --romething which was to k 

used in the 1980s by the PKK, and to prove a problem for the Turkish Armed Forces. 

Although Reza and several other tribal leaders were captured, med and condernned 

to death in November of 1937, the rwolt continued for several months. It was finally 

put down in October 1938 afkr a long period of sustained attacks on Dersim by the 

Turkish forces, which induded reliance on the "massive use of poisonous gas, 

artillery and air bombardment"(Chaliami, 1992: 67) . Unable to replenish their 

supplies and facing totai eradication, the Kurdish forces had no choie but to 

teminate their uprising. The repression that foliowed was extensive to say the least 

Entire villages were depopulated or massacreci. "The destruction of Dersim 

was so thorough that it evoked apocalyptic visions" (Entessar, lWl:87). The Turkish 

government sought to erase the memory of this bloody episode by replacing the name 

of Dersim with Tunceii and puttiag the area mder a total state of siege until 1950. 

The use of the words Xurdistan' and Kurds' was banned and references to them were 

removed fiom Turkish &tory books and publications. "Since then Ankara has 

pursued an iron fist policy towards any expression of Kurdish dissent" (Muller, 1996: 

42). 

2. The Radicalizadan of Kurdish PoUticaî Parties in the 19708 

A numkr of factors contrïbuted to the radicalization of Kurdish political 

pames in the 1970s. As Van Bniinessen(l984) noted, the most significant factor in 

the radicalizatioa of the Kurdish movement was Kurdish urbanization --the massive 

voluntary and involuntary migration of Kuràish villagen to cities -and the i n a b o i  

of the strained Turkish econorny to absorb them ïnto mainStream Me. Kurdish 



migrants to the cities of western Turkey becarne aware of the gceat disparitits that 

existed between the western region and their own eastern region of the country. As 

Esman and Rabinovich (1988: 15) assert, "CgJroups that kgin with ducational, 

occupational, status or political disadvamages soon eonvert th& ~ n s e  of deprivation 

into protest" and such ethnic groups are more inciined to secede, than those which 

are perceived as more advanced (Horowitz, 1985 and Nagel, 1980). As Besikci States 

in his book ', it was the abiücy of the Kurdish migrants to compare and contrast their 

situation with that of theîr Turkirh brethren which helped awaken the Kurdish 

n>nsciousness to the actud extent of their plight under 'ïurkish nile . As individuais 

feel discriminated against in their capacity as group members ".. .they rnobilize dong 

ethnic lines for political action" (Esman and Rabinovich, 1988: 15). SO 

modernization rather than erodïng communal solidarities, tends to modernize and 

convert them into more effective instruments of group defense, promotion, and 

combat. 

One of the reasons for the continueci underdwelopment of the southeast are 

the entrenched interests of the local aghas and shaikhs. 'The fact that polit id parties 

consistently go about attempting to win votes in these anas sîmply by working 

through the traditional socio-economic and religious hierarchies has helped 

perpetuate structural underdweloprnent" (Robins. 1991: 29). This represents an 

effort ". .. to coopt and absorb.. . [the Kurdish minority] as individuals with the object of 

eliminating pluralismn (Esman and Rabinovich, 1988:16) -an activity the Turicish 

state continues to punue to the present day. "Turkey in iine with its assimilationist 

policies strengthened the feudal structure in Turkïsh Kurdistan for yeaa in an 

atternpt to use tribes to control any possible uprisings" (Ismet, 1996: 28). This proved 

to be a deterrnining factor in the turning to quasi-leftist ideas by Kurdish dissidents. 

"Thus, in the Kurdish areas, there tends to be a... convergence of d a 1  

standing and economic and politicai power, which both bolsers the position of the 

aghas and maintaias the loyaity of the commuaities over which chey have historidy 

held swaf (pobins. 1991: 29). % retum fot king allowed to assume their 



traditional authority, these Kurdish leaders a d  in the way politid machines in big 

US cities had operatedn (Van Bruinessen, 1984: 8). That is, they "controlled large 

numben of local votes, in exchange for which they received spoils to distribute 

among their followers. Thus the position of these traditional leaders were reuiforced, 

both vis-&-vis the central govemment and vis-&vis the local population" (Van 

Bruinessen, 1984: 8). "Even though the alliance ktween the state and traditional 

foci of authority in the Kurdish areas cuts across the ethnic divide, the predominantly 

Kurdish areas of Turkey are readily identined as those which are economidy and 

developmentally dispossessed" (Robins, 1991 : 30). 

Aithough agriculture has remaineci a major source of revenue for the eastern 

region, the Kurds dso became acutely aware of their region's importance to Turkey as 

the only producer of oil. For all intents and purposes, the region did not knefit nom 

petroleum production, as the bdk of the revenues fÎom the oil were exported to other 

parts of the country -to those western regions whose continued development 

required these revenues, and s tü l  does today. Turkey's rapid rise in prosperity 

during the 1980s has not narrowed the gap between the mal Kurdish areas and the 

rest of the counay" (Robins, 1991: 29). Yn Turkey, the southeast provinces have a 

standard of living far klow that of the western part of the country" (Buddey, 1994: 

14). GDP per capita averages USJ3.500 in a city such as Izmir and only USS150 in 

Hakkan, in the southeast "Apart from the aghas. the only Kurds to have prospered 

during the past decade are those who have left the land for the cities" (Robins, 1991: 

29) --Istanbul is now the Turkish city with the largest Kurdish population. 

Kurdish M e  refleccs the typical image of a Middle Eastern agrarian sodety, 

with only one third of the population working in semndary and tertiary sectors in 

towns --though this proportion is growing rapidly as Kurds are forced nom the 

countryside by unempîoyment and the war in the region. The southeast has always 

been a poor area, only prducing "4% of Turkey's GDP and 2% of its indusaial 

output" @owden, 1996: 15). *In fact, the kginnîngs of indusaidization an built on 

the mining industries: phosphate. chromium (at Madin), iron (at Dirvigi) and oil, ail 

of which are state wntroUedn (Chaliand, 1994: 41). As Robins (1991: 29) bas notecl, 



"in a counay which in recent times has made great strides in tems of indumial 

output, it is al1 the more surprishg that industry is almost totdiy absent, even fiom 

such a regional centre as Diyarbakif'. SigniFicantly, "the economic frontier between 

the least-developed provinces and the remainder of Turkey roughly correspmd[s] to 

the ethnic divide between the Turkish majority and the Kurdish-speaking minority of 

eastern and southeastern Anatolia" (Haie, 198 1 : 259). 

"The rural Kurdish population has always subsisteci on an economy combining 

dtivation and pastue ..." (Buckley, 1994: 14) -something which the Turkish 

military's scorched earth policy has seriously afkcted. "The army battles on as if it 

had never heard of heam and muids [and its] very b~tai i ty  hl helping to create] the 

separatist nationakm it wants to destroy" @owden, 1996: 5). It is not surprising 

that civilians get caught in the middle and are compelled to flet the region. "Within 

Turkey, the governmenr's sledgehammer policy in Kurdish areas has, uarurprisingly, 

encouraged Kurdish support for the PKK" (Dowden, 1996: 15). "Although a 

subsistence economy predominates in the mountainous regions, a surplus of grain is 

produced in the plains of Iraq and Syrian (Buckley, 1994 14), and cotton has kgun to 

grow for the first time in some pam of Turkey. 

These agridnual elements of the Kurâish economy have ken joined in the 
6 twentieth century by oil and water . Much of Iraq's oil resenres lie in the Kurdish 

areas amund Kirkuk and Mosul. "Most of Turkey's oii has ken  found in Kurdistan, in 

the fields near Adiyaman, Batman and Diyarbakir" (Bucldey, 1994: 14) -id major 

t o m s  in the southeast, Nso, Syria has its oil located in its northeastern corner, dose 

to the area claimed by Kurdish nationalisn. Not only is Kurdistan rich in oil, but water 

too is a major asset in the area. For the Kurdish mounaiins are the source of most of 

the water which flows into western Iran, Iraq and Syria. 

The nua i  Kurdish areas are just as backward in their s d  development. 

"Educational standards, for haance, arc far Iowa in eastern and southeastern 

Anatolia than in the rest of Turkey" (Robins, 1991: 29). This is largely due to the 

scant resources adable  and the lowtr invernent made there by the government 



Many of the remotest villages lack schools and " aained teachers are unwilling to 

work in these mountainous, spanely populated areas, where moreover, the return on 

educational investment is likely to be îower than in more densely populated regions" 

(Robins, 1991: 29). "The number of doeton in Kufdish zones are Eour times fewer 

than other TurlOsh regions" (Chaliand, 1994: 41). Robins (1991) goes on to point 

out that "...[t]he ambivalence of many Kurds towards the Turkish =te, and the 

TurKs social snobbery towarcis [such] backward ... regions, and their people make it 

harder for these areas to use the political process to gain more resources for social 

projects" (Robins, 1991: 29). Thur, the Kuidish population has kcome incrcasingly 

aiienated from even the "progressive" ruiing &des - this is another factor which 

contributed to the le-d drift of the Kurdish movement in Turkey . "The state in 

turn has been guiity not so much of malevolence as of negiect, and of a general 

unwiliingness to offer positive incentives directiy to dwelop the region" (pobins, 

1991: 29). 

Moreover, as the number of Kurdish secondary-schhol and university sudents 

increased, studenu kcame more politicized and sensitive to the legal and social 

discrimination of the Kurds. Leftist student radicalism pervaded Turkish educational 

institutions, and younger Kurdish immigrants became the conduit through which 

awareness of the issues of dass struggle, underdevelopmenh exploitation and 

imperialisrn 'spread outside nam>w intellemal circles .... Urban educated teachers 

and studenu returning to their villages brought new political ideas, in simplified 

fom, to the countryside and attempted to mobilize the peasants" (Van Bruinessen, 

1984: 9). Kurdish mobiüzation faceà new dangers in the 1970s, however. After the 

military coup of 1971, revision of the country's pend code and constitution made it 

easier to prosecute those who were active in the Kw&h movement 

Neverthelesr, u t i l  the imposition of martial law in Kucdish regions in 1979 

and military intexvention of Septemkr 1980, the various coalition governments that 

d e d  Turkey during much of the l97ûs were relatively intffkctive in impîementing a 

sustained and efficient repressive policy toward their K d s h  rninority. This 

imposition of martial Law in the Kurdish provinces and military intervention of the 



following year amounted to an assertion that the state "intended to brook no 

expression of the Kurdish movement or identity whatsoever" (McDowall, 1985: 9). I t  

was thus that support for the PKK and the politicization of the Kurdish population 

took place. 

3. Biah and Gmwth of the K m  Workem' P u t p  (Pm) 

The most prominent and effective Kurdish organization to have emerged fkom 

the lefnst "renaissancen of the 1970s, was the PM. It was created in 1975 and is led 

by Abdullah Ocalan (Apo), a b e r  student of poüticai science at Aakera-university 

The PKICs first task was the publication of a booklet d e d  T h e  Manifesta" outlining 

the main tasks and perspectives of the plmeci revolution in Kurdistan -the PKK, 

Yike the Komala in Iran, blended Marxism-Leninism with a mong dose of Kurdish 

nationalism" (Entessar, 1992: 94). It advocated the establishment of a Kwdish 

Marxist republic in southeastem Turkey, with the ultimate aim of aeating an 

independent Kurdistan that unites Kurdish regions throughout the Middle East 

What made the PKK Werent from other Kurdish organizations was the parcy's 

unequivocal advocacy of total Kurdish independence Aowever, this demand would 

later change in 1993 with Ocalan's dedaration of a cease-firr in April of that year. 

In 1978, after the PKK had managed to expand its membenhip beyond 

university circies into the general Kurdish population, it met in Diyarbakir and issued 

the first edition of 'The Manifeston which refleaed its analysis of the Kurdish 

situation in Turkey. The document had to be distribuad dandestinely throughout 

Turkey under the title T h e  Road to Kurdish Revolution". The important elements of 

this document are containeci within its analysis of Kurdistan as a classic colonial 

entity, where feudal Kurdish landlords and 'comprador bourgeoisie' coilabomted 

with the niling classes in the colonial counaiu, particuiarly in Turkey, to perpetuate 

the exploitation of the Kurdish ptasantry and the working clau. "The main differcnce 

between the PKK and other regional K d b h  organizations was that insteacf of 

representing m'bes, it represented the poorest and most dissaatisfied Kurdish rnasscs" 

(Ismet, 1996: 28). 



'The Manifeston ,adopteci as the foudingprogram for action of the party at its 

Firçt Congress, has provided the fiamework within which the PKK has functiond 

since its formation in 1979. The document recommended a two-tiered revolution to 

solve the Kurdish problem - national, then democradc. T h e  national rwolution will 

establish politicai, military and culnird powef' (KSC/KIC, 1992: 6) -this will 

involve the estabiishment of an independent Kurdistan as a sine qua non for the 

attainment of Kurdish rights. The democratic phase '...WU Eaive to deviate &al 

contradictions amming from the feudal times" (KSCMC,  1992: 6). Thereby 

"clear[ing] away the contradictions in society left over fkom the Middle Ager, [such 

as] feudal and comprador exploitation, mbalism, religious sectanauism and the 

slave-like dependence ofwomen" (KSC/KiC, 1992: 6; and Gunter, 1990:60). 

The document asserced that the transfonaation of Kurdish Society could be 

achieved only through a Marxist-Leninia molution whose final aim wodd k to 

create a classless society, and 30 put an end to ail forms of domination by Turkish 

colonialism, [setting up] an independent economy and to strive for the unity of 

Kurdistan" w C / K f C ,  1992: 6). Armed stmggle was advoaited as the only method 

by which these objectives could k adiieved, and the PKK, has to date, tried to 

practice what it preached. 

The PWs activities, as weii as those of other political parties and movements, 

carne to an abrupt halt with the military coup of September 1980. Even so, the 

activities of the PKK were to kcome more violent afm the military intervention 

betame weii established. 

By 1984 the PKK was ready to revive its armed activities in the southeast* In 

August of that year the PKK kgan lits] operations [consisting] of s m d  groups of. .. 
activists primariiy engaged in hit-and-run raids directed mainly at soft targets, both 

human and material mobins, 1991: 31). The creation of the Kurdistan Liberation 

Brigades (HRK)' signaiied the growth of the PKK and a new confidence in the 

organimion as it targeted T H s h  army units and policc stations locatd within 

villages in the southeast. Although the Turkûh amy reacted Nvihly by dispatching 

heavy armoured units into Kurdisain, the state faüd to capture the PKK g u e d a s  



responsible as their attacks were too well coordinatcd for the secur i ty  forces to 

respond adequately. The PKK appeared to have reorganized its r a d s  and went on to 

intensify its guerdia operations. 

In May 1985, as iîs successes againa the armed forces grew, the PKK formed 

the Kurdish National Liberation Front (ERNIQ8. Since then the PKK has used this 

organization to better coordinate its forces and target attacks against Turkish forces 

and their Kurdish coliaboratoa (mainly memben of the village guards 9). As Imet 

(1996: 29) points out, '[this] mm to the village guard system [by the government], 

was the fïrst of a series of decisions which w d d  escalate the Kurdish prob1em into a 

major bloody conflict in the [years that have foilowed]". This proved to k a vital 

nuning point in the conflict as the creation of these paramilitary forces has helped to 

give m e r  momentum to the Pms activities and increased popular support for the 

guerdhs in the Kurdish areas. In fact, ''ml 1987, the crisis had not only grown but 

the PKK had managed to get ktter  organized and had retniited thousands of 

sympathizers" [Ismet, 1996: 30). 

However, the PKK did s a e r  some se tbah  with the Ttlfkish-Iraqi 

c ~ ~ e r a t i o n ' ~  of the mid-1980s and the PKK-KDP (Kurdish Democratic 

Party/Irae) rivalries. With the loss of its freedom to operate out of the rugged, 

moumainous Turicish-Iraqi border areas, the PKK had to concentrate on building up 

its operational bases in Syria. where the relatively flatter Turkïsh-Syrian border 

region made it easier to conwl guerdia activities. As a result of these setbacks. the 

PKK decided to create sa another group, which would hopefully k a more powemil 

organization, the Peoples Likration Army of Kurdistan (ARGK)". The 

establishment of the ARGK dearly indicated that the PKK's fighten had incnased in 

number, although the Tukish-Iraqi cooperation had managed to curtaii PKK 

activities. 

By the early months of 1987, the ARGK had proved its effectiveness when it 

struck a number of targets in the southeast and most of the c8sualties were village 

guards, who were hit so strongly that the system was brought to near coIlapse. By 



determinhg the targea for such terrorism in a selective way the PKK m s ]  ... 
managed to maintain its effectiveness and gained support from the Kurdish 

population (Ismet, 1996: 30) -even ifout of shear fear at thes.  

The summer of 1987 was to witness an escalation in PKK attacks and in the 

overall senousness of the situation. 'The amount of uvilian blood lost over the p e n d  

between 1987 and 1990 can k [directiy] amibuted m the use of the village guards by 

the Turkîsh state" (Ismet, 1996: 30). Not only was the PKK warning 'state 

collaborators' that they would k punished, but that it was dangerous, determined 

and more effective than govemment troops. "In short, it was ia the peoples' ka 

interest to give their support to [the PKKJ rather than to Turkey" (Ismet, 1996: 30). 

The PKK attacked many Kurdish villages in the southeast declaring them 'state 

col labo rat or^^'^. With the seriousness of the conflict escalating, the Turkish state was 

forced to inaoduce a state of emergency in the ten provinces of the so~theast '~ -this 

is still in effect at the present time. 

By 1989 the PKK showed i a  effectiveness by managïng to establish bases deep 

within Turkey- The PKK strengthened rapidly in the region and faced almost no 

problems in hding new r d t s ,  weapons or financial assistance (Ismet, 1996)- The 

seriousness of the situation faced by the Turkish state is dearly indicated as '%y the 

end of 1989.98 per cent of the s e d t y  forces operathg in the aoubled region were 

d i t a r y  personnel while oaly2 percent were police forcesn (Ismet. 1996: 31). 

Although in March 1989 the Turkish state was forced by the situation in the 

southeast to aclmowledg the existence of the Kurds in the form of a public 

recognition by the late President Ozal, the National Security Councii (NSC) still voted 

to launch a major militaxy crackdown on di Kurdish separatists --PM members and 

supporters alikex4. This led to a series of measures king implemented both against 

the terrorists and the general Kurdish population in the southeart "An overwhelming 

number of the population operate with the PKK because of the bmtality of the Turkish 

special operations teams against the civilian population" on the Syrian border and in 

the southean provinces generally (Entessar, 1992: 100). The  blanket hardiine 



approach of the Turkish govemrnent has done much to foster. .. deep-seated 

disaffection" amongst the Kurds (Robias, 1991: 36). In tàct by stickhg to a purely 

military approach to its Kurdish problem, the Turkish state has actually hdped to 

recruit for the PKK, sweuing the ranks of the guerriila forces to ~ S , O O O ~ ~  osmet, 

1996). 

The beginning of the 1990s witnessed two developmcna which proved to be a 

watershed. Fïrst, in 1990 there was a quantitative increase in the intensity of the 

conflict within the southeaa of Turkey, with the loss of M e  Bsing uimes, April4, 

1990) --rhis was the result of the more concerted efbrt by Turkish s e d t y  forces to 

stamp out PKK incursions. Second, there was a qualitative change in the nature of the 

confiict, with the aIFt popular showing of support for the PKK insurgeriri against the 

Turkish authoritiesl6 (Guardian, May 3,1990). The worsening situation focced the 

Turkish state to review io Kurdish policies in the southeast. This resulted in an new 

and all-encompassing legal instrument to combat Kurdish nationalisrn king devised 

by the government Decree 413 or the Anti-Terror Law (ATL) as it came to k known, 

gave the governor general of the ten southeastem provinces under the state of 

emergency, carte blanche to deal with the Kurdish ~~ris in~ '~-- t .h is  law is stiU in eff' 

within the troubled region. 

Meanwhile there was a major shift in the PWs policy towards the village 

guards. Up until1989, the PKK had been blameà for terrorizing the region with raids 

on villages and civiüans. However, by its fht congress in 1990 it had decided to cuise 

al1 activities which couid lead to civilian casuaities and concentrate more on Wtary 

targets and political ~ t n i ~ g l e ~ ~ .  Signifcantly, "as the PKK moved to dean up its own 

human righc record, nirning to a more politiazed stmggle, [the Turkish state] was 

unknowingly deciding to get hacsher" (ïsmet, 19%:31). 

Although the use of the Kurdish language was legalized in April1991 by O d  

in an effort to appease the K U ~ ~ S .  the milicary, through the National SecUnty Cound 

(NSC), still determincd much of the state's poiiy toward thc Kunürh population. 

'While Kurdîsh was fmly spoken for the fint thne, a many-voiced debate kgan on 



the new orientation in the Kurdish issue" initiated by Ozal (Giirky, 1996: 14). Ozal 

was the 6rst president to give pnority to a political resolution to the Kurdish problem 

and 'in contran to the coalition govemment and the military me] welcomd the 

unilateral cease-fie deciarecl by the PKK in march 1993", seeing "... it as an 

opportunity to engage the PKK politidy; and to pave the way for a poktical solution 

through specific measws, such as for example, the granting of amnesty [to PKK 

guerrillas]" (Giirbey, 1996: 15). The PKKded the cease-&e in March 1993 in order 

to signal two things:' on the one hand, its readiness for negotiations, and on the 

other, the wning back from itr ultimete goal of aearing a Kurdish staten (GUrbey, 

1996: 23). However, Ozal's untime1y death in April1993, brought an end to the first 

Liberal attempts to change the thnia of Turkey's Kurdish policy. "The PKK considerd 

... its loss of an approachable parnier meant the end of a chance at dialogue" with the 

Turkish state (Giirbey, 1996: 23). After the cease-fie, the PKK concentrateci more on 

centraiïzing conml and selecting targets for its operations in the southeaa (Ismet, 

1996: 34). 

In the meantirne, the Turkish government attempted to drain the PKK of 

logistical support by establishing so-cailed "smtegic villages" dong its border with its 

three neighbours, and keep the Kurdish population under state and military control. 

Since 1992, the result of such intense resettlement of Kurdish villages has ken the 

creation of slums and temporary dwellings with the flight of Kurds into cities in the 

southeast and westem Turkey, and northem Iraq. ' The policy of deportation has, on 

the whole, broadened the confiict by carrying it, and with it the PKK, into urban 

areas" (Giirbey, 1996: 18). These iliegal senlemena of those fleeing from the 

southeaa have proved to k fertile ground for the politickation of the Kurds, which 

enables the PKK to organize in the cities @&bey, 1996) and hac led to discrimination 

and attacks against Kurds in western Turkey increasing. 

By 1992 the inability of the Turkish armed forces to eradicate the PKK from the 

southeast kcaw evident as the state kgan to buiid up Islamic and right-wing 

radical groups as a countemight to the PKK. This decision inevitably I d  to an 

esdation in the cyde of violence in the southeast. In factI "a considerable portion of 



the special unia and security forces are preferentially Rcnuted h m  the ranks of 

[such] actîvists by the Turkish state "(Gürbey, 1996: 18). These KontrogedZa groups 

are sfill used extensively by Turkey against the PKK and its sympathizen at present. 

'The terrorization of the populace mas] intensined with the emergence of [these 

groups] , . . . reputedly controlled by the security forces.. ." (Muller, 1996: 47). 

As the war in the southeast got bloodier in 1993, "the Turkish authorities 

tumed their attention towards the Kurdish and iïberal press in an attempt to silence 

dissent over the goverment's iron fist poiicy towards the KuWh issuen (Mullcr, 

1996: 47). Restrictions were placed on the press, h i g n  jouraalists, assemblies, 

political speeches, demonstrations, academic publications, television and radio. A 

multitude of legal provisions were used in order to effeet comprehensive censorship 

". ..solely to presenre the ideological imperatives aeated by AtatihKs conception of 

ethnonationalism" (Muller: 1996: 48). 

Whilst Ozal had considered the Kurdish MPs of the Dernomtic Party (DEP) a 

peacenù conduit that might mediate between the Turkish state and the P a  the 

ruling coalition govemment chose to remove their parliamentaxy immunity and 

expel them from the Turkish National Assembly in Mardi 1994. The state 

subsequently imprisoned seven and another six DEP MPs fled to Europe where they 

set up the Kurdistan Parliament in Exile (WE) 19. The Kurdish parliamentarians were 

tried for statements such as:" the PKK is a side in this war", or that 'teal proof was 

necessary of the States intentions to solve the Kurdkh problem" and that "the armed 

struggle had taken on the dimensions of war" (Laizer, 1996: 146). 

By December 1994, the DEP MPs were finally brought to uial and s e n t e n d  to 

three and a half to meen years under Artides 168 and 169, for klonging and 

assisting an iiiegal armed group (the P m  (Zaizer, 1996 and Nigogosian, 1996). 

With this the Turkish state banned the one political pany whieh gave a moderate 

voice to the Kurdish grievances and M e r  disenfranchisai the Kwds, thus support 

for the PKK i n a e d  as it remained the only organization able to represent thun 

Kurds at the present the .  



Meanwhile that same year, the PKK issued a formal "Dedaration of Intention" 

to abide by the humanitarian law and d e s  of war set Colth in the original Geneva 

Convention -in it the PKK clearly set out whom it regarded as legitimate targets 

within the Turkish Secufity forces @srne& 1996: 36). This was to k foilowed by two 

W e r  cease-fies in December 1994 and 1995, however the Turkish state refused to 

open dialogue with the insurgents -thus, these oppoRunities for peace were lost 

again. The PKK continues its diplornatic initiatives in the West. 

To date, by portrayingthe PKK as an organization without grass-mots support, 

the Turkish mite has hoped to dienate the local population from the guerflas and 

undermine popdar sympathy for them. However, given the continuation of the 

confiict, it is evident that without some measure of popular support the PKK would 

not have surviveci the onslaught of the Turkish armed forces. The present situation in 

the southeast has worsened since 1987 and Turkish policy has changed Little with 

regard to the Kurdish issue. 

3.1 KurdIsh Attitudes Towaid the PKK and the Turkish State 

As indicated above, the Turkish smte has maintaïned that there is no Kurdish 

problem or popular support for the PKK in the southeast However, a special report 

pubüshed in July 1995 produced Y ..shoekwaves in Turkey [as this was] the fïrst t h e  

that such a report had been undertaken and made public with the object of finding a 

political solution to the Kurdish problem" (Laizer, 1996: 156). Although the report 

was investigated by the govemment until Decunkr 1995, some of its hdings are 

informative (Nigogosian, 1996: 45). For example, 91% identifieci themselves as 

Kurds; 65% said they rpoke Kurdish at home; 63% confïrmed their desire for Kurdish 

to become the sezond state language; and 35% admitted to having someone close in 

the PKK. 

More significantly and which angered the military establishment were the 

77% who did not think that the Turkish army could suppress the PKK and 46% of 

those who responded supponed PKK activities. This clearly indicates that the PKK 

has support from the Kuràish population. Tt b remarkable that 35 per mit of the 



respondents admitteci to having someone dose in the ranks of the PKK, especially 

given the fact that the Kurdish regions are under extremely tight security" 

(Nigogosian, 1996: 45). One of the most important findings of the report, d e d  out 

under the aegis of the government, makes cndible the daim that the PKK is not 

merely a handfid of terrorists but a liberation 'movement with a wide popular base. 

The fact that 77% of those surveyed rtated that they did not think that the Turkish 

anny would defeat the PKK "demonstrates a high degree of motivation and morale 

among the Kurds, which will make suppression, especially political suppression, of 

this movement difflcuit' (Nigogosian, 1996: 46). Not surpnsingly, as the report 

appeared to advocate a federal solution to the Kurdish problem and that a signiticant 

number of Kurds were joining the rankr of the PKK, the Turkish government 

dismisseci the study as inaccurate, choosing not to debate its fîndings. 

4. Turkey's ïnsecurity Dilemma 

Throughout the height of the Cold war period Turkey was sheltered from 

having to face the contradictions within its organizing ideology, and the ethnic 

friction it has helped to foster. During this period the importance of Turkey's sûrategic 

location in Western security interests, espeeially those of the US, in haltïng the 

progress of communism in the Middle East, drew attention away from the state's 

interna1 secufity problem. However, with the collapse of the Soviet Union, the new 

international environment has helped to highîight Turkefs Kurdûh problem in the 

1990s and given concern to its Western allies over the continued stability of the 

countxy. The image of Turkey as possessing enviable stability in the Middle East has 

been exploded by its waning geostrategic importance and the spotlight is now fîrmiy 

on its internai Secunty problem. 

As in other developing States in the Third World, the Turkish state was 

instrumental in creating the Tukish nation. Since this pnmss is generally top-down, 

the m e  was b t  created and then became the instrument of a single ethnic group 

(usually the dominant group within Society) and others, like the Ku&, had to 

accommodate themselves to the terms of COUCiStence deterinineci by the stite. In the 



Turkish case this has required the absorption and subordination of the hdigenous 

Kurdish nation. Thus, nation-building was achieved by the wholesale aansfer of 

allegiance fkom ethnic groups to the symbols and institutions of die state, or by 

encouraging the assimilation of minorities into the dominant ethnie group, 

eventually obtaining the union oistate and nation. 

Turkey represents a dear example of a state which has incorporated the 

aspirations of the dominant ethnic gmup. This has meant that the Kurdish 

population was consigned a de facto or de jure subordinate status, with intirior 

economic roles and ümited partiapation in the polity. As a result, since the early 

years of the Turkish Republic the state and its inscitlltions have lacked legitimacy 

among the Kurdish population. This has led to the Twkish state relying on cocrcive 

measures of connol, and therefore, a d h e ~ g  to an txclusively military solution to the 

Kurdish issue -whether Kurdish dissent takes the brm of ad disobcdience, or 

violence as conducteci by the PKK. 

The Turkish constitution of 1982 makes it quite clear that there is only one 

state and therefore, only one nation can exist, and thet iike the state, it is Turkish in 
20 origin . If such a state-nation mode1 is successful, the nation and state should 

coincide in efficient domestic govenunent and the aeation of a mong presena 

within the chailenging international environment However, the facr that Turkcy is 

still embroiied in a war with the PKK in the counay's southeast thirteen years since it 

began in 1984, suggests that the hision of nation and state bas k e n  unsuccesshil. As 

a result, the Kurdish population has corne to perceive the Turkïsh state as 

threatening. One implication of such a situation îs that muggles ktwcen nations and 

the state indicate a lwel of contradiction in the meaningof national security- 

The Turkish state la* domestic legitimacy vis-à-vis its Kurdish minority and 

feels threatened by any national upheaval, such as the secessionist activities of the 

PKK. This would imply that Turkey's focus within its national Keunty coneerns wiU 

tend to be more heavily weighted in fàvour of internally generateâ thrtats, radier 

than extemal ones. So one am condude that Turlay is a wcak state with respect to 



the degree of politicai and social whesion it has achieved in its efforts to unite state 

and nation. 

As Turkey is most ancemed with threats emanating from withîn her borden, 

one can say that the state is kced with an "hsetunty dilemman. This condition is 

most evident with respect to weak states. A state king identifieci as weak depending 

upon the degree of socio-politicai cohesion it has achieved through its proccss of 

state-formation. It is important to note, that this is not a masure of a state's military 

or economie capabiies in relation to other states, whereby it would k idenafled as 

either a weak or strongpower. I f  we consider Turkey, we can clearly see that it is a 

strong power, with the larges standing army of all the memkr states of NATO. 

However, as Ayoob (1986 :8) points out, such states are not oblivious to extemal 

threats but face a combination of extemal and internai challenges to thek Etate 

structures which tend to k weighted in favour of interna1 sources. 

I f  we exam.int Turkey with respect to the kinds of conditions Buzan (1991) 

expects to find in weak states, we can ciearly obsuve that there exist contendhg 

national identities within the state (as tk Kurd*h issue illustrates), a high degree of 

state control ovcr the media (espccially in the reporting of events in the southeast of 

the country) and a conspicuous role for politicai police in the everyday lives of scctors 

of the population (as in the case of the Kurds in the ~outheast). 

Whilst Turkey possesses a clearly dei5ned physical base [the land mass it 

occupies) whse existence is guaranteed by international recognition (through the 

inalienability of juridical ~overcignty), in such a state domestic threats to the 

govemment auuiot be completely separated nom the Muence of extemal actors, 

and in this sense, the domestic security problems of weak states are ohen entangled 

with their extemal relations (Buzan, 1991: 106). As Turkey's insecurity is nnnly 

rooted within the domedc sphere, it has k e n  subject to interference from 

neighbouring states, like Syria. 

In such cases, as Buzan (1991: 102-103) highüghts, aational Security cannot 

be considerd apart fÎom the internd structure of the state, and the view from within 

not infrequently explodes the superfîcial image of the state as a coherent object of 



security". Thus, the ' Uisecunty dilemma" of these states violates traditional d t y  

thinking in four fUad8menta.i ways: (1) within the state the= is no single afi 

encompassing nation; (2) the regime in power oftui la& the support of a sisnificant 

portion of society; (3) the state can la& effective institutional capabilities to provide 

peace and order, as weii as satisfhctory conditions for physical existence, for the 

whole of itr population; and, (4) the sense of threat which pmails are those of 

intenial challenges to and from the regime in power, rather than utemaliy gcneratcd 

threats to the existence of the nation state unit itself. 

Turkey's policy regarding its Kurdish population has ken two-pmnged. On 

the one hand, the govenunent has sought to 'paarf the Kurdish population by 

directing more economic aid into southeastern Turkey to revive its economy, 

especialîy agridture, and by integtating the local Kutd*h economy into the 

mainstream Turkish economy. This can k expiaineci by the fact that '[the] only 

problem in the southeast [successive Twkish govemments] will admir to, apart from 

Lterrorism', is underdeveIopment" (Dowden, 1996: 15). Turkish sources concludeci 

that only through economic redevelopment of the eastem regions wodd the state put 

a stop to separatist violence (Gunter, 1990: 82-83). Turkish policy has, with the 

exception of Ozal's presidency, concentrateci on a military solution to the Kurâish 

problem -this rame hardline policy has helped to spread the conflict to the west of the 

country in the 1990s. 

As indicated in Chapter 1, security for states like Turkey, c m  k 

concepnialized as involving five sectors: Miiitary, Politid, Economic, Societai and 

Environmental. Here, to recall that carlier discussion, se-ty is defined as " ... the 

pursuit of -dom from threat and the abüity of states and societies to maintain their 

independent identity and their functional integrity against forces of change which 

they see as hostile" (Buzan, 1991: 20). 



MilitarySeawîty 

Whüst military security involves the two-tier interplay of the armed offknsive 

and defensive capabilities of states and the states' perceptions of each other's 

intentions (Le., externally generated threats), such means also prove useful against 

military and non-military tbreats emanating from within the state itself -such as the 

threat posed by the Kurdish issue in Turkey. As rnentioned previousiy, Turkey has a 

large standing anny of around 500. 000 men which makes the state a worthy 

candidate as astmngpower- So while it may k true to say Turkey is a strongpower. t 

is also a weak state. 

Turkey's offiaal policy toward its Kurdish minority il.lustrates the translation 

of a political (and ofken a societal and economic) challenge into a military threat, 

with only a military solution. The state is thenby ehoosing "...an anna of 

confrontation with domestic dissidents that is favourable to [itseifJ, namely the 

military arena" (Ayoob, 1986: 8). Whilst die political. &etal and economic secton 

of a nation's Me are urpected to k mong enough to sunrive competition withïn their 

own sectors and in their own tenns, none can k presumed to k strong enough to 

withstand ~oercive pressure, or violent dismption -as aeated by the PKK in its war 

against the Turkish state. For this reason, thc maintenance of an effective military 

establishment has k e n  one of the founding tenants of Kemallct ideology and has 

become itself a national security interest From the kginning of the Repubiic, 

Atatürk realized the importance of a saong military as a vital prerequïsite for the 

protection of the political. economic and &etal security of Turkey, against threats of 

force or dismption. 

In order to undemand the importance of the Turl<ish military to the country% 

national security we must examine the role played by the armed foms within the 

state's deasion-making process. As GUrbey (19%: 12) points out, '[the] military 

assumes a H a l  position in the poiitical system in Turkef' which can k amibuted 

to several tactors. Historidy, during the advent of the -man Empire a strong 

army was the central instrument of state politics. In fact, '[the] iink between the 

miiitary and politics [at the present time] is characterized in particular by the 



Cpivotai] role of the military as a political fora of order and in its role as ' kuper and 

protector' of Kemalist principles, such that [it] has becorne an important agmt in 

Turkis h politicsm (Giirbey, 1996: 12). 

The degree of influence the Turkish military uerts within the counay's 

political scene has k e n  strengthened by mesnr of constitutional-legal mechanism. 

Within the National Security Councii (NSC) the militaty is a&>rded a constitutionaliy 

secure position. It  should be noted, that it was not until the fim miiieary intervention 

(coup) of 1960, that th& body was incorporated into the Co~tstitution -Article 118, 

Turkish Constitution 1982. It  was thus that the previously hidden partiapation of the 

armed forces in the implementation of power within Turkey became Iegally fortified. 

The Constitution stipulates two important htnctions of the NSC, in Article 118 

of the Turkish Constitution of 1982: "on the one hand, the protection and defense of 

'national security' against intemai and extemal dangers and, on the other hand, the 

'definition, determination, and application of a national SeCuCity policy' based on the 

prinaple of the indivisi'ble unity of the state's people and its territory actocding to 

Kemalist nate dominen (Gürbey, 1996:12). Noteworthy is the fact that the tasks of 

the NSC are very extensive and its limits not dearly d e k d  by the Constitution, 

'Within the scope of its tasks are not only national Kcurity and defensc but regulation 

of aspects of the entire M e  of ... rociety. Thus, the concept of national seCuCity has 

been extended with the help of the hnnda thet protects the welfare and security of 

the community' [at large141 (GUrky, 1996: 12). 

As sudi, not oniy an the decisions of the NSC given preference by the Council 

of Ministen, but they have aiso ken  afForded a certain political and morally binding 

power. Therefore, the NSC whilst acting as a planning and controlhg body, plays an 

active role in both the definition and application of policy aims and measures, king 

in no way responsible to Parliament. From this it would appear that the Trukish 

political system has two centres of decision-making: the civilicui authority (in the fonn 

of the Council of Ministers and Pariiament) and the miütory authority (in the fonn of 

the National Security WC]). 



Gürbey (1996: 13) points out that '[the] decision-making procesr [within 

Turkey] demonmates an interrelationship of forces that results in an imbalance of 

power at the expense of the civilian authority? Therefore, as the Kurdish issue as 

undemood within the definition of Turkish politics and the military, it is perceived as 

a national problem -a potential source of danger to the indivisible unity of the state's 

people and its temtory- and the Kurdirh daims for inaeased self-realization are 

viewed a prion as a ' sepamtist' threat. From this it is cvident that the NSC ïs the 

primary decision-maker in the Kurdish question. Turkish pdicy toward the Kurds, 

with the exception of Ozai's premiership. has k e n  udusively military in seope and 

solution. This has meant that avilian policy maken have tended to be consaaineci by 

the NSC, such that only a military solution to the Kurdish problem has been 

implemented by successive Turkish gave-ents. The Anti-Tcrror Law (ATL,)~~ is a 

clear enample of this, it was designed to supplement the military approach to the 

confiict with a range of ancillary measures. 'The ineffectiveness of Turkish 

state's] repression as a response to the assertion of ethnic identity by [its Kurdiph 

minority] is easily confirmed by reference to experience elsewhere, as in the 900 year 

history of dissidence in Ireland" (Andrews, 1989: 37). 

Poîidcaï and S d e t a l S e c u r i t y  

In light of the fact that sodetal threats cannot easily be entangled from 

political ones, these two components of the security dilemma problematic will be 

considered together. As indicated in Chapter 1, the politid security of a state refen 

to the organizational stability of the -te, its system of govemment and the ideology 

which gives it legitimaey. Here, what is cssentidy at stake is the very idea of the state 

itself, in particdar its national identity and organuing ideology. Thus, "if sodetal 

security is about the nutainability, within acceptable conditions of evolution, of 

traditional patterns of laquage, cuiture and religious and ethnic identity end 

custom, then thrcats to these values corne more frequently from witbin the state than 

from outside if' (Buzan, 1991: 123). Such intenial societal threats are symptomatic 



of weak states. 

As States, like Turkey, possess polyethnic populations within their temtorial 

boundaries, there exïst extensive grounds for conflict ktween naturai nations and 

the attempts by govenunents to -te nations which coinade with their borders. 

"From the point of view of effiaent domestic governent and the establishment of a 

[suong] presence in [the] diallenging international environment, having state and 

nations coincide provides [great] advstlitages" for a CO- (Buzan, 1991: 72). 

Therefore, it becornes dear that national identity is a vital cornponent of the Security 

dilemma pmblunatic. Turkish national identity is grounded within the 

tenants of K e d s t  ideology. Since the binh of the Republic, the county's ruling elites 

have rigidly adhered to the notion of the entire population being Twkish in ongin. 

The very existence of Kurdish dissent within the state is identifid as an attempt to 

heighten the separate ethnodtural identities present within Turkish Society. As 

such, Kurdish demands for cultural recognition d into question the very aison 

d'he for the creation and continueci existence of the Twkish republie -that is to say, 

the legitimacy of the orsanipng ideology is challengeci. 

In order to understand the matment of the Kurdish issue in Turkey, we must 

fim discuss the position of ethnic minorities uas one important characteristic iîes in 

the inextricable link ktween the minority issue in Turkey and the ideologid 

structure of the Turkish le@ and wnstitutiod systexn" (Gürbey, 1996: 9-10). Thus, 

one can maintain that the causes for the Kurdish problem need to k sought within 

Turkey's pol it id and le@ system. Traditionally, "[the] main enort of ethnic 

speculation inside Turkey has k e n  directed towards the definition of an efféctive 

Turkish ethnos for political unity" (Andrews, 1989: 41). 

The rigidity of the poiitical and legal symm, paRjcularIy in its prernt fonn, 

possesses inadequaeies when examineci within the contact of Turkcy's obligations 

within the framework of the Organhtion for Sccurity and Cooperation in Europe 

(OSCE) and the Councii of Europe. The very inflem'b'icy of the constitutional nikr 

and regdations attempts to proscribe the meam of politid and social lifc within 



Turkey in as much detail as possible, thus hindering pluralization and 

democratization. As Gürbey (1996: 10) suggests, it is '[a] strict concept of a nation- 

state in combination with extreme nationalism [which repcesmt] the essential 

characteristics of Turkish nate ideology", commonly d e d  Kemalïsm. 

However, as Andrews (1989) points out, Turkcy's population exhibits a high 

degree of ethnic, linguistic, and religious diversity and at least hrty-seven distinct 

population groups can k dïf5erentiated. Among them, the Kurds are the kgest 

Linguistic and ethnie group. The main intemal cause of the conflict ktween the 

Turkish state and the Kurdish nation is the strict application of the Kemalist definition 

of nation in the country. This is clearly artidated within the preambk of the 1982 

Constitution, Articles 2 and 66. Kemalism defines the T d h  nation as the sum of all 

the citizens contsined witbin the state's territorial borders without consideration of 

ethnic identity. In fact, this conceptuahation of the Turkish nation helps to negate 

the legal interpretation of the urimnce and protection of ethnic minorities. As 

Andrews (1989: 35) States. "whilst the dangers of confusing ethniaty and nationality 

had been foreseen by the advocates of Anatolianism (1924- 1925). the urgent need 

for renewed self-assertion among the Turkish, Sunni majority foiiowing the collapse 

of the Ottoman Empire and the struggle to free Turlrey nom the occupying powers 

proved paramount". This need to inject natiorml pride and d t y  into the Turkish 

majority was m e r  inaeased by the abolition of the Caliphate and the ensuhg 

Kurdish uprising of 1925. 

In the Constitution of 1982 the definition of Y w K  is maintaineci in Article 66: 

ua Turk is someone associatecl with the Turkish state by ties of Nationality". However, 

this definition is not very dear and results in the ethnic co~otations of the tem king 

disregarded, as potentidiy divisive and dangerous. "In the eontext of Turkey it is 

particularly important to emphasize [that] since the ethor upon which the Republic is 

based has, since its earliest years, incorporated use of the word Turk in an ethnie. as 

weii as e national sense, without any ciear distinction ktween them", the 

misunderstandings which arise fkom this ambiguity have kui ignored (Andrews, 

1989:18). "Yet, as they affect laquage, and even the recognition of non-Turkic 



groups, they rem& a source of friction within the country" (Andrews, 1989: 35). 

As a result of this confü~ion,~...certain sections of the Government and 

academics, have assumed that ethnic mlnorities within Turkey have no inherent right 

to exist in their own emic 23 tenns and have sought to remove any [indicaton] which 

define them through legislation, cornmon education. or delikrate re-definition" 

(Andrews, 1989: 36). Whilst the effcct has been to gioss over, or distort the bistoncal 

realities of the country's demographics and arrive at a simple view, "[thhl 

mobilization of opinion has k e n  [only] pady successful" (Andrews, 1989: 41). 

What Turkish niling dites fail to rccognize b the precarious na- of this policy and 

that it provokes doubts in many citivns who have grown up among ethnic minonties, 

and know that they d s t .  "As a counterpart to the promotion of the Turkish ethuos. 

the intereSt in ethnic minorities has on the whole k e n  ignored or  disco^" 
(Andrews, 1989: 42). 

In its most extreme form, this deîiberate re-defhition can be considerd as 

quite simply a question of the Kurds having to adjust or k eliminated. Therefbre, any 

form of articulation of cuitund di&rence was and is perceiveci by the Turkish state as 

a threat to its culturai and national uni% and is strictly forbidden. So on the basis of 

the Kemalist definition of nation and the resulting prinaple of equality of ail Turkish 

citizens, any expression of Kurdish identity is forbidden and pusecuted. 

"As memben of the Turkish nation, the Kurds have equal Wts in ail aspects; 

however, the right to care for and develop th& ethnicity; culture and language h not 

induded within the understanding of equalicy, as it pemiins to Turkey. This policy of 

assimilation and homogeneity hai influenceci and continues to influence the foms of 

Kurdish resiscance and is a cause of the open use of violence m y  the PKKJ" (GUrky, 

1996: 10). It is within this framewotk that the emergence of the PKK shouid k 

viewed. 

The second component which plays a centrai role in connection with the issue 

of the protection of minorities within Turkey, is tbat the K e m W  concept of nation 

cannot k viewed in isolation from the principle of the 'indivisible d t y  of a state's 



people and its territory' and the concept of hational culture' (Article 3, Turkish 

Constitution 1982). Basic rights and libenies can k nstrïcted to protect t&is 

prinâple, as is constantiy reficcted in the legal system within numemus regufations - 
Amcle 125 of the p a l  d e  is a clear example whereby capital punishment is 

prescribed for any who attempt, with or without violence, to separate portions of the 

nate's territory from the state union or attempt to pull away from the control of the 

central govemment Tven though the whole of the Constitution is aimed at 

preserving national uni% the ui ty  envisioncd by Atatürk, as achieved by common 

education, language. morality and aesthetics, is an abstraction which has, up to the 

present failed to engage a considerable portion of those Living in Eastern Anatolia, 

[Le., the Kurds]" (Andrews, 1989: 35 - 36). 
Within the Anti-Terror Law (An), any propaganda questioning the indivisible 

unity of the state's people and ito temtory is subject to penalty under Article 8 of this 

law. Although Article 8 of the ATL was r ev id  in October 1995, this only led to the 

reduction of prison sentences aiîowable; however, 'separatist propaganda' still 

remains punishable under the Iaw as it sti l l  stands. Turkey stiu faces a fundamental 

legai-political dilemma regarding ethnie minorities, iike the Kurds, within her 

temtory and the infringement of basic civil rights in Turkish society. 'The concept of 

minority, as undemood by the state and international law, is referred to by Twkish 

law only in connection with the clauses on minorities of the musanne Treaîy] of 

1923". containeci in Articles 37 - 42 (Gürbey, 1996: 11) -these only refer to non- 

Muslim minorities. 

On the grounds of Turkey's rigid concept of what constitutes a nation-state, 

the country has not accepted the internationally ncognized rights of minonties, 

applicable to not only religious, but also ethnic and linguistic minorities as well. T h e  

concept of minority only exists at a legal level in connection with the prohibition of 

'creating minority gcoups' * (Gluky, 1996: 11-12) -as in Article 81 of the Law on 

Political parties? The changes made to constitutional regdations in July 1995 led 

neither to the relaxation of the annal eiements of nste ideology anchorcd within the 



Constitution nor to an adjusment of the concept of rninority in line with the 

European standard. 

By asserting their ethnîc identity the Kurds have helped to highlight the 

contradictions within Turkish nationalhm and calleci into question the country's 

national identity and organizing ideology. In the case of Turkey, this has resulted in 

its national identity helping to undermine the idea of the state. By not refognizing the 

plurality of Turkish Society, successive govenunena have helped to make the country 

more politicaily and socidy iasccure from within and extemally, at neighbouring 

counuies, iike Syria, use the Kurdish issue to obtain concessions on regional Setufity 

issues fkom Turkey -a dear example is the issue of Euphrates water. which is 

discussed in greater detaii in Chapter 3. Only by official recognition that Turkcy's 

ethnic plurality, as so dearly seen in the case of the United States. can k a source of 

cultural enrichment for the Turkish nation will the existence ofthe Kurds k equïtably 

dealt with in the Turkish cornmonwdth. Thmugh such recognition Turkey wül have 

helped to deviate its present inKcuntydilemme. 

Economic Securiw 

With regard to the economic dimension of the threat posed by the Kurdish 

issue in Turkey, the most obvious impact has ken the high cost of mnducting the war 

in the southeast. At present the estimated cost to the Twkbh nate to fight the PKK is 

somewhere in the region between $7 to $10 billion annually. This annuai drain on 

the economy helps to aceount for a substantial poztion of Turkey's present budget 

deficit It is unlikely that Turkey can indennitely su& such a level of expendinin 

into the future as it is almost q u a i  to the annual deficit if extemal commem. 

One important effect is that '[the] conflict intensifles the imbaianœ ktween 

the western and eastem parts of the counay and prevenu [the much needed] 

economic upswing" (Gürbey, 1996: 19). The enormous cost of the war has reduced 

the effectiveness of the state's assimilationist policy in the Kwdish region. As 

Andrews (1989: 37-38) pina ou2 ..changes in economic and social circumstances 

can bring about a profound readjustment of the emic and etic dennidon [of a gmup's 



ethniaty]". Since the early days of the Turkish state, the govemment recognized the 

principle agents of assimilation to be, apm fiom the economic one, education and 

rnilitaqr KM= However, the effectiveness of nationalized schooling depends 

greatly upon the fiequency of schooisJ sacllydeîïcient in the southeast of the country; 

when only standard elementmy schools are available in villages and transport to the 

schools in t o m  decides its impact (Andrews, 1989: 39). 

A counterpm for the cconomic hctor in assimilation is the n d  for 

opportunity. '7f this is absent, fidl mgration may k deiayd in a niral setting, or 

migrant groups find themoelves stranded, impoverisheà and embitterd in one of the 

big cities ..." (Andrews, 1989: 40). In Turkey, the Kurds have k e n  obliged to migrate 

to the West in search of employmcat as they M that any funue in Turkey holds no 

promise for thern -many try Istanbul and Ankara kfore emigrating, but the 

economic m a r g i n ~ t i o n  of the Kurds continues in the West of the country; with 

shanty towns developing on their outslrirto of city centres and the conflict king 

msfernd  from rural to urban areas. When among the towns most gifted ehildren, 

the image of future weil-king is so Brmly anchored outside the counay, one may ask 

j u s  how long the group can continue to regard itself as Turkish" (Andrews, 1989: 

40) 

Turkey's solution is the "...$32 bülion South Anatolian Project (GAP): an 

integrated development plan to bring everything fkom industry to htalth care to the 

region" and "the project Iplans] to provide 3.5 m jobs by the t h e  it io comp1eted in 

2005, and quadruple farm production in the region" (Dowden, 1996: 15). The 

project was Uutiated in 1988 for this reason, but is seen by many Kurds, particulady 

the PIM, as a continuation of Turkish assimilationist pliaes. "Moreover, even if 

growth could attenuate conflïct, the criticai question is how the [state ] disaibutes the 

surplus " (Esman and Rab'iovich, 1988: 34). As Dowden 91996: 15) points out, 

"[t] he vast b&of the elecnicity [to k] produad will go to the west [of the counay3" 

and %ose parts of the project that WU knefit western Tutkey are mil  ahead of 

schedule, but those which are eamarkeci to aileviate the underdevelopment of the 

southeast are buely stand -not surprisingly, Turkish officiais argue that the delay is 



due to PKK artacks and that they intend to see the project through". WhSt the GAP 

project is a sep in the right direction in an effort to give Kurds a greater stake in the 

Turkish nation, its knefits will oniy accrue in the long tenn. Howwer, these buiefit~ 

may well be too late in arriving for the Kurds of Turkcy. 

Even if the political premise that "ït is an article of conventionai wisdom that 

economic growth and prosperity provide the ideal context for the management of 

ethnic con flic^.." (Esman and Rabinovich, 1988: 22)is valid, there exkt a number of 

problems with the pmject. The fkst problem is the scope of the project. "Despite the 

massive undutaking. .. GAP wiil lead to the transformation of the economy in only six 

p r ~ v i n ~ e s ~  (Robins, 11991: 34-35) -although the knefits are expected to filter 

down, any econornic rejuvenation elsewhere in the nual Kurdish areas will be more 

modest The second, "relates to exactly how much investment the Jtate will delivef 

and "much will depend upon the health of the Turkish economy when subsequent 

invesmients are due to k made* (Robins, 1991: 35). Also, large engineering 

structures and huge resemoirs are unlikely to impress the l d  population, who crave 

for much needed electncity, k t te r  roads and a dean water supply -in these a n a s  the 

state has ken rather less conscientious and effective in the pst! 

The third problem involves the ownenhip of the land which is afkcted by the 

GAP pruject. In the past, much of it belonged to the aghas, but the issue of ownership 

and redistribution remains illdefined. If the land remains in the hands of the fcw, 

"the increased levels of prosperity which are king promised [are unlihely] to corne 

about, and expectations would have been r a W  ucalisticaliy" (Robins, 1991: 35). 

The fourth problem relates to the timing of the project. m a t  is clear is that the 

major economic bencfits envisageci [are unlikely to] accrue kfore 1995 and probably 

not unal after the year 2000" (Robins, 1991: 35). So the GAP project o&rs linle hope 

of improving those conditions which have helped bring about the hostiiities in the 

Kurdish areas. 

Not surprisingly, as Bo28fsIan (1996: 149) points out, "[the] continuation of 

the war wili only be possible at the prie of the rniiimhtion of the eeonomy" and 



whilst this may bc possible in Iraq and Syria, "thïs is not the case for Turkey which has 

a strong private sector t h  the state d a s  not control". For the Turkish private smor 

any such militarizetion wiU inevitably require a larger contribution to the war and 

participation in the process of resource allocation. "However, in Turkey, as 

elsewhere, the pattiotism' of the bourgeoisie has its limits " (Bozarslan, 1996: 150). 

"The abject of the ... war that the population has fînand for more than ten years 

[has] corne increasingly under questionn (Gürky, 1996: 19). The continuation of 

the war has already provoked dticism and helps to explain the hostiie declarations of 

business associations, like TÜSIAD and a report by the country's Chamkr of 

Commerce. Prominent seeton of the business community in Turkey have asked for a 

political solution to k found to the Kucdish problem. 

Not only has there ken  a push hom within the muntry for a new policy 

orientation to Turkey's handüng of the Kurdish issue, but pressure from the IMP bas 

the same orientation. The M F  has dernanded that Turkey reduce its public expense, 

namely military spending. Of equal signifïcance is Western pressure, which can be 

explained more by the impact of the Kurdish issue in Gennany than by a perceiveci 

pro-Kurdish attitude of Turkey'r Western allies -thk is discussed in more detaii in the 

next Chapter 3. However, concerns over the stability of Turkey and human rights 

abuses have given nse to arms transfcrs king canceiied or delayed by the country's 

Westem allies. In fa* the growing Amencan pressure on Turkey to find a 

solution to its Kurdish problem is atcniutable to a pro-Turkish policy -the necessity 

of having a stable Turkey (Bozanlan, 1996: 150). 

Whilst "[these] pnssures could remain manageable for a military regime that 

is not amuntable kfore an ekaorate", this is not possible for Turkey's civilian 

Femment (Bozanian, 1996: 150). As Bozanlan(l9%: 150) goes on to highüght, 

"[the] m o n  for this is quite simple: since 1946, Western support and extemal 

credibiiity of the country have always been an element of legïtimization of avilian 

governments inside Turkef'. So having obEained the Customs Union with the EC, 

Turkey is likely to e m e n œ  more pressure fkom the West in the form of anns 

uansfer reductions and military aid king withheld if it maintains its present level of 



spending on the war in the southeast -as weli as, adhering to its uaditional policy on 

the Kurds. 

Having considered the internai e- of the Kurdish issue for Turkey'J 

security, the next chapter WU examine the impact of the war in the southeast of the 

country upon its extemal reiations -bath regional and international. The question 

Chapter 3 hopes to anmer is: How have Turkey's relaticns with her neighbouring 

states and the West k e n  influenceci by the K d s h  issue? 



NOTES 

1. "The manipulation of ethniaty by state elites is even more easy to observe in those 

states which have strong mono-ethaic tendencies. In such states, dominant cultural 

groups in the society (usuaily majorities)have been able to enhance or preserve their 

dominance through the insmiment of state power; and, to varyhg extents, the 

process of the formation of the state has encourageci the dose link between the ethnic 

nationalism of its dominant group and the state nationaüsm; the cultural symbolism 

of the dominant group thus forming the basis for the artidation of suite-national 

identity" (Brown, 1989: 10 - 11). This is very obvious in the case of Turkey. 

2. T h e  Ottoman empire was not typical of the European empires of the eighteenth 

and nineteenth centuries, whose underlying characteristic was that of a distinct 

people of the metroplitan are,  motivated by a nationaiistic ideology, seeking the 

subjugation of peoples in the peripheqt' (Robins, 1991: 17). Like the Roman, the 

Ottoman empire kiieved much more in the assimilation of its territories and peoples, 

with various parts of the empire sending representatives to its parliament -thk policy 

represented the millet system. 

3. On May 5,1932 a law ordering the depontion and dispersion of the Kurds was 

passed. In it four separate categories of inhabited zones were recognizcd in Turkey: 

No. 1 zones will include all those areas in which it is deemed desirable to 

inaease the density of the cuiturally Turkish population. obviously refernd to 

Kurdistan] 

No. 2 zones wiU include those areas in which it is deemd desirable to establish 

populations which must be assimilateci into Turkish culture, 

No. 3 zones will k territories in which dturally Turkish immigrants wiU k 

allowed to establish themselves, fmlywithout the assistance of the authorities. [The 

most fertile and inhabitable areas of Kurdistan were to be offcred] 

No. 4 zones will include aU those tenitories wbicb it has k e n  decided should 



be evacuated and those which may k closed off for public hcalth, material, dd, 

politicai, strategic or secur i ty  reasons. [This category induded the more inaccessible 

areas of Kurdistan] . 
So, from the winter of 1932, severai hundred thousand people were removed from 

their lands and villages. Only a shortage of material means prevented the Turkish 

govemment from deportïng the entire Kurdish population. These depomtions were 

to continue und the end of 1935 (Chdiand, 1994: 38). 

4- Artide 1 of Law No, 1850, states: 

Murden and other actions committed individually, from the 20th June 1930 

to the lûth December 1930, by the representatives of the state or the province, by the 

miiitary or civil authonties, by the local authorities, by guards or rnilitiamen, or by 

any civilian having helped the above or acted on their khali, during the pursuit and 

extermination of the rev01ts that broke out in Ecris, Z h ,  Agndag (Ararat) and the 

surrounding areas, including Pulumur in Erzincan province and the ana of the F i m  

Inspeaorate, wiil not bc considered as crimes" (Chdiand, 1992: 65). 

5. Although a Turkish sociologist, his book, Kurdistan: An Intemate Colony, has 

never been published in Turkey and due to the nature of the subject he has spent 

several years in prison and is still held in custady today. This represents the first study 

of the situation in southeasteni Turkey. Within this analysis of the simation in 

southeast Turkey (Kurdistan), Besikci condudes that the region is an intemal colony. 

An intemal colony refers '%O a deprived economic zone whose population is dismaiiy 

abandoned by the central govemment or whose resources are unjustly exploited by 

it" (Nisan, 1991: 13). 

6. The issue of water sbali be discussed in greater detail in the next chapter, 

highlighting Turkefs relations with neighbouring states. 

7. Turkish authorities have describai the HRK "as a dupiicate of the Viet Cong" 



{Gunter, 1990: 74). rts structure was based on a 3-3 rnilitary system: three squads 

constituted a team; three teams formed a Company", and so on (Gunter, 1990: 74). 

8. The rationale behind its creation at the start of the K&h insurgency, is summed 

up by Ocalan himself, in Ismet (1996:28): "Before anything else, armed propaganda 

wiU amact the attention of the masses who have been lost in daily We and who have 

been brainwashed by imperialist media or becorne dependent on thh or that 

establishment Party, to the revolutionary movement. It will thus advate the 

[passive] masses". I t  was in an effort to gather the non-Marxist and ofken religious 

Kurdish masses under one roof that the EEWK came into king in 1985. As Gunter 

(1990: 77) States: Lcmiblic relations were identifid as the m s ]  most important 

problem" in 1986, so the ARGK was founded in order to organize these masses into 

guerrilla unia. I t  should be noted that at present the ERNK "...bas now ken 

enmsted with a diplornatic peace-time mission and appears to k actively involveci in 

international diplomacy, meetings with foreign governments and offiaab, in search 

of a solution through dialogue on the on going conflict" (Ismet, 1996: 35). 

9. Today, Turkey has approrcimately 70,000 viiiage guards and is payiag each an 

attractive salary" (Ismet, 1996: 29). With high unemployment among the Kurdish 

population in the region for many y-, initidy the project appeased to k an 

attractive offer to earn a good inwme and ann oneself. "But this [policy] served no 

purpose other rhan creating a buffer zone of flesh for the state" (Ismet, 1996: 29). As 

government sources were later to admit: "In a way, what has happened is that the 

state has singleci out its supporters in mal  Settlements making them an easy target 

and identifying them for the temristsw (Gunter, 1990: 81). "It is also a system wbïch 

has led to (a) atrocities cornmittecl by these paramilitary forces and (b) saite troopers 

forcing locals. to the extent of direct atzacks, to accept weapons against the Kurds" 

Usmet. 1.996: 29). The PKK chose to targct Turkefs village guerd system because it 

believes it to k an obstacle to Kurdish likration. "Its main purpose has been to deter 

villagers from jobhg the paramilitary force and instmd support the amed 



movement" usmet, 1996: 24). 

10. This Turkish-Iraqi concened effott agaha the Kurds kgan with the fint hot 

pursuit agreement in April1983. By 1985 Turkey pushed for a second protocol to k 

agreed whereby each side was aiiowed to go kyond the hot pursuit provisions of the 

earlier agreement 4 t h e r  could penenate the others cemtory in pursuit of Kurdish 

insurgents and remain for up to 3 days. As at the the the PKK was operating from 

bases in northem Iraq one can understand Turkey's insisteme upon this three day 

extension. 

11. "ARGK fighters, ailegediy now numkring around 25,000 in the whole region are 

trained in cenaal camps, work accordhg to a former East Bloc 3-3 formation order, 

constitute units h m  platoons to regiments and are well-equippedn Osmet, 1996: 

35). They can be identified by their uaiforms end operate under a dght militafy 

discipline and repreKnt the primary core of the PKICs armed activities, which are 

carried out aceording to a centrai committce order supemsed by the ARGK Military 

Council. I t s  main activities involve ambush, raids, sabotage, executions and mine 

laying. The ARGK is govemed by a set of laws which indude kt, s-nd and third 

degree crimes. "Membenhip to the ARGK is compulsory for al1 Kurds at or above the 

age of 18 regardless oftheir gendef (Ismcq 1996: 35). 

12. The majority of those kiiled were relatives of village guards (Kutds whom the 

state armed and paid to combat the PIM guedas). Thus, "the message was spread 

that the PKK would punish those who collaborated with Turkey or tumed agsinst the 

organization and that the movement had no intention of tolerating local village 

guards" (ïsmet, 1996: 30). The villages targeted in such rampaigns were spedcally 

chosen and tended to be located in areas where the PKK needed to expand in support. 

As £àr as the generai Kwdish population was concerned, the PWs attacks on av i l i ans  

were not directcd at ordinaqt people but Kurdish villages with state connections, who 

agreed to coiiaborate against dieir omi  kind. Sud, activities by the PKK, helped to 



draw a clear iïne between those it considercd as combatants and those it saw as 

innocent In this way "the PKK was gaining success at the popular level as the 

government [stepped up its involvement] in the conflict, Lifting its veil [during] many 

instances and showing. .. mow] repressive [its] policies [were] to the (Kurds]" (Ismet, 

1996: 30). Throughout 1988 and 1989. the situation w a s  similar, with the PKK 

stepping up its targeting of state supporters. 

13. As of July 1987. the situation faced by the Turlasb authorities was nunmed in the 

cover story of one Turkish journal that dedared: "For a moment last Thursday. the 

Turkish state looked helpless and unable to root out the terrorists ... . The daims of 
successive Turkish goremments over many years that the 'Kurdish question' does not 

exist has been discredited by events. What looked Iüce local insurgency, has. since the 

start of this year e d a t e d  into something Wce a full d e  g u e d a  war" (Gunter, 

1990: 78). Turkish sources were forad to condudc: "Against Turkey's inaeasing 

military presence in the region, not much seems to have ben done to prevent attacks 

fiom taking placen (Gunter, 1990: 78 and Economist, June 22. 1987). The same 

report dedared "that the PKK has achieved one goal ... bring[ing] the 'Kurdish 

question' fïnally to the international plat6ormm (Gunter, 1990: 78 and Economist, 

June 22,1987). 

14. As a result the Turkish pms has ken heavily censored. atizens resident in the 

region can be removed. anyone supporting the separatists or giving them aid can now 

be sentenced to 10 yuvs imprisonment and the state would in no way tolerate PKK 

sympathizers (Muller, 1996). The impact of a s  new policy became dearly evident in 

the region with the inuease in indiscriminate security operations, leading to well 

documenteci human rights violations throughout the Kurdish areas (Helsinki Watch, 

1990). 

15. The policy of the Turkirh aate has helped to tum what initially appeared to k 'a 

mere terrorist group', based on marginai demands and ideology, into a major ethnic 



insurgency group, backed by hundrcds of thousands of people. As Isrnet (1996:33) 

States: "OEiaals m y  insisting that] the problem is [fundamentally] one of terrorism 

and they wiLl deal with terrorism nrPt, and then look into other aspects of the crisis" 

have helped to perpetuate the conflict. 

16. The Kurdish uprising kgan in March 1990 and spread throughout Kurdistaa, 

characterized by major strikes and boycotts of xihools. In fact the uprising, which 

plagued the Turkish authorities thughout the carly part of 1991, was the most 

serious challenge to Turkish conuol in the southeast. Although Sccurity forces 

managed to contain the uprising by mid-1991, sporadic uprising coatinucd in the 

area. 

17. For a description of the contents of the ATL refer to Helsinki Watch (1990: 13) - 
the Ministry of the Intenor and the NSC were given the authority to conaol all media 

broadcasts h m  the Kurdish region under the state of emergency and exactly one 

month after the law came into force, the C o d  of Ministers gave the govemor 

general of the region the power to dismiss any judge, prosecutor or military officer 

working within his jurirdiction. The govemor general is now unaccountab1e for his 

actions which is a powereven the president otTurkey does not have. 

18. The PKK declared a generai amnesty for ai l  village guards who lay dom their 

guns and refused to collaborate with the state. This new PKK strategy for& T~rkish 

troops to target village guards and m e s  atternpting to drop out of the system, to 

carry out mass amsts, and deportations, as well as, arson attacks on avilian villages 

(Ismet, 1996 and Helsinki Watch, 1990). In effect, "the wide-spread human nghts 

violations on the Turkish partoniy helped to support the PKns argument and further 

Pelped] to strengthen the organization's" support in the region (Ismet, 1996: 3 1). 

19. "The KPE was established to give voice to inhabitane in Kurdistan and is 

dominated by pariiamentarians of Kurdioh origin expelied fiom the Turkish National 



Assembly" (Nigogosian, 1996: 41). The idea to create the KPE "*..evolved h m  ... the 

removal of all democratic political means of the Kurdish peoples and their elected 

representatives for rcrolving the Kurdish problem in Turkef (Leizer, 19%: 149). I t  

was established in April1995 in HoLiand. "The PKK and its adjunct organizations 

comprise the larges single block of the KPE's sixty-five members" (Nigogosian, 1996: 

41) -12 seats are held by the PKK through the ERNK (Ismet, 1996: 36). As GÜrbey 

(1996: 25) States, b n  the one hand, the parliament in d e  functions as a parmer in 

dialogue and, on the other hand, it proves that the prohibition of the DEP brought the 

PKK and the DEP parliementarians in d e  doser together". Clearly the cornmon 

activities of the NVO parties mean that any process of dialogue which disregards the 

PKK would be difficult to reaiize. 

20. The 1982 constitution, approved by a referendum, placed a number of 

restrictions on the use of the Kurdish language. Articles 26, 28 and 89 were 

particularly clear on this matter: 
Article 26: No language prohibited by law s h d  be used in the expression and 
dissemination of thought Any wrimn or p ~ t e d  documents, photograph records, 
magnetic or video tapes, and other media instruments used in contravention of this 
provision shall be confiscated. 
Article 28: Publications s h d  not k made in any language prohibited by the law. 
Article 89: No politicai Party may concem itscif with the defense, development, or 
diffusion of any non-Turkish language or culture; nur may they seek to create 
minorities within our fiontiers or to destmy our national unity* 

21. As the consti~tional law expert and former Turkish foreign minister Miimtaz 

Soysal condudes regarding the function of the NSC: "Because the [NSC] is a body 

which is in a better position to express opinions conceming issues of national security 

due to its proximity to demiled information. it is only natuml that the C o m d  of 

Ministers 'gives preference' to these opinions. The d danger here lies in the fhct that 

the concept of 'national s e d t y '  is king used in a very broad and all-encompassing 

manner -and indudes almost ali issues wbich f i  under the responsibility of the 

government-and because of this b m d  intezpret8tion, a new mixecl decision-makhg 

body is created which is nearly paraiid to the Council of Ministem, but does not carry 



political responsibility" (Gürbey, 1996: 12). Given the prominent role of the NSC in 

the deasion-making process, it would appear to support BuanYs (1991: 276) 

suggestion that military means fkcquently prove usehil a w s t  both military and non- 

military threats. Thus the NSC, and the m e d  forces are there to sefeguard againrt 

both extemal and internai challenges to both the territorial integrity and the idea or 

organizhg p~c ip le ( s )  of the Turkish state. 

22. Article of the ATL "defhes tenorism so broadly and vaguely that almost anyone 

on be convicted of it: no violent act is required" (Muller, 1996: 45). The A n  

represents the primary legal policy instrument used by the Turfash state in an effort to 

stamp out Kurdish dissent, whether peaceful or violent in nature. Given that Turkey 

is party to the European Convention on Human Rights and has pledgeâ to meet 

human rights standards set by the Paris Charter of the OSCE, the ATL is dearly in 

breach of Turkey's obligations under the Treaty. "Firstiy, the ail-embracing nature of 

the Anti-Temr Law is in conflict with the general spint of the rights establisbing 

freedom of expression. Secondly, its subsequent application by the authorities is at 

odds with its original purpose" --it was not designecl to restrict non-violent dissent 

(Muller, 1996: 47). 

23. 'There are three fundamental aspects to ethnicity: the emù, that is the interna1 

view of the group, the etic, that is the view taken by those outside the group, and the 

mediating, that is the effective balance established between the two" (Andrews, 1989: 

19). In the case of Turkey, the emic view is that held by its Kurdish population and the 

etic view is that held by the population at large, especially of policy makea. It  should 

be noted that changes in the ethoic markers defining ethnie groups can result in an 

effective lackof recognition, as in the case of the Kurds in Turkey. 

24. As Gürbey (1996: Il-12)points out: Politicai parties and associations in Turkty 

are prohibited fkom asserthg that the= exin within its territory minoritics that are 

distinguished by difkrences in their national or nligious culture, ethnicity or 



language. As such, they may not punue the goal of aeating minority groups on 

Turkis h territory, to avoid dismpting the inte- of the nation through to cering for, 

developing and propagating of languages and dtures other thaa Turlcish (Gürky, 

1996: 12). 

25. The six provinces are Adiyaman, Diyarbakir, Gaziantep, Mardin, SanhUIfii and 

Si&. Interestingly, the province of Hakkari, where many PKK operations have taken 

place, has not induded for redevelopment. 



Chapter 3: Co~equenœs fbr TUWsh P o e  Relations 

1.1 The ~ntemationdhation of the Z u d b h  Ethnie Coiifllict 

In order to understand the impact of the Kurdish insurgency on both Turlcy'P 

relations with neighbouring corntries and the W e q  we must briefiy examine the 

intemationalization of the confiict and the fkctors whïch have brought this about. 

For domestic ethnie confIicts, like that conducted by the PKK in Tiukey, to 

spread across borders and embroü a wider set of direct and indirect participants, 

certain structural and organitational fanues needto k present {de Siva: 1991 :l6). 

One of the most important fieatures of the Kurdish insurgency is the international 

dispersa1 and distribution of the Kurds. As Barkey (1996: 65) states, %cause of the 

dispersal of the Kurdish territuries among at least four states --Turkey, Iran, Iraq and 

Syria-the Kurdish question cannot always k containeci within the territorial iimits 

of one state". Of the four states, Turkey has the largest Kurdish population at 12 

million (50% of the tocal Kwdish population), Iran has some 7 million (25%), Iraq 

has around 4 million (15%) and Syria has 1.5 million (5%)' (Bucldey, 1994: 9). 

According to future population estimates, the K d s h  populations in these counuies 

are iikely to double by the year 2020 -the Kurdish birth-rate is already higher than 

that of the rest of the general population in Turkey, at present (Fuiler, 1992: 14). 

Trhnic affines, wherever they are located, generally tend to becorne invohred 

supportively in some way with the smiggits of their communicy" <de Silva: 1991: 

16). The entire Kurdish population in the Middle East maddles the borders of di 

four states. "In addition to its appeal a m  Kurdish communities, the temptation of 

neighbouring nar« ro take advancage of the othefs 'smlnorïry problem ta scon 
tactical or strategic gains is especidy enhanced during perioâs of Local u n d  

(Barkey, 1991: a). Syria's continued harbouring of Abdullah Ocalan, the PKK 

leader, illustrates this point. Also, uethnk afmes ean k found in fatoff places 

because of migradon or ford  dispersal" (de Silva: 1991: 16). 

As we shall se, "the emergence of an active Kurdish diaspora, especiaiiy in 

Euro p... bas helped [toj heighren the visibility of the [Kurd*h] h u e  and also 



provided various Kurdish politid organizations in Turkey with finanaal and other 

forms of critical support" <Barkey, 1996: 66). In fact, it is Turkish policy toward the 

Kurds within her borden that has helped to create the large commUIUty of Turkish 

Kurds in Europe. This has meant that Ewopean countries, like Germany, which 

possess large Kwdish populations, have indkectly bemme involved in the Kurdish 

issue by virtue of the facc that their domestic ïnterests have ken a&cted by their 

relations with Turkey, and in tum, this intemationaiization of the Kurdish question 

has infïuenced bilateral tics with Turkey. 

Another element which has heiped the internationakation of the Kurdish 

issue, is the mategic location of Turkey (de Silva, 1991: 17). 'The transfomation of 

international balances after the demise of the Soviet Union, have rekindled some of 

the longdormant ethnic tensions around the globe" (Berkey, 1996: 66). Turkey is no 

exception. For the United States, the stability of Turkey is of grrat conceni to its own 

regional interests. The continueci rebellion in the southeast of the country represents 

an existentid chaknge to the Turkish state . The Kwdish insurgency, not only 

contradicts the dominant ideology which is the basis of the Republic, but a successfd 

rebeUon could also possibly force a change in the boudaries and/or organization of 

Turkey. This would k deaimentai to Amencan interests in the Gulf. 

"The intemationaiization of ethnic conflict is often perceiveci as knefiaal to 

at least one of the involved [parties]" (de Silva: 1991: 18). In fàct, 

internationalization of the Kurdish question, especiaily after the Halabja massacre in 

Iraq (1988) and at the end of the Gulf war in 1991, has confened a great degree of 

visibility and new sources of syznpathy for the Kurds such as that expressed by the 

srnalier States of the EU regarding human rights abuses by the Turkish f~rces in the 

southeast. I t  has aiso resulted in materiai resources and organizational skills king 

donated, as in the case of the Kutdish information centre in hndon. The fact that 

there was great media average of the Gulf war, more of the world has got to lmow of 

the plight of the Kurds. not only in Iraq but a h  in Turkey. 

Also of importance in highiighting the Kurdish insurgency in Turkey, is the 

work of groups particularly interested in monitoring the issue of repression and 



human rights, like Amnesty Internationai and Helsinki Watch. They have furcher 

publicized events in the southeast of Turkey and Wei.. reports have been known to 

cause donors to terminate aid to counuies" (de Silva, 1991: 19). Since the early 

1990s, Amnesty intemationai has pubfished yearly reports on Turkeywith panicuiar 

attention to the Kurds in that countxy. Ail these issues are important if one is to 

understand the impact the Kurdish question has had on Turkish foreign relations. 

1.2 The~egionalSetthg . 

Turkey's immediate sphere of conceni in the Middle East is with the states 

adjaceat to it: Iran, Iraq and Syria. From Turkey's point of view, all three share 

certain characteristics which are potentially problematic. Fimly, aii three have 

regional leadership aspirations. As Turkey is also a regional power they tend to 

regard her as a fourth cornpetitor for regional infiuence. Secondly, aii three states 

have the resources to give substance to these ambitions. They are all major oil 

producers, with large populations and have considerable agridtufal potentiai. 

Third, ali three have common borders with Turkey. This means that they are 

more likely to have boundary disputes and imdentist movements are more likely to 

exist; such is the case with Syria over the Turkish province of Hatay and to a lesser 

degree Iraq over the Mosd villayet. Also of great concem to Turkey, is the existence 

of ethnic and kinship ties which straddle these borden -for example, the fact that 

there are Kurdish populations in aU fout states mcans that it is easier for neighbouring 

states to make rnirchief within the Turkish border; as Syrian support of the PKK has 

shown since 1984 

T h e  porous nature of the three respective boundaries with Turkey and the 

mountainous terrain on the Turkish side makes such intederence much harder either 

to rnonitor or to stamp out? (Robins, 1991: 49). Fourth, aii three of Turkey's 

neighbom in the region are forrnally and instinctively ami-Western. This can k 

attributed to fact that ail three have ken subject to Westem control during th& 



suspicion of Turkey itself. "Turkey is perceived as an outpost of the Western miiitary 

alliance w i b g  to serve its collective ends" (Robins, 1991: 49). I t  is with these 

considerations in mind that one tums to Turkey's relations vis-&-vis her nearest 

neighbours, with particuiar attention to the state of anain nom 1993. The reason for 

choosing to examine Turkey's regional relations from this time pend is due to the 

fact that the Iraqi Kurds appeared to k on the brink of creating an independent state 

in northern Iraq. Potential repereussions of such a situation developing seem to have 

led Turkey to condude a suies of national Secunty agreements with not only Syria, 

but also I ran  and led to a brief rapprochement with Iraq in 1993. 

1.2.1 Relations with Syria 

Relations betwetn Syria and Turkey have never been cordial and often cold. 

Therefore, Turkey has always regarded Syria as the most difncult of her neighbours to 

deal with. One reman is the question of the province of Hamy which Syria lost to 

Turkey in 1939. The loss of Hatay offends the pan-Arabist and Greater Syrian 

ideologues. Turkey fears that if Hatay were restored to Syrïan sovereignty, "it could 

prove [to bel the thin end of the imdentist wedge" (Robins, 1991,49). 

Historicai suspicion and the outstanding territorial dispute over Hatay, have 

in the past been exacerbateci by East-West tension. Turkey and Syria have continueci 

to regard one another as king on opposite sides of an essentially bipolar world" 

(Robins, 1991: 50). During the 1980s, another important issue emerged to blight 

the bilateral relatioarhip: the vued question of the waters of the Euphrates river. As 

will be discussed in more detaii further in the chapter, Syria û concerned about the 

volume and quality of the water she wiîi receive once Turkey's GAP project is 

completed. Aithough Turkey, cognizant of Syrian concerns, has guaranteed an 

average annual flow of water fkom the river this has not stopped Syria from 

supporthg the PKK since l984in an effort to elicit m e r  assurances from Turkey. 

"Syxia is concerned because it knows [hill weli] that [such guarantees] can bc 

withdrawn as easily as they [are] extendedm (Robins, 1991: 51). As Robins(l991:51) 

States, %ere can k no doubt that the Euphrates issue is deeply unpaiatabk to the 



Syrians because it is Turkey, a perceived regional rival, which has conaol over the 

headwaters". However. as Syria supports the PKK the Turkish govement's response 

has been to engage the Syrians in a constructive dialogue. Repeatedly Ankara has 

tried to reach a forma1 understanding with Damasas whereby the Syrians end their 

support for the Kwdish iasurgents. "Turkey has attempted to use a range of mostly 

economic inducemena to this end. induding help with oïl and gas prospecring, the 

export of electricity, the provision of drinkuig water by pipeline, greater volumes of 

formd trade and bans" (Robins, 1991 : 52). 

Though periodicaiiy, the Turkish government has obtained Syrian 

commitments to the end of aid for the PKK, and the two countries have si@ 

reciprocal extradition protocols, thue accords have rarely lasted long. The most 

salient feanin of these meetings has ken the linking of water and the Kurdish issue, 

but this is discussed further in the d o n  on Water and Regional Relations below. 

In this section, we are concerned with Turkey's relations with Syria since 1993. 

By the end of Novemkr 1993, Turltey and Syria had signed a security protocol 

regarding the PKK and other terrorim. The Syrian interior minisÛy chef stated in 

an i n t e ~ e w  that Syxia would no longer k a thoroughfare for "those who are against 

Turkey's interestSm (Olson, 1996: 86). Turkish officiais were undoubtedly deiighted 

to hear the PKK being laklled a terrorist group . This was the f h t  time that a hi&- 

ranking Syrian offiaal had done so and markcd a signïhmt depamre in the foreign 

policy of syria3, which had hitherto supported the PKK sina it commencecl its 

guerrilla activities in 1984. 

This change in Syrian foreign poliey was aot doubt, in part, due to the August 

24 summit taiks held in Damascus that same year. Syria had participatecl at the 

foreign ministry level in the summit confkrence with Iran and Turkey in which the 

Kurdish question figured prorninently. The thm fbreign rninistea ''expresseci their 

unalterable opposition to the fkagrnentation of Iraq and vehemently o p p o d  the 

planned elections [to k held] in 1995 in northem h q ,  which they declared would 

conmbute to the fkagmentation of that country" (Olson, 1996: 86). Turkey has been 



againa the 'safe haven' created by the Aliied forces in March 1991, because Ankara 

fean that it would make its Kurdish problem even worse. AU thrce countries tookthis 

opportunity to express their displeasure at not king invited to attend the Kurdish 

Conference held on July 23 in Pans, whilst officiais fkom Bntain, France and the 

United States attended. 

Although at the Damascus summit,  the Syrians did not specindy denounce 

the PKK as a terrorist organization as Turkey demanded, they cüd state that Syria was 

adamantly opposed to the fragmentation of Middle East countries, an apparent 

reference to the Kurdish nationalist challenge to Turkey, as weiI as Iraq. At the same 

t h e ,  "the Turkish foreign minister announced that Turkey would soon place new 

restrictions, partidariy on representatives of nongovemmental organizations 

(NGOs), on enaies into Iraq at the Habur/Khabur cnnsing, the main entry point 

between Turkey and Iraq, locatd near the town of Cim on the Turkish border 

(Olson, 1996: 87, and m e r ,  1996). 

Two weeks later the Turkish govemment annound the dosing of the Habur 

crossing to di human rights organizations and memkrs of fonign parliaments 4 s  

was obviously in an effort to control information corningout of the area about Turkish 

security force's activities to eradicate the PKK fkom the area. Turkey also hoped to 

avoid any reporting of human rights violations its forces might commit in the area. 

Only personnel cornecteci to UN programs in northem Iraq and Turkish and Iraqi 

journalists wouid be dowed passage (Hùmyet, September 15,1994). 

The Augus summit meeting in Damascus made dear the duect connedon 

between the Kurdish question and the distribution of the Euphrates river waters. The 

Turks stressed that they would not pursue eamest negotiations on the water question 

untii Syria assured them it would no longer support the PKK's activities or shelter 

Abdullah Ocalan. 'Until agreement was reached, Ankara [pointed out] that it wouid 

be difiicult to move fomrd  on other problems such as the distribution of the Orontes 

river, which flows through Syria before enter- Turkey's Hamy pmvinceA(~lso~, 

1996: 87). 



In late 1994 and early 1995 relations between Syria and Turkey took a brief 

upswing. On December S. the president of Turkey's chamber of commerce and stock 

market U'OBB) led a one-hundred-perron delegation to Damas- to engage in trade 

discussions. The Syrian foreign minister made it clear that Syria was interested in 

ïmproving trade relations with Turkey, pareicularly if Syria's $300 million made 

deficit with Turkey could be reduced. The Syrians "suggemd that one way to reduce 

che trade deficit wouid k for Turkey to import phosphates from Syria, which had an 

abundance for export, rather than from Tunisian (Olson, 1996: 88). The Turkish 

trade representatives codkmed that they would mive to help reduce Syria's mde 

defiut. "Ankara was hopeful that, when signed, a peace agreement would open up 

greater trade opportunities for Turkish aade and business ventures, eDpectally for its 

construction companies in Syria, Lebanon, the West Bank and Gaza"(Olson, 1996: 

88). The TOBB delegation stressed that Turkey wanted to partiapate in the 

reconsauction and deveiopment of the Arab region. 

By February 1995, despite Damascus' continucd to support the PKK and the 

agreement that greater made was desired between the two capitals, the amount of 

water from the Euphrates reaching Syria once more soured relations. Prime Minister 

ÇUer announceci in February 1995, that Turkey was prepared to sign a water 

protocol with Syria, affirmiag Ankara's cornmitment to providing Damascus 4 t h  

500 million cubic metres per second provided it abandon its protection of the PKK 

('Hiirriyet, Febniary 11,1995). Aithough relations between the two coutries setmeci 

to be improving weii into the summer, repom that the PKK was attempting to 

establish a stronger presence in the Hatay region once again soureà bilateral 

relations. I t  was co-d by the commander of the ARGK, the military wing of the 

PKK, that PKK guerrillas were engaging in operations in the Taurus mountains and in 

Hatay during July (Kwdistan Report no.22, September/Octokr 1995: 25). The 

ARGK commander stated that the PKK had first stationed forces in these areas in 1994 

and claimed that Turkish Intelligence had hitialiy becorne a- of the PKK prcsence 

in early 1995 with the Turkish National Security Council (NSC) meeting to diocuos 

methods to eliminate the PKK prescnce. The NSC dccided to deploy "thousmds of 



soldiers to the region and hoped to achieve a victory over us [ARGKJ by means of 

military operations" (Kurdisuui Report no. 22, September/October 1995: 25). The 

Turkish govemment also set-up a system of contra-guerriiias and village guards in 

urban areas, such as Çukurova, ~ a t a y  and Adanas. 

It was in September 1995, that reports of the PKK presence in Hatay fim kgan 

in the Turkish press (Hiûrïyet, September 17,1995). Ocalan appanntly intended to 

turn Hamy into another Botan, increasing the numkr of PKK operations in the 
6 region . Accordhg to the Turkish press the PKK had initially attempted to infiltrate 

into Adana, Menin and Hatay areas in the early 19905, but had f5iiled to win over a 

substantial number of new recIuits in the hinterland of Adana and Mersin. The PKK 

was unsuccessful because the Turkish anned forces were imposing a tight Seturity 

blanket in and around Hatayat the tirne. 

"By the early 1990s these aties were aiready swelled with Kurds fleeing the 

scorched eanh policies of the Turkish anned foms in the southeart" (Olson, 1996: 

89). Throughout the 1990s the Turkish polîcy of evacuacing villages in the southeast 

was stepped-up and helped to increase migration to Hatay. The Kurds that have taken 

refuge in the Hamy province over the last decade are largely Sunni, "but may indude 

[some] 15 to 20 per cent Alevis, which is approximately the proportion of Alevis 

among the Kurdish population"7 (Olson, 1996: 89). Turkish press repom 

emphasized that the PKK hoped to exploit the religious and ethnic diversity of Katay 

in its efforts against the Tiukish state - the Turkish government countered by arming 

the Turkomen population in an effort to stem PKK infiltration in the region (HMyet, 

September 17,1995). 

"Reports of further clashes between the PKK and Turkish armed forces during 

the first days of Decernber 1995 suggest that there was uuth in some of the comments 

of the ARGK commander and in the report in the Hiirriyet" (Ohon, 1996: 90). The 

PKK dearly intended to ertpand its guerrïiia war h m  the routheaa to the shores of 

the Mediterranean. As Olson (1996:W) goes on to state, the "increase in guemlla 

[activity] in Hatay [suggested] that the PKK [vuas] willing, [felt] bold enou gh... to 



take its war against Ankara out of the southcar region, which is predominantly 

Kurdish". More importantly, the choice of Hatay is signikmt as it is sensitive. As the 

province had k e n  part of Syria tiiî 1939, its sovereignty remains a contentious issue 

between Damascus and Ankara -it represents one of the sore spots in th*r relations. 

'The attempt of the PKK to enlist the minority [Alevil, especially Arab, and 

economidy marginalid population agaïnst the dominant Sunni and Turkish 

population is bound to aeate mon friction between [Ankara and Damascus]" 

(Olson, 19%: 90). Reports of PKK activity in Hatay helped to ice relations M e r  

between the two c o d e s  and the PKK attadaog the KDP in late August only helped 

to convince Turkey that Damasas had encouraged this move by the PKK. In Iight of 

th is  development it is easy to understand Turkish suspiaons that Syrïa is behind the 

PKICs activities in ~ a t a ~ ' .  The PKICs activities in Hamy help "to CO- Ankara's 

position that Damascus [actively] supports the PKK and the Kurdish nationalist 

movement in Turkey as [an instrument] to wcaken politidy, militarily and 

diplomatidy its big northern neighbour" in an effort to gain concessions nom 

Ankara on regional issues, like water (Won, 1996: 90). 

The issue of Syrian support for the PKK took centre stage once again in late 

1995, when Ocalan had contacts with high-rankiag German political and intelligence 

officiais in Damascus (Hurriyet, November 22-26, 1995). Heinrich Lummer, a 

political ally of Chancellor Kohl, met with the PKK leader on September 30. This 

meeting was the culmination of several which had taken place prior to Lummefs 

visit. T h e  [purpose] .. .of the German visit was to discuss German concems that PKK 

dernonstrations and political activities in Germany were aeating more disorder than 

Germany thought tolerable" (Olron, 1996: 91). 

By the end of 1995, Syria's sheltering of M a n  and its support of the PKK, 

particularly its tacit endonement for the PKK move into Hatay, remaineci the 

princïple reason for the Sour state of relations between the wuntries to date. 



1.2.2 Relations withlian 

When the Islamic revolution took place in Iran in 1979 prospects for bilateral 

relations between the two c o d e s  looked bleak. To the Islamic revolutionaries, 

Turkey appeared to k "a mode1 which the Shah of Iran had ammpted to emulate: it 

was secdar, dosely allied to the United States, and eagerly adopted Western values 

and culture" (Robins, 191: 53). Although Iran and Turkey had entered into two 

major alliances during this cenNry, the Saadabad Pact and the Baghdad Pact, later to 

be rwicamated as the Central Treaty Organization (CENTO), the Iranian revolution 

would have an impact on funue relations. "The Iranian revolution had a major 

impact on Turkey's [otherwise] stnooth relations with Iran over the pan halfcennuy, 

creating strains resulting from Iran's efforts to export the Islamic Revolution" (Fuller, 

1992: 65). 

Even with the ideological tension which st i l i  exists between Iran and Turkey, a 

pragmatic convergence of i n t w  has emerged h e e n  the two counaies, 

particularly in the economic field (Robins, 199 1: 5457 and Fuller, 1992: 65). During 

the Iran-Iraq war economic interaction between Turkey and Iran greatly increased; 

but it was only in the economic sphere that Iran was willing to corn Turkey as a 

means of securing its neutrality (Robins, 1991: 54). As Robïns (199 1: 54) points out, 

it was during the Iran-Iraq war that "Iran [came to M y  appreaatelthe impo rtance... 

of the border Secufity question [to Turkey], especidy after the launch of the PKK 

insurgency in 1984". As Turl<ey had manageci to condude an agreement with Iraq in 

October 1984 which included a hot pursuit clause, thereby rendering it more difficult 

for the PKK to use Iraqi territory as a sanctuary, Iran did not wanc to appear less 

helpfd to Ankara in this matter than Iraq. Iran also realized that "the Kurdish 

insurrection [in Turkey] not only [helps to distract] Ankara but [would] make it more 

solicitous of Tehran's cooperation for border security" (Barkey, 1996: 77). 

After the Gulf war in 1991, Iran koame concerneci "that Turkey might take 

advantage of an Iraqi coiiapse to seize the oil [fields] of northern Iraq" @der, 1992: 

65-66). 7rania.n concems were also heightencd by the W s  ueation of enclaves at 

the end of the war dong the northern h q i  border with Turkey for the protection of 



Kurdish refugees" (Fuller, 1992: 66). Iran feared that such an "action might presage 

Turkish designs against Iraqi Kurdish temtory or lead to the occupation of [areas] in 

northern Iraq by US or other Westem powenn (Fuller, 1992: 66). Bo& Turkey and 

Iran were womed by developments in northem Iraq and how they might influence 

theK own Kurdish populations. 

Since 1993 and early 1994 the rapprochement between Turkey and Iran, 

which had begun just &er the end of the Gulf war, over the mutuai challenge posed 

by Kurdish nationalûm, partidarly from the Pm continued. Accordhg to Olson 

(1996: 92). diplornatic and Eeeunty meetings between the two countries incrcased 

over May and June 1994. "By September 1,1994 [around] ten [high-level] meetings 

had taken place " (Olson, 1996: 92). This rapprochement had narted in November 

1993, with the signing of a joint security protocol which stipulateci that neither 

country would permit any terrorist organization (the P m  to exist in its temtory. It 

was at this tùne that the Iranians publidy announcd that their country wouid take 

military measures against the PKK The Iranian statement is understandable given 

their concern over Turkey's inneased involvement in the 'Me haven' in northern Iraq 

(Fuller, 1996: 66). By May 1994, Iran had handed over wnty-eight memkrs of the 

PKK to Turkey. 

The level of cooperation over the Kurdish issue between the oivo counuies is 

shown by the fact that Ankara requested that Turkey k ailowed to bomb PKK bases 

located around the areas of Mount Ararat and Tendwek in and near iranian temtory, 

on June 13, 1994. The importance plaad by the Turkish govemment in obtliining 

Iranian cooperation in its offensive a m s t  the PICK, which was launchhg its attacks 

from bases near Mount Ararat, is highlighted by the fact that President Demirel took 

time out of his summer vacation to announce that Ankara and the Islamic Republic 

had agreed to work together against the PKIC 

On June 16, Iran appearcd to give pemhion for Turkey to bomb the PKK 

bases in her temtory, but ody  did w because the NVO counaies a@: (1) that thcm 

was a need to prevent the passage of PKK guerriilas h m  northem ïraq to Iran; (2) to 

prevent PKK passage to Armenia and henee to Russie; and (3) at the request of 



Turkey, to bomb rads  in Iranian temtory that were used by the PKK to repienish 

supplies for its camps in Iran fiom which it was launching attacks agahst Turkey 

(Olson, 1996: 92). In r e m ,  A n h  pledged to move agaîna the Mujahidin-i-HaIq 

opposition to the Iranian goverment in Turkey. 

When President Demirel met with President Rafsanjani from 15 - 27 July, the 

national semrity concems between Turkey and Iran were uppermost in their 

discussions -this represented the first t h e  that a Turkish president had visited the 

country since the Islamic revolution (Hiimyet, 22 Juiy, 1994). Turkish and Iranian 

relations c o n ~ u e d  to improve in early 1995, with "[m]uch of the improvement 

centred on Iran's potential participation in an international consortium of companies 

and countries slated to b 3 d  a naturai gas pipeline, estimated to cos [some] $6 

biiiion, from Turkmenistan to Turkey" (Olson, 1996: 93 and Guardian ,20 Janualy, 

1995). It  was during the pipeline negotiations that Iran moved to settle a $200 

d o n  debt it had with Turkïsh exporters. 

As Olson (1996: 93) states, the proposed route for the pipeline through 

Iranian temtory would mean greater cooperation ktween Turkey and Iran agaïnst 

the Kurds because it would cross regions mainly inhabitecl by Kurds in both comtries. 

This would nanirally engender even doser national security cooperation between 

Ankara and Tehran to prevent Kurdïsh and Iranian opposition forces from sabotaging 

the pipeline. 

T h e  emphasis placed on preventing the emergence of an independent 

Kurdish state in northern Iraq was [once] again the [central] topic of discussion 

mtween] the foreign ministers of Turkey, Iran and Syria on Septunber 8 in Tehran, 

during their [seventhl Tripartite meeting since the Gulf war" (Oison, 1996: 93). AU 

the representatives reaffïrmed their opposition to any division of Iraqi territoxy, that 

they were a-st terrorism and that each was concerned over the apparent 

stoclq>iling of weapons in northern Iraq. Iran m e r  stressed its desire for more 

economic fooperation with Twkey. 

The national Secufity initiatives which took place k m  Turkey and Iran 

during this priod are important for a number of reasons. First and foremost,"they 



indicate the serious challenge lposed by] Kurdish nationalism, especially of the PKK 

to Turkey, to both countriesn (Oison, 1996: 94). Second, "they [appear] to point to 

the need for Turkey to maintain close coordination with Iran in order to prevent the 

emergence of an independent Kurdish state in northem Iraq and d the geopoliticd 

and geosmitegic headaches this would bring to the two capitals" (Olson, 1996: 94). 

The creation of a Kurdûh state out of northem Iraq 9 s  perceived by b t h )  states as a 

potential disaster and challenge to [them] as presently constituted, p h y s i d y  and 

ideologically " (Olson, 1996: 95). At the same tirne, "Turkey fcan two possible 

scenarios in Iraq: the replacement of the Ira@ Ba'ath by a Syrian Ba'ath, or Baghdad's 

submission to Iranian innuence given the majority Shïite population in the country" 

(Barkey, 1996: 79). 

Despite the cooperation indicated by the numkr of Tripartite meetings 

between Turkey, Iran and Syria, the ernergence of areas in northern Iraq no longer 

under the control of Baghdad necessarily leads to greater cornpetition between 

Ankara and Tehran in that space (Olson, 1996 and Fuller, 1992). The problem is 

where the lines of influence of the two couneries' spheres of innuence will k drawnn 

(Olson, 1996: 94) and this problem war exacerbatexi from 1994 to 1995 as die KDP 

and PUK drew doser to Turkey and Iran as a resdt of intemecine fighting between the 

two groups. Sinn 1991 Turkey has held tallrs with the KDP in an effort to elicit its 

help in containing the PKlCE attacks launched fkom nonhun Iraq. 

I t  was not until the PUK leader, Taiabani, agreed to accept the help of the 

Iranianeonaoiied reinforcement which would be u d  in joint operations with his 

perhmergas in 1995, that the cornpetition between Turkey and Iran within the 'safe 

haven' was highlighted. T a l s M  appearr to have requested help from the Badr 

brigade9, as the Iranian force is called, because he fmed the closer relations between 

the KDP and Turkey in 1994 --a development equaily feared by Tehran. "PUK and 

Iranian fears [grew] after the PKK attacked KDP forces [in the summer of 1995 

(August 2S)], and the KDP was [forfcdi to mrdinate many of its milimy operations 

a-st the PKK with Turkey " (Olron, 1996: 95). With the Bedr brigade, Talabani 



hoped to better seme the P W s  position in northem Iraq so that he d d  repel the 

KDP and perhaps manage to reduce the temtory held by the KDP. 

Another reason for Talabani's decision to request Iranian help is to foster 

doser economic relations and more trade between the PUKcontrolied region and 

Iran. "Since fighting between the KDP and PUK broke out over disagreement on how 

to allocate [funds] received from the truck aafnc entering the KDP-controiied 

temtory in northem Iraq fkom Turkey at the Habur crossing ", Talabani wanted to 

increase his revenue through trade with Iran (Olson, 1996: 95). Clearly the KDP- 

controued region is king brought under Turkish eeonornic and politid influence 

and the PUK-controlled region is becoming tied economidy and politically more 

closely with Iran as time passes (Olson, 1996: 96). 

On the whole, since the Gulfwar Turkish-Iranian relations have improved and 

that the geopolitical neœssity of the two capitals to cooperate against the growth and 

spread of Kurdish nationalism remains an essential factor in theù relationship. 

1.2.3 RehdonswithInq 

"Of Turkey's three Middle Eastern neighbours it is Iraq, with which Ankara has 

mad] the best potential for balanced relations" (Robuis, 1991: 58). One of the 

reasons for this potential is thet as Iraq is virtually landlocked, it relies on second 

countries for the KCUnty of iîs communications and supply Lines. For ïraq, Turkey is 

the moa  direct land bridge to Europe. "In r e m ,  the potential economic knefits to 

Turkey of a highly deveioped trading relationship are extensive, while Iraq has been 

an important transit route for Turkish exports to the Gulf" (Robins, 1991: 58). 

Second, there are fewer obstacies and more convergences of intemt between Anlrara 

and Baghdad as Turkey does not hold territory whieh Iraq regards as i a  own. W h i l s t  

Iraq may still k adous about the continuing Turlash atrachment to the Mosul 

vilZayet, this has not bred fèeiing of dirposoession and dishonour as in the Syrian case 

about Hatay. Unlike Tehran, Baghdad is not ideologically in conflict with the 

Kemalist philosophies of the Turkish regime. 7raq may have k e n  uncornfortable 

with Turkey's membership of NATO, but it approves of the seculansm of the Kemalist 



state" (Robins, 1991: 59) - 
The main common interest which Ankara and Baghdad share, in addition to 

trade, is their respective Kwdish problems. Of the four States with substantial 

Kurdish populations within their temtory, Turkey and Iraq have suffered the most 

from Kurdish rebellions. Thus, they f n l  most threatened by the spread of the 

Kurdish nationah movement. "Indeed, of the four, Iraq and Turkey have the larges 

Kurdish populations, both absolutely and as a proportion of their total population* 

(pobins, 1991: 59). Uearly, this makes Turkey and Iraq more inclined to help one 

another and less likely to use the Kurds as an instrument for pressure on each other. 

Turkey historidiy gains when Baghdad îs able to control its own Kurds; any 

development that ends up giving the Kurds greater frecedom of action ody fms them 

to broaden their... quest for autonomy" (Fuiler, 1992: 62). 

During the Iran-Iraq war, "neutrality not only kept Turkey out of the conflict, 

but served [ h l  ecanomic interests well" (Fulier, 1992: 59). Iraq needed to arport its 

oil to fund Baghdad's militaxy campaigin againsî Tehran. "Direct txade between 

Turkey and lraq [increased] , with Turkey importing a substantid proportion of its oil 

requirement from Iraq and making good much of that figure with merchandise 

expom" (Robins, 1991: 60). By the end of the war, Iraq had becorne Turkey's largest 

trading partner in the Arab world -- in 1990 Baghdad owed Ankara around $2 billion- 

Just as eeonomic links grew between the two countries, political links 

deepened through common concem over the Kurdish problem. For much of the war, 

Iraq had to abandon large areas of the state in the no& to Kurdish opposition, whüst 

confining itself to the conaol of more strategically important areas in this region. As 

this left much of the Kurdish area of northern Iraq as a potential refbge for the P m  

Iraq agreed to a "hot pursuit" accord with Turkey in 1984. W ~ t h  Iraq's agreement, 

Turkish forces made several raids across the border in 1986 and 1987, into the camps 

of pI(ICI g u e d a  insurgents operating against Tuzkey -thereby establishing a new 

pattern of involvement in northern Iraqi Kwdish affairs that ha0 since continuel and 

increasedn (Fuller, 1992: 60). However, Turkish-Iraqi reiations reached an ail time 

low in the aftermath of the Gulf war. 



Turkey's relations with Baghdad kgan to improve in 1993 from their icy state 

at the end of the Gulf war, a trend that gathered momentum throughout 1994 and 

early 1995. In facS this rapprochement kgan in April1993 when Ankara estabiished 

diplornatic relations with Iraq at the level chargé d'afiiiires with a.mhsradorial 

rank". "Economic, business and even military delegations, both officiai and 

unoffiaal, came and went con~uously beniveen the two capitals in 1993,1994 and 

1995""(01son, 1996: 102). 

In early 1994 both capitals were pressing the United Nations and other 

govemments, inciuding the United States, to dow the reopening of the two oil 

pipelines running from Iraq through Turkey. Prime Minister Tanni Çiller had 

pushed hard in her ralln with US offiaals during a visit to Washington in ûctokr 

1993 to aliow the pipelines to k opened under some formula permitteci by the UN 

As Olson (1996: 102-103) states, Yraq apparently hoped that 

negotiations to open the oïl pipelines wouid also open the way to ktter relations 

berneen the two countries on a host of other issues, in spite of pmfound Iraqï 

resentment of Turkey's influence in northern Iraq and its deep suspicions of 

[Ankara's] intentions*. The mon pressing problem ktween the two countries was 

and st i l l  is , of course, the Kurdish question. The h q i s  had kgun to k concemed 

over Turkish activities in northem Iraq in 1991 when Ozal had k t  met with the KDP 

leader- By 1994, Baghdad was alarmed at developments in northern Iraq and the 

KDP alignment with Turkey. 

By the summer of 1994 meetings and consultations benmen Baghdad and 

Ankara were kcoming daiiy events and it was at this t h e  that the Habumabu 

crossing was offiaally opened on August 28. Although the trucks travelling from 

Turkey to Iraq "were dedared to k carrying only [much needed] food and medicine, 

as allowed by UN sanctions, it was widely reported that they were transporthg other 

goods and materials as weii" (Oison, 1996: 103). In the TurlSth press it was reportcd 

that the trucks were retuniing from Iraq carrying two to three tons of oil per truck 

During the end of Au- 19% M e r  high-kvel meeting ktween Turkïsh officiais, 



including prominent members of Turkey'z business commuity, and the Iraqis took 

place. This suggested the Turkish govenunent's conviction that Saddam Hussein was 

going to remain in power for the foreseeable funire, contrary to the US position that 

he would not be able to do sol3. 

The Turkish delegation came to signifiant understandings with Iraq, and the 

two governments signed a protocol. The protocol stipulated that Turkish 

busiaessmen would k given every opportunity to do business in Iraq, and that Iraq 

wished to buy a variety of g c d s  and materiais from Turkey (HiMyet, August 30, 

1994). However, because of Iraq's la& of hard cumncy and h d s ,  the b u k  of the 

-de would be bartered. "It seemed dear that Iraqi oil wouid k bartered for Turkish 

goodsn (Olson, 1996: 103). 

On September 11, as another gesture of goodwill to Baghdad, the Turkish 

foreign minister announced that aii pesons entering Iraq from Turkish temtory, with 

the exception of UN personnel involved in the diraibution of aid in northern h q ,  

diplomats, foreign journalists in Turkey, Turkish and I t a q i  journalists, and citizens of 

the two countries, would require a visa nom the Iraqi authorities (Hiimyet, 

September 15, 1994). By this action Ankara hoped to signal to Baghdad that it 

recognized Iraq's contiaued sovereignty and territorial integrity. Interestingly, in 

those cases in which Iraq could not issue an entry visa, right of passage was to k 

determined by the Tutkish authorities at the border -this was obviously a tactic on 

the part of Ankara to enhance its inauence in northern Iraq (Hiirriyet, September, 15, 

1994). As indicated, Turkey has k e n  against the creation of the ' d e  haven' in 

northem Iraq because of the serious repercussions it eould have for its own Kuràish 

problem. 

Turkey's goodwill measures toward Iraq were met with approvai in the 

Turkish media. Editorials of the time prodaimcd that Ankara's actions were 

signalling: (1) that northem Iraq belongs to Baghdad, so the Kurds shouid abandon 

their attempts to establish an independent Kurdish state in the area; and, (2) to 

Western counuies to abandon their desire to establish an independent K&h state 



in northem Iraq, and hirthermore, that ali efforts to aid the PKK should cease (Olson, 

1996: 104). Ankara has always suspected the West of desiring to create a Kurdish 

state out of northern Iraq and, as indicated, feels extremely threatened by such a 

development. 

Not wanting to incur the displeasun of its Western allies, partidarly of the 

United States, Turkey stressed that its negotiations with Iraq were uconduaed in 

close consultation with lits] Western allies ...[ and that Ankara] was acting as a 

cataiyst . . . [whilst] in a unique position to play such a regional rolen (Christian Science 

Monitor, Septemkr 8,1994). This suggests that Eucope and the United States were 

informed of the content of the negotiations, if not privy to every detail. 

In late 1994 and early 1995 Turkey and Iraq continued to improve theu 

relations. The two coutries were continuhg their negotiations regarding the 

opening of the oil pipelines. During thh period high-ranking Iraqi offiaals, like the 

foreign minister Muhammad Sa'id al-Sahhaf visited Turkey. On al-SahhaPs vMt of 

February 9, the fim by an Iraqi foreign minister since the Gulfwar. one of the issues 

discussed were "the national security positions that the two governments would take 

against the fighting between the KDP and PUK forces in northem Iraq" (Olson, 1996: 

105). Heavy fighting ktween the nm> groups had broken out in December 1994 and 

continued throughout 1996. 

By Masch 1995, the KDP was in p s ~ ~ ~ ~ i o n  of much of the temtory north of 

the 36th pardel and the PUK was virtually excludeci from this territory. The 

preoccupation of the two groups with their inteniecine fightiug had allowed the PKK 

to M e r  consolidate its presence in norrhern Iraq, fkom which it launched renewed 

attacks into Turkey. This situation concemeci Turkey and it took the o p p o d t y  to 

move militariiy into the region nom Decunber 1994 throughout 1995. As Olson 

(1996: 107) points out, "ironicaliy, the very areas prodairned as safe havens for the 

Kurds in 1991 ...[ feu] almost compkteiy under the conml of the KDP and thus, 

indirectiy under the influena of Turkey". Iraq was concemed by Turkefs growing 

infiuence in nonbern Iraq and its relationship with the leaden of the Kurdish 

Regionai Government WG). A h  discussed, mort cerçainly, was the inaeasingly 



closer relationship between I ran a d  the PUK. 

I t  was in the contes of the Kurdirh fighting that in March 1995 Turkey sent 

35,000 troops dong a 150-mile &ont, 25 to 35 miles into northern Iraq. Not only did 

this represent the larges operation by Twkey since 1992, but it only had the support 

of the KDP. By the end of 1995, hundreds of Turkish military and personnel remained 

in northern Iraq, after the March operation. The KDP a g m d  to their stationhg and 

have remained there ever since. "The improvement of relations with Turkey, albeit 

meager, on the part of [ t h  Iraqi] regime.. .indicated that while Baghdad Iremains] 

resentfùi of Turkey's relationship with the W P ]  ..., and its iafluence in nonhun iraq, 

[Iraq1 does not think that Turkey wants to remain the dominant political Muence 

there" indennitely (Olson, 1996: 107-108). This implies that Baghdad is sensitive to 

the fàct that Ankara's position in northem Iraq is dictateci by its need to -01 

developments in the Kurdish national movement in Turkey's bordes (Olson, 1996: 

108). However, "Turkey's increasingly enhanced role as a arbiter of the disposition of 

power in northem Iraq [stilii posed a challenge to any h o p  that Baghdad may di 

entenain of regaining influence in the region" (Olson, 1996: 109). 

By August 1995 Baghdad kgan to show dissatisfaction with what it viewed as 

Ankara's increasing presence and role in northern Iraq. On August 19, Baghdad 

announced that it would k closing its connilate in Istanbul and requested that 

Turkey close its consulate in ~ o s u l ' ~ .  in addition, [raq planneci to reduce its embassy 

staff in Ankara and requested that Turkcy do Lücewise at its embassy in Baghdad. 

While the Iraqi regime stipulated that the dosures and cutbacks were due to the lack 

of f h d s  (HUrriyet, August 20,1995), Yt seemed dear that Ankara's la& of mponse 

to a series of diplornatic initiatives by Baghdad, including [that] to lih the UN- 

imposed economic sanctions and open the oil pipeline, was the r d  reason" (Olson, 

1996: 109). 

Baghdad was upset by the k t  that it had not been invited to the Drogheda 

(Ireland) conference held in AU* under the auspices of the United States to settle 

differences ktween the two warring Kurdish factions (KDP and PUK). Iraq was 



angered that Turkey mis invited to participate. By late 1995 other factors m r e  

mitigating the need on the part of Turkey for improving relations with Iraq. In 

October, the Awbaijanî International Oil Consortium (AIOC) agmd to transport a 

portion of its oil from Caspian fields through Georgia to Turkey - with snong support 

from the United States one of the routes for the oil was se& for Turkey. 

Obviously, "the possibility of obtaining long term oll nom the Caspian fields mas] 

lessened Ankara's need to improve relations with Baghdad in order to secure oii for 

the country'' (Olson, 1996: 109). It also reduces Turkey's need to workon getting the 

oil pipelines from Iraq to Turkey opened. At present, the most importa~~t faetor 

impelling Turkey to better relations with Baghdad remained the need to conaol the 

Kurdish national movement. 

From the previous discussion, we h d  that Turkey's regionai poliaes since the 

Gulf war involved a tepid rapprochement with Iran, Iraq and Syria which was largely 

dnven by Ankara's need to consuain the Kurdish nation* movement in both its 

intrastate and interstate dimensions. The inaeased activities of the PKK d e r  the 

Gulf war and the enormous expense of combathg the Kwdish inrugents in the 

country, compeiled Turkey to seek sorne accommodation with its southem 

neighbours. 

2. Water and Regîonal Reîati0118 

As Bulloch (1993: 5) points out, Tiom Turkey to the Gulf. through the hem of 

the turbulent Middk Ea* water is a vital hctor in the politics of the region as weli as 

the lives of the peoplen. Turkey finds itself in a swtegiC8Uy strong position as the 

only country in the Middle East which enjoys abundant ground water resources" 

(Robins, 1991: 87). Not only do the plentifid water supplies of the Euphrates and 

Tigris rivers enable Turkey to exert an influence on her Arab neighbours; but they are 

&O a factor in the war that has been going on in southeastem Turkey (Builoch, 1993 

and Robins, 1991). 

The Unporeance of the water issue to not only the Gulf region, but also the 

West, is shown by the fkct t h t  "a Central Intelügence Agency N k  assessrnent paper 



for the United States govemment has estimated that in at least 10 places in the world 

war could erupt over dwindling shared water resources" (Bulloch, 1993:6). I t  should 

corne as no surprisey that the majority of these crisis spots are in the Middle East. 

However, in 1992, the Pentagon undertook a drastic review of possible fiiture 

confïicts that might c d  for American intervention and one of the h t  contingencies 

was a war between Syria and Turkey! (Bulloch, 1993: 6). The reason for American 

concem is based on US dependence on Middle East oil. 

Whilst the message coming out of the Middle East is that if conflicts are to k 

avoided there WU have to be cooperation, as this cooperation implies sharing , this 

means that some corntries will at times be worse off than they are now. "In most 

areas of the world, upstream countries can use water to conuol events in 

neighbouring states, by either diverting or threateniag to do soy as Turkey has done by 

implicationn (BuUoch, 1993: 26). With the Tigris-Euphrates basin almost a big as 

that of the Nile, this gives Ankara a deeisive voice in the affain of Syria and Iraq, and 

enables it to play a role in the poiitics of the Arabian peninda. As Yapproximately 90 

per cent of the water from the 2.800 küometre-long Euphrates is drained from 

Turkish temtory", Turkey has a mong bargainingchip as the river is the main source 

of water for Syria and fwther dom,  for Iraq (RobinsY 1991: 88). 

The "uncharacteristic fortitude in Turkey's deaüngs with its Middle Eastern 

neighbours [cm bel chiefly [amibutedl to the importane of thc [Southeastem 

Anatolia Project (GAP)] domestidy" (Robins, 1991: 91). The dam projeas are 

cenaai to Turkey's initiative to improve the national economy, and in particular to 

boon economic activity in the rural south and east; and thereby alleviate the Kurdish 

problern. Also, the relentless publicity "means that increasingly the reputation of not 

only the Turkish govenunent but even the majority of the mainmeam political elite in 

Turkey is bound up with the completion and success of the programme "(Robins, 

199 1: 9 1). Syrian and Iraqi concems over the water issue are understandable in üght 

of their most pessimistic forecast that "the GAP could wst Syria 40 per cent and Iraq 

90 percent of the Euphrates flow""(Bulloch, 1993: 59). 



Turkey's policies regardhg the water issue appear to k guideci by two 

considerations: (1) Nthough Turkey has abundant water and a large population, it 

Iacks what the Arab countries have plenty of: Oil. Turkey st i i l  needs to maintain good 

relations with Arab States and Iran, even though she proclaims herseif European and 

not a Muslim counay linked to its southern neighbours; and (2) Turkey has to cake 

into account what her neighbours can do to afficct the situation inside Turkey by 

giving or withholding support for the PKK - this issue is at the hem of Turkey's 

relations with Syria ( B d l ~ ~ h ~  1993: 30; and Robins 1991). 

Syria and Iraq remained as wary as ever of what Turkey was doing with its GAP 

project, and on January 13,1990 theu w o m  fean were realized. The concerns and 

suspicions which had been brewing for ten years over the utilization of the Euphrates 

water came to a head in January 1990, when the Turkish authorities began to f3i the 

Atatürk Dam resenroir" (Robins, 1991: 90). 

The W g  of the dam could have been done in two ways: (1) "the diversion 

channel could have been left pdally open, so that water would continue to flow on 

down to the Syrim border at Karkamis. or (2) "a quidcer way was to shut off the 

supply of water to Syria altogether; and that was the way the Turks chose, despite an 

informal agreement [in 19871 that Turkey would d o w  an average flow of 500 cubic 

meaes per second into Syria " (Builoch, 1993: 65-66). 

Aithough Turkey tried to aiiay Syrian and Iraqi fears, the dramatic &op in the 

flow of the Euphrates river caused a great outay in the entire Arab world and '%y the 

time the normal flow was restored the water issue was ated as a possible fiinire cause 

for war "(Robins, 1991: 90). In her efforts to aihy her neighboun f-, Turkey chose 

the winter for the timing of the operation, "when rainfall levels in the western Middle 

East are at their height" and ucompensated its two downmeam neighbom by 

allowing a larger than usual flow from the Euphrates into Syria from Novemkr 13, 

1989 to January 13,1990" (Robins, 1991: 91-92). 

Syria and Iraq protested about the h m  king done to their econornies. 

"Syria, always at odds with Iraq, wants the maximum flow of water from the 

Euphrates to lessen its dependence on the River Jordan and thus, on Israel's good 



wili'' -although downstream, the IsraeIis are a dominant pomr through their 

military prowess (Buiioch, 1993: 30). At the end of the Euphrates, Iraq needs water 

for its programme of industrialization, induding the production of armaments and 

for its population. % the Iraqis and the Syrïans it was a message and a wamhg: 

Turkey, they believed, was fiexing its muscles, showing that it had its hand on the tap 

and could starve themof water whenever it chose to do ~~"~~(BuUoch,  1993: 66). 

Syrian and Iraqi concems feu into three categories. F i m ,  the damage the shut 

off itself was supposed to have inflicted. The second, and more serious conceni, was 

the prospect of future pioblems due to M e r  shut oni and ultimately to changes in 

the volume and quality of the water flow. At present, the Euphrates carries about 

7,000 billion gallons of water aaoss the border into Syria each year (Robies, 1991: 

92-93). "The Southeast Anatolia Projet is expected to divert as much as half of that 

into Turkish dams and irrigation canals" (Buiioch, 1993: 59). ALthough much of the 

water will get back into the Euphrates, it WU do so only after having irrigated 

Turkey's fields and will k saltier when it reaches Syrian and Iraqi farmr downstrearn 

(Bulloch, 1993; and Robb, 1991). 

Third and most profound, "was the effm which control over water was iikely 

to have over the power relationship within and among thc tbrce States" (Robins, 

1991: 93). The e&ct was tiramatic: Syria and Iraq, for years swom enemies, 

suddenly united in denunciation of Ankara, and even went so fhr as to hold secret 

security talles to direw what to do in case of ninue Turkkh pressure" (Bulloch, 

1993: 66). The Syrian and Iraqi cooperation %as a salutary surprise to the Turks, 

who had not expected that the danger of the loss of their watet lifehe would k 

enough to make the rival reghnes of Baghdad and Damascus sink their différences 

and unite to face a common enemy"17 (Bulloch, 1993: 66). 

An unplanneci resuit was to precipitate the negotiations that both sides had 

corne to reaiize to k necessary -talks which would have as their bottom iine the 

exchange of water for peace. Though no one was aast enough to speU it out in su& 

stark detail, acmrding to the Turks it was the Syrians who had fim linked security 



in 1987. Once again Turkey attempted to persuade Syria to aese her support of the 

PKK, but the Turks fhiîed. W<e the security protocol of 1987, whose provisions were 

generd, no mention of the PKK was made. 

The next opportunity for Twkey to discuss water and, more importantly, the 

PKK with Syria came in the summer of 1992 with the forma1 opening of the Atatürk 

Dam near bmva h the southeastem region. On July 25,1992 , President Ozal and 

Prime Minister Demirel for once sat United in support of the projcct At the same 

tirne, the PKK had stepped up its activities near C h ,  not far from where the Turkish, 

Syrian and Iraqi borden all meet, and a battle ensued that very s a m c  day in July, with 

several soldiers left dead. 

"A third element provided a direct link between the alebcations at Bozova 

and the regular routine of the... war that continuecl every day in the ... southeast" 

(Bulloch, 1993: 59). As officiais of the Turkish Foreign Mini- prepared brie& for 

theV minister, in Damascus, Syrian advisers studied the latest reports from Turkey 

and drew up their own notes for the series of meetings planneà for the following 

week. 

Since the start of the war in Turkey's southeast, the PKK has been constantly 

armed and supporteci by Syria and occasionaiiy helped by Iran and Iraq. Ir has ken, 

since 1978, President Assad's direct response to Turkey's decision to harness the 

abundant waters of the Tigris and Euphrates in the huge GAP project Assad 

recognized the potentiai danger of the GAP project as it was bound to have effects fa. 

beyond Turkïsh borden --Sytia's water supply would diminish considerably. Assad 

realized that in the PKK he had a lever that could k used to force Turkcy to take 

account of Syrian demands. in Damascus 9t had been decided at the highest 

level.. .that the time had corne for Syria to give full backing to the j u s  aspirations of 

the Kurdish people "@uiioch, 1993: 62). 

Although Ocalan kiew that he and his men were to be used by Syria in a game 

between two regional powen, he undemood very weil Syrian national interem. 

Ocalan jumped at the chance to kmsform his raspie-taggie army into a fighting 

force that could achieve a momennim of its own, and in time k able to operate 



independently of Syrian mulloch, 1993: 63). 

The failure of the 1987 s e c w i t y  protocol to Keure guarantees from the Syrians 

that no further support would k given to the PI(K prornpted Turbh diplomats to 

hold talks with President Assad, in April1992. Though Assad stated that there wouid 

be cooperation to solve the PKK problem, the Syrians saw the meeting as jus  another 

in a series of low-level talks. The Turks had a dinerent view. Turkey beiieved that the 

protocol of 1992 represented a formal agreement ktwccn the two counaies, rather 

than merely a record of agmd  minutes. The Turkish foreign minisuy daims that 

whether in a formal protoeol or in agreed minutes, the £àct b that in April1992 Syria 

had agreed that the PKK was a terrorist organization, and that it would cooperate by 

arresting its memkn, preventing cross-border infiltration and closing any naining 

camps" @doch, 1993: 70). Of course, Syria did not go as far as and never 

intended to do so, but merely asked Ocalan and the PKK to k a Iittie less visible, and 

made sure that all camps and bases were moved to the Bekaa valley. 

Turkey reaffirmed that it wodd continue to pump 500 cubic meaes of water to 

Syria, as agmd in 1987, but emphasized that the Tigris and Euphrates came under 

Turkish sovereignty as long as they were withul Turkish territory. The Turks deeided 

to ay again and another visit, one week after the official opening of the Atatürk Dam, 

was arranged. The Turkish forcign minister emphasized that the question of the PKK 

was one of not merely border coopemtion, but intemationai relations as weil. And 

though Turkeywas carefid not to make any threats, the visit had k e n  carefully timed 

to coincide just one w u k  after the cenmony to start the gcnerators on the dam -the 

Turks hoped to place pressure on Syria by reminding her that they controiied her 

water lifeline. The Syrians blamed Lebanon for allowïng the camps to remab in the 

Bekaa valley, even though it was Syria who controiied the area. For Syria it was 

business as usual and her support of the PKK has continueci wer since. 

In 1992, the Turkish hreign ministry made it quite dear that they recognized 

a link between Syria's support of the PKK and Turkey's d e o n  to expand the GAP 

project in 1980: "ït is nue b t  Syria does have a habit of w o r h g  through proies. It 

was about 1980 that we first nanecl calking very senously about expanding the GAP 



project, and it was about that t h e  that ûcalan kgan getting help from 
Damascus"(Bulloch, 1993: 71). 

"Aithough purkey] has formally stated that the nvers will not be uscd as a 

political weapon , in reality it is difficuit to imagine that the water will not k wd , 
whether explicitîy or impiicitiy, as a lever of its foreign policy", in parîicular during 

her efforts to contain the Kurdish issue (Robins, 1991: 99; and Builoch, 1993). Water 

is becoming an essentiai component of political power in the Middle East (Bulloch. 

1993 and Robins, 1991). "in the future it is bound to becorne the object of increasing 

cornpetition, and hence inaeasing, friction ktween states" (Robins, 1991: 99). 

3. The Kurûish Issue and Tuikep's Relattons with the West 

"The dominant suain in Turkish foreign poliey, which has advocated closer 

integration with the West, has suffrred the most h m  the Ne of Kurdish nationalism 

in Turkey" (Barkey, 1996: 70). For as long as the Kurdûh issue was under wraps, the 

dominant pro-Western element's kliefs in the p ~ a p l e s  of secularism and 

citizenship appeared to blend weii with those of the West, despite the fact that at 

times the Turks have kept the West at am's length and have generally been uneasy 

about the extent of theV relationship with the United States. Any %ritiasm of Turkey 

has arisen only [in light ofl embarrassing proof of Turkey's w of NATO weapons 

against civilian Kurds" (iaizer, 1996: 196). 

As far as Turkish foreign policy is concerned, Ankara has extended its domestic 

practice of assodating anything Kudish with the PKK to thÛ domain as weU. 

"Despite the PKICs offers to fhd a solution through peaceful politid processes the 

Turkish government has rcjected every initiative, vowing to finish off the terrorists " 

( i a k r ,  1996: 196). W e  it has succeeded in equating the PKK with terronsm and 

other iils in the minds of US cïtizens and most Europeans, it has also steadfbstly 

refused to acknowledge the existence of moderate Kurdish groups"(8arkey. 1996: 

71). Ankara is Iikcly to f.cc diff idty in the future because of the proliferation of 

such groups, which have emerged as a resuit of two developments. 'Tirst, the PKK 

wili spawn groups and assochtions such as the prexnt Kudistan parliament in exile 



(KPE) in order to put the Turkish govenunent on the defensive" (Barkey, 1996: 71). 

Second, the PKK ïs also iikely to engage in many more initiatives, such as the ceasc- 

fire annomced on the eve of the December 25,1995 national electïons, designeci to 

slowly buiid up momentum in its favour. 

Such inueasing diplornatic consciousness among the Kurds is Likety to result 

in both the PKK feeling more politically contident and, therefore, more iaclined to 

experiment with political options as weii as non-PKK groups emerging to fill the gap 

between the PKK end the political centre. Wne can argue, that the moderation of the 

PKK may result h m  the successful Twkish rampaign to demonize i f  Parkey, 1996: 

71). Such developments wili likely briag more attention and sympathy for the plight 

of the Kurds in Turkey and hence more eriticism of Ankaras policies. 

3.1 Tuikeygs Relations with the United States 

The most important faetor in Turkefs geopolitical standing in the Gulf region 

are its relations with the United States, the only remaining superpower. Despite the 

demise of the Soviet Union, US policy toward Turkey has nmained very supportive. 

The military success of the AUied war effort agahst Iraq in 1991, enhancecl Ozal's 

stature more in the Western capitals than at home. rii partidar, Turkish-US 

relations rcached a new level of understanding ; both countries entered the 1990s 

with a strengthened sense ofbilateral moperationn (Sayari, 1992: 18-19). 

7 n  its appredation of Turkey's solid support during the Gulf aisis, 

Washington provided Ankara with increased secuity assistance and new trade 

benefits"18(~ayari, 1992: 19). "The United States provided signifiant niilitary 

supplies to Turkey for fne as it ran d o m  its European stocks and, perhaps most 

importantly, it successfully lobbied the European Union memben to improve the 

conditions for Turkefs accession to a customs unionn@arkey, 1996: 71-72). 

In the aftermath of the war, the US intemned with third parties to help 

Turkey recover some of the $5 to $7 billion it had lost as a resadt of the Gulf crisis 

(Barkey, 1996 and Sayari, 1992). "Furthermore, the United States played a leading 

role in the Gulf Crisis Coordinating Group's pledge to provide Turkey with $4 billion 



in aid as weil as the cornmitment of the allies in the Gulf to contribute $2.5 billion to 

the Turkish Defense Fund" ( S a m  1992: 19). 

As Barkey (1996: 72) points out, the Kurdish question may have heiped 

Turkish-US relations in the short-nui. "On the PKK, US policy has mimicked 

Turkey's". By choosing to brand the PKK a terroria organization at every possible 

occasion, the United States has shown its unwavering support for Turkey's basic 

position on the Kurdish issue. Howevcr. despite the pro-Turlcish positions of recent 

US administrations, the Kurdish question has intruded on the US-TurLish dialogue in 

two areas: (1) %th respect to policy toward Iraq and notthern Iraq*, in the aftermath 

of the Gulfwar, and (2) "concerning human rights violationsn (Barkey, 1996: 72). 

I t  is Twkish uneasiness with the de fiacto autonomous Kurdish entity in 

northern Iraq which is the source of their nsenmient toward Operation Provide 

Codon (OPC) (Barkey, 1996 and Sayari, 1992). There are two rcasons fot the 

TurkisO concern over the creation of the OPC: (1) the Mure of the Ailied coalition to 

remove Saddam Hussein from power and dismantle his regime was especially 

womsome to Ankara; and (2) the Gdf  war had vastly compiicated Turkey's Kurdish 

problem (Barkey, 1996 and Sayari, 1992). The Turkish government had only 

supported the creation of the de fâcto Kurdish controlled zone afm the massive 

infiux of Iraqi Kurds, following the collapse of their revolt in northern Iraq. Turkey 

believed that aliowing the Kurdish r e m  into her borders would help to make her 

own Kurdish problem even worse. 

In fact, "the Gulf war and the Kurdish rekiiïon in Iraq  contributed to the 

intensification of ethnic consciousness among Turkey's Kurdish population* (Sayari, 

1992: 19). There were a h  signs that Saddam Hussein had kgun to arm and supply 

the PKK in recaliation for Turkey's close cooperation with the West during the criois 

(Sayari, 1992: 19 ). However, "the [recent] upsurge in fighting mtween] the wo 

Kurdish fàctions (KDP and PUK) in northern Iraq has somewhat reduced Turkish 

aclxieties" as it shows the inability of the Kurds to nui their own afk id9  @arkey, 

1996: 72). However, a complete breakdom of order in northern Iraq potentially 



helps the PIM, which can then operate with a greater degree of &etdom. 

These fears about the autonomous region meant that, until recently, Ankara 

openly advocated a retum to the statru qw ante that existeci kfore the Gulfwar and 

Turkey has made her displeasure quite dear if anyarrangement were made to secure 

a federd or even autonomous region for the Kurds in a pst-Sadd- lraqaO. Whiie 

Turkey has avoided an open disagreement with US positions on Iraq, it has made it 

clear that she would not oppose the retum of Sacidam Hussein to northem Iraq. 

Wnfike some of the Europeans, the United States has k e n  more than tolenuit 

of Turkish incursions into northem Iraq in pursuit of the PKK" (Barkey, 1996: 731, 

induding the large one of Mar& 1995, noted for its duration and the extent of the 

operation -some 35.000 Turkish troops. Whiie Ankara apprecïated Washington's 

support, the basic interem of the US and Turlrey in Iraq m o t  k rcconciled: for the 

US, Hussein remains the primary threat to the region and its interests, whereas lrom 

Turkey's puspective the existence of the Kwdish enticy poses a long-term threat that 

is too great to ignore (Olson, 1996) -thus, Twkey mas] played a leading role in the 

affairs of northern Iraq [since J Mar& 199 1" (Laizer, 1996: 204). 

However, where human rights are concemeci, the US has kcome alarmeci at 

the repression applied to the Kurds in Turkey. The Kurdish question was fht 

mentioned in a State Depamnent report in 1988 (Barkey, 1996: 73). "Since then, [ail 

hiture] reports have chronicled rrurkish] state actions in greater detail " and, d the 

while criticizing the PKK for its share of atrocities @arkey, 1996: 73). "Nonetheless, 

the State Department reports have keome [a powerfid] tool for those in Congress 

d o u s  to reduce the level of aid to Twkey ... or those who dislike king associated 

with levels of repression unbecoming a US aiiy and NATO membef' (Barkey, 1996: 

74). At the Jame cime, nongovermentai groups eoncentrating on human rights 

have amlerated their criticism of Turkish policies. Such groups have succeeded in 

blocking the sale of cluster bombs to Turkey and this does not bode well for funue 

Turkish-US relations2' (HRW Amr Project, 1995). 

On the whole, ever mindful, that the Kwâish issue evokes the wom fears of 



the Turkish leadership and pubiic, the present US administration has chosen a polyr 

intended to boister Turkey's coddence in the pst-Cold war environment Present 

US poiïcy is king pursud in the hope that a Ttukey which is more finnly footcd in 

both NATO and the European Union wiU k able to take steps to accommodate some 

of the Kurdish demands. "Even with its diminishing snategic importance, Turkey 

remains a valued ally, and perhaps more impomtly,  at a time when the Arab-Israeli 

conflict is finally on the verge of king resolved, the United States does not want the 

emergence of amther long-standing ethnie conaict that couid encompass other 

regional actoa" @arkey, 1996: 74). 

"Despite the United State's efforts on Turkey's khalf, Turkish uneasiness 

remains strong: suspicions that the US may be harbouring a secret agenda are 

stxengthened by the conflicting messages emanating from Washington, particularly 

during periods of intense legislative-executive squabbhg " (Barkey, 1996: 74). The 

Turks "[are] womed about the rise of America's anti-aid lobby, which sees the end of 

the Cold war as a reason for cutting aid to Turkey " and show concern "about what 

America is doing in northern Iraq" (Dowden, 19%: 16). 

3.2 Turkey's rrl ido~ with the European Union 

wth trade blocs accounting for an inaeasing share of world aade, Turkey has 

found it necessary to firmly locate henelf in the Euopean Union. This can k 

explained by the fact that Turkey's moa important econornic relations are with 

member states of the EU. Through Ozal's leadership and by abandoning her Uiward- 

onentated economic poiicies of the early 1980s, Turkey hes succeeded in diversifying 

her expom and becorne an important market for foreign investmenc partidarly 

from EU memkr states. Turkey has been moviag towards free aade with the EU for 

the past 22 years" and "even kfore it joined the customs union, it was sending more 

than half of its exports to Weneni Europe'' @owden, 1996: 17). 

' T h i s  is the mason the achievement of the customs union agreement with 

Europe bas kui such a priority for m n t  Turkioh governments -even though 

[Turkey] would have preferred to becorne [a] ni11 memkr of the European Union " 



(Barkley. 1996: 75). However, the main rearons why Turkey is unlürdy to get doser 

to Europe in the near hi- lie in the country itself. The fh is the state of its 

economy. as thing stand, it lags a long way khind even the poorest EU members. 

The second. and more important* reason is its la& of democratic values and its 

violation of human rights"(Dowden, 1996: 17). 

Accordhg to Robins {1996), the fint cracks in the bilateral relations berwcen 

Turkey and the EU kgan with the popularizùig of the Kurdish issue afier the use of 

chernid wegpons by the h q i  miiitary against the Kurdish town of Halabja in 1988. 

The subsequent world-wide media coverage of the Iraqi action eliotcd grrat 

sympathy for the Kurds. "This image of the defenseless Kurd at the mercy of 

repressive states of the region, teccived a powemil boost in the aftermath of the 

international c d t i o d s  victory against Iraq in February 1991" (Robins, 1996: 115). 

'The Gulf war in 1991 was the ultimate cataiyst, highlighting more than m r  the 

existence and predicament of the Kurds as a whole " (Fuller, 1992: 41). It  is US 

support for the Kurds of h q  and the 'safie haven' provideci for them which bas helpcd 

reinforce this image of the Kurds in Western minds m r ,  1996: 204). Turkish 

policy toward the Kurds who fled Iraq afkr their failed rebeliion reinforad a view of 

the Turks as heanless and brutal, which was underpinnecl by historical images of 

Ottoman repression. 

"This tendency to equate these images of callous violence by the Turks with 

Mages of the Kurds as victims was m e r  reinfbrced by two trends: the growing 

Kurdish insurgency in southeasteru Turkey agahst the Turkish state and the growing 

presence of an effective Kurdish lobby in Western Europen (Robins, 19%: 116). As 

discussed in Chapter 2, the rise of the P m  was facilitated and accelerated by the 

Turkish sain in the 1980s. which, in the wake of the generals' hard-lhe poücy 

against the Kurds, helped to eradicate the centre ground in Kurdish politics The 

result has been politicai polarization. 

"The d e  of the insurgency and the widespread nature of the methods used to 

~IY to suppress it have [helped rerulq in a growing hision of humaii rights questions 

with the Kurdish issue"<Robins, 1996: 116). In fact, during the 1990s it has kcome 



increasingiy difficuIt to separate the Kurdish issue from the human rights issue, 

because they have ken much pubiicized by human rights activists in Western Europe 

and around the world -for exemple, Amnesty International has published numuous 

repom on the condition of the Kurds in Turkey thmughout thio 

"The second factor which has helped to bolster the image of Turks as 

oppressors and the Kurds as victims is the growing expamate Kurdish populadon in 

Western Europe and its inaeasingly sophisticated politicai organiuitions, espedaiiy 

with regard to the use of information" (Robins, 1996: 117). As indicated In Chapter 

2, again the Turkish state has to take much of the blarne. I t  was the state's 

uncompromising stance on its Kurdish policies and brutal methods that forced many 

Turkish Kurdr to flee. As a consequeme, there b now a substantial Kurdish presence 

in the countnes of Western ~uro~e". "Of dl [those in Europe], 85 [to] 90 pu cent 

corne from Kwdistan in Turkey"(hizer, 1996: 193). This is clearly indicated by the 

fact that in 1993, the PKK was reported as havùig 4,80 actïvists in Germany done 

(Independent, D m m k r  1,1993)- %UT& from the southeast constitute a signifiant 

share of [the] Turkuh labouren in Germany" (Fuller, 1992: 23). By 1996, German 

sources estimateci that the figure had risen to 6,900 PKK memkn in Gennany 

(Giirbey, 1996). "At mas raiiies, the PKK sucœeds in mobiüzing a much higher 

number of sympathizers than is reported byoffiaai sources" (Cùrky, 1996: 24). 

"Of greater importance than actual numkrs involved, is the enectiveness of 

the organization of the Turkish Kurds in Western Eumpc"<Robins, 1996: 117). While 

there exin many different bodies among Turkey's Kurdish &migrés, the best 

organized and most e f fdve  are those that are linked to the PKK (Giirbey, 1996). 

These organizations are associateci with the PKK indirectiy through a a t e d  groups, 

such as the PWs predomïnantly politicai wing, the National Libration Front of 

Kurdiaan (ERNK). At the politicai level, the Kurdistan Parliament in Exile (KPE) 

which convened for the fht time et The Hague in April 1995, indudes many PKK 
24 representatives . 

The PKK has punued a policy of Uying to open representative offices, run by 



the ERNK, across the continent. The fact that there now e i s t  ERNK offices in Athens, 

Copenhagen and Madrid in Western Europe and Kurdish rolidarity and information 

centres in cities like London, illustrates the PKICs increascd cornmitment to political 

propaganda in its struggle against the Turkish state. "A signincant characteristic of 

the PKK is that, on the one hand, it leads the guerrilla war in the Kurd*h regions of 

southeast Anatolia as a militant organization while, on the other hand, it has the 

political flexibility to adapt to international and regional conditions* (Giirbey, 1996: 

24). The PKK perfonns widespread, intense activity a b m d  in public relations and 

. created the ERNK in order to a a  as a partner in dialogue with both Turkey and the 

West- 

In the nalm of media, the PKK ne- ageney, Kurd Hiz, was a constant source of 

information on the Kwdish issue in Turkey, at a rime when western jomalists were 

regularly prevented from entering the southeast region. But the mwning jewel, in 

the PKICs publicizing of the Kurdish issue is MED 9, which was set up to broadcast 

from B N S S ~ S  on A p d  20,1995. 

It  is in üght of the previous discussion, that "Ankara's relations with the states 

of Western Europe can best k divideci into w o  realms -relations with the smder 

states of Europe and relations with those larger states whose extensive foreign 

interests prompt them to play a more active role in fbreign relations* (Robins, 1996: 

118). 

3.2.1 Reladons with S d e r  States 

The impact of the Kurdish issue on relations between Turkey and the smaller 

memben of the EU tends to manifat itself in two ways: (1) "it creates an indirect 

impact through the institutions of the European Union*, and (2) "through the 

bilateral relations of the smailer states with Turkey" (Robins, 1996: 119). 

'These smaller raites arc a constant and vOCiferous lobby within the EU for 

huma. rights and democracy to k placed high up on the agenda of the CommUIUqis 

foreign affkksn (Robiiu. 1996: 119). Given that high-ievel bilateral contact ktween 



Turkey and these smalier states is relatively infrcquent, human nghts rank higher on 

the l ia of foreign policy mncerns for ther  states. "By con- the larger states have 

a more wide-ranghg set of interests in their foreign relations* (Robins, 1996: 118) - 
their extensive trading links with Turkey and strategic questions are also of greater 

influence as most are members of NATO. 

T h e  notion of Turkey as an important ally, fosterd by decades of close 

contact through ... NATO, is embedded more deeply in the bureaucratie psyche [of 

states like Britain and France] than is the case with the smaller states* (Robh, 1996: 

119). Furthemore, several of the l a r e  m e s  of the EU (most notably, Britain, 

France and Spain) have suffered h m  acts of terrorism in r m n t  years. Like the 

United States, they are fhr more sympathetic towards Turkey's prerntation of the 

PKK as an exclusively temorist organization. 

Ever mindful of its EU aspirations, Ankara does tend to k periodically 

attentive to smaller states. Uowever, the aim of such Turkish attention is to ensure 

that relations run as smoothly as possible whenever they appmach an important 

period in EU-Turkish relations, as in the case of the Customs Union pas& in 

December 1995. As bilateral contacts between Ankara and these States tend to be 

fiaul in nature, only during periods of sudden and intense strain do these bilaterai ties 

gain prominence. Ornr the l a s  six yean the Kurdish issue has most fkequently 

provoked such interludes. 

Two recent examples which help to Wustrate the point are: (1) Turkefs 

incursion into nonhem Iraq in March 1995, and (2) the inaugural meeting of the KPE 

at The Hague in April 1995. In the case of the Turkish militaq operation into 

northem Iraq in 1995, the smallu states of the EU were most aitical. In hct, a 

nurnber of these states were wüling to impose sanctions on T'urkey, as a symbol of 

their disapprova12". In the second example, "the fact that the Dutch authorities were 

unable or unwiiiïng to stop the convening of the WE] asiembly placed an immediate 

strain on bilatual ties with Ankaran (Robins, 1996: 120). But once the KPE assembly 

had fmished its deliberations and the initial Turkish anger had subsided, the foreign 



minismes of the ~ W O  countries quialy went about trying to rehabiiitate their bilateral 

relations. 

At present, "the obvious stumbling block for Turkey's progress in Europe is the 

Greek veto* of the finanaal cooperation package from Europe (Dowden. 1996: 17). 

%en Greece decides to stop blocking it, this will give Turkey 375 [million] ECUs 

($460 million) over five yean, and a further 750 [million] ECUs fiom the European 

Investment Bank in l~ans"~'. Turkey requires these fiands because the abolition of 

tariEs on tmde with Europe is likely to cost the counay in ucess of $2 billion in 

government revenue eaeh year (Dowden, 1996: 17). 

3.2.2 Reladons with Lulgec States 

The bilateral relations between three of the Eü's four major pfayers -Britah, 

France, and Italy- have remained nirprisingly unaf5ected by the Kurdish issue, irï 

spite the increaring intensity of the issue within Turkey during the 1990s. "Of the 

three, relations between Italy and Turkey have k e n  lem subject to turbulence " 
(Robins, 1996: 121). This is due to Italy having -able commercial interests in 

Turkey, which date back to the late 1960r2'. The nature of Italian-Turkish relations 

was made clear by the fact that the Italian President felt able to give expliat support to 

Turkey's fight against terrorism, though his visit coinadecl with the Turkish incursion 

into northern Iraq in March 1995. Unüke the leaden of smalier EU member states, 

the Italian President only appealed to Turkey for the respect of human rights. This is 

indicative of how little an impact the Kwdish issue has had on relations between the 

two counuies. 

"Relations between Turkey and both Britain and France have, by contrast. 

been subject to some rûaia in the recent past, although in neither case has this been 

the resdt of the Kurdish issue " (Robins, 1996: 121). The dose relationship between 

Britain and Turkey had few blemishes before 1993. 'This solid relationship was 

based on a cornmon perception of secUnty pnorities, which laid a prernium on the 

continued existence of a nrong NATO and an Aîlanticist orientation", as well as a 

shared sceptiasm of a more European appmach to Sccurity matten (Robins, 1996: 



121). Whilst this convergence of views had exbted prior to the Gulf war, it was 

complemented by a growing commeraal relationship -British exports to Turkey 

reached an all time high in 1993, at $2 billion. By 1994, there were more than 200 

Bntish firms operating in Turkey in joint ventures. 

Political relations tended to reflect these close ties at the securiv and 

commercial levels. Significaatly, it was to London that Siileyman Demirel paid hïs 

fint d i t  to Europe on becoming prime rninister in Novcmber 1992 m e s ,  

November 23, 1992). On the s e v d  occasions that the British foreign sccretaqy 

Douglas Hurd, visited Turkey the human rights issue was raised but was not given a 

cenaal prominence end was cenainly not aüowed to doud relations. Hurd's public 

pronouncements on such matten during his d i ts  to Turkey were of a low key, subtle 

nature, urging the Turks to introduce "quality demmcy  and human rights" r i e s ,  

January 2 1,1994). As far as the Kurdish issue is concerned, it did not blight Anglo- 

Turkish relations until 1995. "Only since the spring of 1995 and the sumssful 

application in London of a broadcasting Iicense for MED TV, which Ankara holds is 

nothing but a propaganda arm f9r the PKK, has the Kurdish issue emerged as a 

problematic issue in bilateral relations" (Robins, 1996: 122). The station %as 

officiaily opened in May 1995 under license of the British Independent Television 

Commission (ITC)" (Laizer, 1996: 205). MED N is very proud of the faet that the 

ITC, %hich requires [that] strict standards of impartiality k maintaineci" by every 

broadcasting station %nd precludes any pol i t id body from controlling a stationn, 

gave it a dean bül of health myan, 1997: 45). 

Ankara's reaccion should corne as no surprise, as "the first ever broadcasts in 

Kurdish caused an upraar in Turkey as the Turkish government's ban on the use of 

Kurdish [appeared to bel tom apart ovemighf' (ïaizery 1996: 205). The Turkish 

government condemned Bntain and made protests "at the highest levelsn for having 

issued MED TV with its license to broadcast (Daily Telegraph, May 24, 1995). 

Although Turkey has attempted to place pressure on west European muntries to close 

down MED TV -most notably, Turkey tried to have the Belgian governent remove 

permission for the station to have its main production hcility in B~ssels- the station 



continues to broadcast. the rame time, police and soldiers in Turkey [have] 

carried out raids on private homes and teahouses, seizing or destroying satellite 

dishes wherever possible throughout the Kurdish provinces in a derpcrate attempt to 

maintain censorship of ail reponing of the Kurdish issue" m r ,  1996: 206). 

in Franco-Turkish relations the Kurdish issue has been the second most 

important problem area since 1988, partidarly in view of the pro-Kurdish aetivism 

displayed by President Mitterand's wife Danieile. interesthgly, Trance kgan to 

make a senous effort to placate Ankara over the Kurdish issue toward the kginning 

of 1992, paradoxically at a thne when Turkish loss of life and a hard-line state security 

policy were both on the inerease" (Robïns, 1996: 122)- The arrest of two memkn of 

the PKK in April1992, was heralded by the Turks as "a new approach" in the French 

governrnent's stance toward Turkey. 'This tougher appmach toward the PKK was 

M e r  stiffened with the crackdown on the organization and its afnliated bodies by 

the hard-line interior nrinister Charles Pasqua in Novembcr 1 9 9 3 ~ ~  ( R o ~ I ~ ~ s ,  

1996:122). The French then proceeded to ban two Kwdish groups which they 

claimed were merely fkont organizations for the PKK In 1993, Trame fdlowed 

Gerrnifily's lead and ais0 banned the PKK? Cïaizer, 1996:2ûû). 

As Robins points out, "it appears quite possible that the increasingly violent 

amiVities of militant Kurds in France the summer behre, whieh had included the 

holding of six hostages at the Turkish Consulate in Marseilles, together with the 

seinire by the PKK of four French tourim in southeastem Turkey had helped to 

precipitate the backiash" (Robins, 19%: 122). Since then France has appeared CO 

tread carehilly around the Kurdish issue and Ankara's relations with France have 

been cordial ever since, parcicdarly in üght of the fact that the final negotiations for 

the Customs Union were conciuded during the French presidency of the EU Council 

of Ministers. 

Germany is the only memkr of Western Europe's four largest states that 

found it hard to maintain relations with Turkey on a n m n  k l  at t i w s  of heightened 

controverry sunounding the Kurdish issue Relations ktween the Federal republic 



and Turkey can k ben described as consisting of muent  outbursts and 

recruninations. Aithough Gemiany has since the eariy 1990s officiay laklled the 

PKK a terrons organization, it has "hquently k e n  subject of sniping from [the 

Turks] as to what it is prepered to do to give substance to this position" (Robins, 

1996: 123). 

One major stumbling biodc for bilateral relations has ken the use of German 

m s  by the Turkish military agaha Kurdish targets. 'Since the 1960s. Gennany has 

been the second largest militaqr supplier of Turkey. Gemany has delivered 

numerous defense items ranging nom communications equipment to fighter aircraft" 

(HRW Arms Project, 1995: 34). In March 1992 Germany halted all arms sales to 

Turkey after it had asserted that armoured personnel carriers sold to Turkey had ken 

used in the anti-insurgency operations in the southeas?. This affhir provoked tit for 

tat remliation with each country's representatïves cancelliog pmposed visits to each 

other's nations. T h e  bad atmosphere whkh ensued was [only] relieved on that 

occasion by the resîgnation of the long-serrring German foreign mininer, Ham 

Dieaich Genscher, who, it was argued, had k e n  the root cause of the diffidties in 

bilateral relations* (Robins, 1996: 123). The German arms embargo lasted just over 

a month. 

Tensions flared up once more in October 1992, during the Turkish rdïtary's 

extended ground and air operations in northern Iraq. Reports that a PKK fighter had 

died as a result of king hitched to the back of a Guman-made armoured car appalied 

opposition politiaans. The opposition party, the Social Demoaap (SPD) 

subsequently placed the Bonn goversment under increasing pressure to suspend dl 

anns sales to Turkey. They even went so far as to demand the severing of di relations 

with Turkish police and intelligence agenc5es3'; as well as, the s~bstiniti011 of 

economic for bilateral military aid. '%uman military aid for the next three yean was 

halved to $86 million, while the German chanceiior, Helmut Kohl apparently found i .  

pmdent to delay a planned visit to Turkey" (Pob'i. 1996: 123). 

Aithough German-Turkish relations appearrd to warm up once again during 



1993, the nervousness of the German governent in the face of accusations of the 

Mproper use of Gennan weaponry by the Turkish militaxy resudhced once more in 

the spring of 1994. On merely the suggestion that German tanks had k e n  used 

against Kurdish insurgents in the southeast, Bonn once again halted aU Gennan arms 

shipments to Turkey. These charges, it was later admitted, were false, and the 

embargo was subsequently Lifced. "Wbat was pareicuiarly revealuig was that Bonn so 

readiiy beiieved the initiai accusation and that the ovemdingneed was for the federai 

goveniment to proteet itself agaiust domestic criticism rather than m g  to made 

Turkish anger"(Robins, 1996: 124)- 

The Ge- goremment's opprobrium was once more pmvoked by the 

second extended intemtion by the Turkish military in northem Iraq in March 1995. 

Both the German f o r a  minister and the British fore@ secretary (Douglas H m ,  

while not wanting to isolate Turkey, "warned the Turks that they could scupper the 

ratification of Turkey's customs union agreement with the EU" (Guardian, April4, 

1995). "Germany found itself compromised by the Turkish [operation] and was 

embarrassed into condemning it as reports kgan to be heard of avilian htalities in 

the course of Turkish amicks on Iraqi Kurd villages " fLaizer, 1996: 197). 

Bonn immediately restricted military hardware d e s  -in this case the 

withholding of grants promised to help in the purchase of two new nigates. Afker 

President Demireh suggestion that the Turkïsh military might remain on Iraqi soil for 

up to one year, the German foreign minister thnateneci a total halt in military aid if 

Turkey did not withdraw quiddy (Times, March 29, 1995). Whibt there were 

renewed calls from the SPD to cease milimy sales to Turkey, a shipment of anns, 

provided for in a 1990 agreement made under the Cascading Initiative, was 

suspended. 

"The fact that the extended nature of the Turkish intervention in northern Iraq 

resulted in growing public protests by Gennriny's Kurdish population, notably a 

twenty-thousand-mong demonsmtion in Dusseidorf on April 1, brought home to the 

Bonn govemment the growing domestic cos that such behaviour by the Turkish state 

could b ~ g  about "(Robins, 1996: 124). With the rise in intercommunal conflict, 



the Kurdish question inaeasingly becornes more of a domestic problem for the 

Gennan government, which is powerless to resoive it" (Barkey, 1996: 76). Therefore, 

in the long r u ,  it is Iürely that the German government will seek to infiuence Anlcara 

to adopt a more a~t~mmodationist stance at home. "Ln the short r u ,  to counter the 

spread of intercommunal violence, Bonn even dispatched a hi&-ranlgng intelligence 

advisor to Chancellor Kohl to m u t  the PKK leader Ocaian in Syria" (Barkey, 1996: 76- 

77, and Olson, 1996: 91). Howwer, even with the difïidties in Gerxnan-Turkish 

relations, üke the other big players of the EU, the Gumans have joined Britain and 

France in helping Turkey during th& presidenaes ofthe Coucil of Ministea. 

"The nature of successive presidenaes toward Turkey has shown a remarkable 

consistencf' (Robins, 1996: 125). There are two reasons for this: (1) the 

convergence of thinhg among the big players on Turkey; and (2) the relatively 

pliant nanue of the smaller states during their presidency tenns. Whilst maintaining 

the focus on bilateral relations wïth Turkey during th& own and smaller states' 

presidencies, the major playen have &O ken  instrumental in seelring to iimit the 

damage causeâ by indmdual events on Turkefi relations with the EU. in doing so, 

the larger states have: (a) "sought to cake a fïrm attitude toward Ankaran -pressure 

from opposition politiaans (in the case of Germany) and special interest groups Cui 
the case of Bntain), together with pressure from the smaiier states has obliged such a 

position32; and (ô) %ought to ensure that any one issue does not corne to dominate 

bilateral relations and that such issues as human rights and the Kurds k balanced 

against other interests" (Robins, 1996: 126). 

3 .Z.3 Relations with the E u m p e a n  Puïiament m) 
Even with ali the support Turkey has received fkom the larger states of the EU 

and the United States, "ït has been in the realjzation of the Customs Union that the 

Kurdish issue h u  made itself fclt mon acutely" (Barkey, 1996: 75). T h e  EP has long 

been interestcd in and critical of the human rights situation in T ~ k t y ,  especially as 

it applies to the Kurdish issue" (Robins, 1996: 127). 



As early as 1992, after the widespread clashes and loss of Me during the 

Newroz festival in Mardi, the EP was highly criticai of Ankara in expressing its 

overwhelming condemnation at the excessive use of force by the Turkish military. 

Not only was its language monger than that used by the larger states, but the EP 

proposed a number of measares designed to pcnalize Turkey for ito actionsaa. But it 

stopped short of requesting an arms embargo and condemned the PKKs use of 

violence, in an effort to k balanced in in appraach. However, this ammpt at  balance 

did not impress Ankara, which was pareidarly angered by the EP's teferences to 

Turkey's Kurds as a minority, implying that they should have the politicai rights of a 

minority. "The Turkish governent simply disrnissed the report on the grounds of 

bias, an important s e p  in the development of [w somewhat disdainful attitude the 

Turkish establishment has routinelydisp1ayed toward the EP " (Rob@ 1996: 127). 

A second example of the uneasy relationship that has developed between 

Turkey and the EP w a s  the case of the Kurdish MPs, who had their parliamentary 

immunity lifted and were tried, found guiity and sentenad in Turkey during 1994. 

Memben of the EP, sensitive to the treatment of feilow elected representatives, were 

livid to discover that some of the charges brought against the DEP MPs reîated to 

statements they had made during a visit to the EP, in September 1994 @BC World 

SeMce, September 20, 19%). "Inaeasingiy concemed at the prosecutions, the EP 

Poütical Affairr Cornmime decided not to convene a meeting of the joint EU-Turkish 

Parliamentary Cornmittee whiie the case W .  sti l l  in progress" (Robh, 1996: 127). 

Western governments voicing their concern to President Demirel were simply 

informed that the DEP deputies had links with the PKK" (Laizer, 1996: 140). 

When the guilty verdict was returned and the sentencing took place, the EP 

passed a strongly wosded resolution recommending that the work on the Customs 

Union should k suspended and a meeting of the Association Council, scheduled for 

December 19, should k ponponed. However, both Turkey and the Council of 

Mininers ignored both the parliament's recommendations. As Robins (1996: 128) 

points out, thif is indicative of "the tendency àisplayed by the insider institutions of 

the EU and the Turkish governent to brush aside the pronouncements of die EP" 



until the completion of the final negotiations of the Customs Union, in March 1995. 

Even though the EP had, from the beginning of 1995, starteci to corne under 

intense pressure from the EU Commission and memkr States to adopt the Customs 

Union, it managed to delay voting on the issue for over nine months. ''Em MPs were 

subject to an intense campaign, which W e d  both personal inducements and the 

threat of institutional penalties" (Robins, 1996: 128). Wst the initial reason for the 

defennent was Turkey's incursion into northern Iraq during March and April 1995, 

the EP &O "made it quite clear that it would not sanction Turkey's accession to the 

Customs Union until certain M c  modifications were made to the Laws goveniing 

the criminalization of speech and constitutional provisions that represented 

roadblocks in the hutheruig of demOcratizationrr3J (Barkey, 1996: 75). In fàct, the 

scope and duration of the massive incunion into nonhem h q  was reduced due to 

intense European criticism. 

Also, in reaction to the Turkish incursion, the Councü of Europe's 34counûies 

approved a resolution to suspend Turkey's memknhip of the European Councii 

unless it showed sisnificant progress towards a withdrawai from Iraq prior to the 

June 26 European Union summit (Reuters, April27,1995). 'The council also d e d  

for a peacefid solution to the Kurdish problem and democratic reform of Turkey's 

constitution and laws" (hher, 1996: 197)- "While some members would have 

preferred to press Turkey to make more concessions, such as the release of jailed DEP 

~ P S ] ,  others were satisfied with the constitutional changes, implemented in 1995 

and the modification of Article 8 the Anti-Terror w" (Barkey, 1996: 75). 

However minor the European demands, they represented an obvious 

interference in the domestic afnllts of a state and one with which many of the same 

countrîes have had extensive military relations. Sm, given the importance of the 

Customs Union, Ankara was willhg to pay the price to join. qf Ankara delayed some 

of the changes uncil the l m  moment, it was for tactid reasons; the sooaer these wcn 

implemented the greater the liktlihd that the Euopeans couid demand m e r  

concessions" (Barkey, 1996: 75). 



By amending the Anti-Terros Law's Artide 8 and releasing nvo of the DEP MPs, 

Turkey obtained the EP's endorsement of the Customs Union in December 1995 -it 

was passed by 343 votes to 149 (with 36 abstentions). "Aithough the Europeans no 

longer have the Customs Union as a carrot to dangle in front of Ankara, the faa 

remains that for Turkey this is an interim step: the ulthate goal is hill 

membership" (Barkey, 1996: 75). 

Ir is tbis very desire that is iikely to render Turkey vuInetable to M e r  

criticism in the frime and force the counay to take seriously the EP, an institution it 

has corne to revile- As Barkey(1996: 75) states, "membership in the Customs Union, 

as a furrher step toward the Europeanhtion of Turkey, will inevitably mean that the 

Europeans will f e l  freer to criticize Turkey for human rights violations". "The 

Kwdish Issue has dearly emerged as a visible and conuoversial fàctor in relations 

between the EU and Turkey in the 1990s" (Robhs, 1996: 128). 



1. As there &st few recent census figures for the prcaPc Ktudish populations in 

these counaies, particuiarly within Turkey which does not rrcognize its Society as 

mulci-ethnic, Buckley (1994) and others base their estimations on past demographic 

trends in the Middle East. 

2. The very fact thac the Turkish Armeci Forces are incapable of monitoring the 

mountainous regions in routheastern Turkey has helped the PKK's guerdias to avoid 

capture after they have attacked. The Turkish conscripts are not used to the 

harshness of the winters high in the mountains and have great difnculty in locating 

PKK bases --so Turkey has inaeasingty reiied on aerial bombing raids in the hope of 

driving the insurgents down to the V811eysy where they might k more easily d d t  

with. 

3. Though it is beyond the scope of this chapter to discuss dl the rearons for Syria's 

slight change of policy vis-&vis the PKK in 1993 to 1994, obviously its continued 

negotiations with Israel and with the United States and its desire to partiapate in the 

Middle East peace process played a major role in thb policy change. no doubt 

thought that its anti-terrorism remarks would mult in its removal h m  the US. State 

Department's list of corntries supporting terror*m and bring with it the benefits that 

would entail" (Olron, 1996: 90). Syria was eventually removd from the List in 1996. 

4. T h e  Turks want an agreement that will prohibit the Syrians from severely 

resaicting the flow of the Orontes river before it entea Hatay" (Oison. 1996: 87)- 

Given the contentious nature of Hamy% sovereignty and the issue of the Euphrates 

water to Syria, it cornes as no surprise that Syria has kui resaicting the flow of the 

Orontes over the las few y-. 

S. The Commander went on to report that in the 6rst six months the ARGK had kiiied 



twenty-five Turkish soldiers and viilage guards. The ARGK suocaining just two 

casualties during its operations during this p e n d  (Kurdistan Report no. 22, 

September/October 1995: 25). 

6. Botan is south of Lake Van and extends into areas in northem Iraq, in which bloody 

batties have taken place over the past decade becwcen the PKKand the Turlcish armed 

forces. The Hürriyet (Septemkr 17, 1995) reportcd that Ocalan intendecl to tum 

Hatay ". . .into a bloody 1aken too. 

7. Though there are no reiiable figures regardhg the ethnic and reiigious character of 

Hatay's population, the population is known to include a large numkr of Arabs, both 

Sunni and Alevi -the Turkish population king predominantly Sunni. 

8. Given the importance of the issue of Hatay to the Syrians, both historicaily and 

politically, theû fement endeavourï to bring up this subject at every o p p o d t y  

indicates a desire to see it reso1ved on their terms -hence their contïnued support for 

the PKK. 

9. The Badr brigade consisa of ktween three to five thousand troops {some sources 

put the figures lower) made up of Shi' a musümr who had earlier fld Iraq and are 

now under the control of Iran. 

10. As early as 1992, Ecevit, the Dernomtic Left Party leader, held talks with the 

Iraqi leadership in Baghdad. 

Il. Even the assassination of the administrative attachk of the Turkish embassy in 

the Iraqi capitai at the end of 1993 did not sour the dewloping relations between the 

two govermnents. It  wouid appear that neither government wantd to d o w  the 

assassination to impede the ongoing negotiations to improw trading and economic 

cooperation. 



12. Despite Amencan reluctanœ to gram such permission, negotiations between 

Ankara and Baghdad regarding the reopening of the oil pipelines continuecl from 

1994 into 1996. 

13. "The U.S. position was the officialiy proclaimed reason for maintaining U.S. 

support of the Provide C~mfod force in southeastern Turkey, whose role is to monitor 

the UN imposed 'no-flf zone over northern Iraq" (Olson, 1996: 103). 

14. This proved to be a sharp blow to -a, as the Mosul consulate served as its 

primary means of contact with the Turkornan population in northern iraq which 

number around five hundreà thousand. 

15. "Syria's own ambitious irrigation plans would take another 3,500 billion gaiions 

or so of water a year out of the Euphrates at the expense of Iraq, where fànners have 

been using Euphrates water for irrigation for 6JWû yearsn (Bulloch. 1993: 59). 

16. As Bulloch (1993: 66) points out, Turkey was also making its bid for recognition 

as a major player in the Middle East having Wed in it attempts to be accepteci by the 

European Commuaityas a full memkr. 

17. "Syrian and Iraqi rivelries, sternming from the nile of the Baath party in both 

corntries, each daiming legitimacy, were put aside" (Bulloch, 1993: 66). 

18. Washington was instrumental in Egypt's p ~ r ~ h a ~  of 40 Turkish-manukctured 

F-16s and in the ECs decision to increase the value of the Turkish textile quota" 

(Sayari, 1992: 19). 

19. As Turkey was dircetly involved in the negotiations the US sponsored in Ireland 

during the f i  of 1995 and later in London to rrconcik the Iraqi Kurdish hctions, this 



has meant that Ankara has increased her influence in northern Iraq, much to the 

annoyance of the Iraqi govemment. 

20. "Nso claiming that the embargo on Iraq has disproportionateiy hanned citizens 

of the southeast. an argument used to explain away some support for the PKK " 
(Barkey, 1996: 73). 

21. For a more comprehensive discussion of arms transfitrs to T u b y  see Weapons 

Transfers and the Violations of the Laws of War in Turkey (Human Rights Watch 

A r m s  Project, 1995). 

22. To date there have b e a  some 10 repom highlighting the issue of human rights, 

with paceidar attention to the Kurds, within Tukey by Amnesv International. 

Since 19% Amnesty International has p l a d  WI-page advertisements in the leading 

British papes about t o m  in a number of councries, induding Turkey. These have 

helped to âighiïght cases of maltreatment of Kurds in the southeast provinces of the 

counlxy. 

23. The Kurdish diaspora numkn around one and a half (1.5) million Kurds: 

refugees migrants, second and third generation atizcns. Half a million h e  in 

Germany alone, with approxïmately n f t y  thousand Kurds each in France and the 

Netherlands. Around wenty thousand Kurds live in Britain, Sweden, AUStZia, 

Switzerland and the United States. In Belgïum and Demark there are an estimateci 

ten to twelve thousand Kurds; prcsu~tly dose to ten thousand Kurds live in Austraiia 

and Canada. In Norway, Greece, Spain, Itdy a funber three to five thousand Kurds 

reside. Smaîier numbers of Kurdish fbilies live in almost every country in the world, 

induding the Czech Republic and SloMkia, Finland and &pann (Laizer, 1996: 193). 

I t  should k noted that '[eJven those [Kurds] who had not k e n  subject CO systematic 

persecution or who were merely eeonomic migrants found a receptive atmosphere in 
Western Europe to their applications for politid asylum, based on the activities of 



the Turkïsh state throughout much of the 198W (Robins, 1996: 117). 

24. As mentioned in Chapter 2, the KPE was aeated in 1995 by the DEP MPs who fled 

Turkey and has a large PKK memkrship within its representatives in the fonn of 

ERNK members . There are a total of 65 members in the KPE (Nigogosian, 1996: 41). 

25. See Ryan (1997: 42- 48 and 88-92) in WIRED (March issue) for a detaild 

discussion about M D  W. The Kurdish satellite charnel bas managcd to politiaze 

Kurds outside the southeast and helped the PKK counter official Turkh reports of 

events in the Kurdish provinces, as weli as the numkr of casudties on both sides of 

@e war. 

26. Yn the case of Denmark, these sanctions took the fonn of an arms embargo, 

which then, predictably, I d  to retaliation from Anlrara in the form of putting such 

counaies on a 'reà list', effèctively reciprocating the arms embargon (Robins, 

1996:119-120). 

27. Aithough the Greek veto is a r d %  many Turks believe that the most powerful 

objections corne fiom Germany (Dowden, 1996: 17). 

28. "Fiat opened its fim joint venture fàctory in Turkey as long ago as 1968; Italy 

topped the league for hreiga invesmient in Turkey in 1993 with $419 mülion worth 

of capital; in 1993 Itaiy uported nearly $2.6 billion worth of goods to Twkey" 

(Robins, 1996: 121). 

29. "Police raids were undertaken in Paris, Lyon, MarseiUes, Strasbourg, Toulouse, 

Bordeaux, Rouen and in Bnttany, and more than one hundred suspects were 

arrested" (Robins, 1996: 122, andTwkish Daily News, November 19,1993 ). 

30. "Accordhg to [the Small A m r  World Report (Vol.5, no. 2, Summer 1994)J, 



Germany has suppiied Turkey with 256,000 Kalashnikov rifles, 5,000 machine guns, 

and a hundred million rounds of ammunition from former East German Anny stocks. 

Other weapons tratl~ferced fkom ex-GDR Army stocks indude ammunition for BTR- 

60 cannon, trucks, 5,000 RPC-7 rocket propellecl grenades, and various unnameci 

missiles and bombs with fuocs. The German governmcnt stated that these weapons 

must not be used againstthe Kurdsn (HRW Arms Project, 1995: 35). 

31. "Germany supplies not only the Turkish anned forces but the police as well, in the 

fonn of equipment and training aid. This aid has consistai of cash donated to 

fàcilitate the purchase of arma for the police hrce; equipment sueh as cornputers, 

supplied by the flrm Siemens; and aaining of special police forces in counter- 

terrorism" (HRW Arms Project, 1995: 35). 

32. As Robins (1996:126) goes on to suggest, '[un the case of the Kurdish issue, this 

aninide has been ampiifid by a generai sense of uneasiness as to whether the 

securicy policies king pursud by the TurMsh state are really in the long tem 

interests of stability in Turkey". 

33. "These included demands for the international investigation of the Newroz 

events, the Commission and the Council of Ministers to take the initiative to h d  a 

solution to the Kurdish issue through the UN; and the EU-Turkish joint parliamentary 

commission to monitor the human rights situation in Turkey" (Robins, 1- 127). 

34. The modifications Turkey made to the Constitution and Article 8 of the Anti- 

Terror Law (ATL) amount to very little gu&~tihe change 0-jail sentences wili be 

reduced, more monetary penalties will k assessecl and judges will have pater 

latitude in decidhgsentences (Barkey, 11996: 82, note 12). 



Conclusion 

By considering the case of Turkey and its Kurdish problem certain 

characteristics of the 'insecuity dilemma' have been highlighted. Fkstly, Turkey has 

through her state-formation and organising ideology amrnptd to deny the very 

heterogeneous nature of its population, thereby creating a simplified view of its 

citizens -that Turkey is the homeland of the Turks and that al1 who are associated 

with the state are therefore Turks. Whüst this need to instil national pride in the 

majority Turkish population during the fledgling years of the Republic is 

understandable, however. adherence to the strict appiication of this Kemalist 

principle has hindered the very socio-political cohesion it sought to maintain. This 

leads one to consider Turkey a weak state, and as such, prone to securiv threats 

emanating from within its borders. While Turkey is undeniably a strong power with 

adequate military prowess to defend itself against external threats, it has proved 

unsuccessfid in its efforts to eliminate Kurdish dissent within its terrîtozy. The 

country seems to be experiencing the same problem the United States kced in dealing 

with the Viet Cong, in that the Turkish armed forces axe unable to identify Kurdish 

insurgents (PKK guerrilias) fiom the rest of the Kurdish population in the Southeart 

region. This has meant the indiscriminate use of force in the area and has helped to 

alienate much of the local population, hciiitating PKICs recruitment and grass-roots 

support. As state poiicy of deaiing purely militarily with the Kiudish problem has 

only made matters worse and forced the deficit to spiral ever higher. 

Second, successive govemments have lacked the support of the Kurdish 

population, with the result that the state and its institutions have lacked legitimacy 

vis-&-vis a sipifkant portion of the citizenry. By adhering so rigidly to tenets of 

Kemalist ideology, the Turkish state has helped to f o m  the Kurdish people to support 

the PKK. In not allowing the Kurds to have a democratic and peaceful representative, 

like the Dernomatic party, within the Turkish National Assembly the Turkïsh state has 

senously resaicted its policy options. The reason for this inflexiiility on the part of 

policy makers can be understood in Light of the fact that the Turkish military plays an 



important role in the -tes decision-making process. The Turkish military is 

constitutionaily empowered to safeguard the national security of the Turbh  nation 

from intemal and extenial threats, and the principle of the indivisibüity of Turkey'E 

people and its territory in accordance to Kemalist dacallie. The Kurdish issue is 

perceived as a national problem -a potentiai source of danger to the indivisible unity 

of state and territory. The Kurdish daims to increased self-realization is viewed as a 

separatia threat. From this it becornes clear that the military, through the National 

Securïty Council (NSC), is the principal decision-maker in the Kurdish question. 

Civilian policy makers have tended to be consaained by the NSC, so that only a 

military solution has been followed regarding the Kurds in the Southear 

Third, these domestic concerns have helped to shape her regional and 

international relations as the entire Kurdish population in the Gulf straddles the 

borders of Turkey, Syria, Iran and Iraq. Even though Turkey has only recently 

becorne involved with the Kurdish groups in neighbowïng countries (the KDP), like 

Iraq, it has had to face Syrian support of the PKK since the late 1970s. This highlights 

one of the problems faceci by a state which has an internai security threat -- 
interference from extenial agents in an effort to influence regional security matters, 

such as the issue of water. Turkey fears the consequences for her own restive Kurdish 

population if the Iraq Kurds manage to create a viable state out of northem Iraq . 
Since the end of the Gulf war in 1991, Turkey has played a more active role in 

regional Kurdish aniiirs in an e&>rt to contain any spiUover effécîs. This indiaites the 

seriousness of the PKK inswgency in the 1990s. Since 1993, Turkey has been induced 

to conclude security agreements with its neighbours regarding the PKK and the Kurds 

within the 'safe haven' in northem Iraq. 

Fourth, the Kurdish problem within its borders has also had an impact on 

Turkey's relations with the West, particuiarly with memkr States of the European 

Commuaity (EC) and its European Parliament (EP). The smaller members of the 

European Community and the European Parliament have manageci to elicit 

concessions from the govenunent Even though the changes to the ATL were minor, 

they illustrate the potential influence of the European Community on Turkish policy 



regarding the Kurds. Even the US has begun to press Turkey on the Kurdish issue and 

the issue of human rights violations, because it fears for the stabiiity of the country. 

As the PKK extends its diplomatic and political activities in the West, Turkey is Uely 

to face greater pressure fiom its allies to revise its Kurdish policy and reach a political 

settiement. 

Although Turkish govemments have maintained a militaxy approach to 

Kurdish poücy, they have adrnitted to the need for economic rejuvenation of the 

Southeast. However, the state's solution in the form of the huge South Anatolian 

Project (GAP) is unükely to impress the Kurdish population which stands to gain very 

litde in the long-tenn from the benefits to be accrued from it. In fhct, western Turkey 

and iu weil developed industrial base is going to knefit the most fiom GAP. The 

barren Southeast is not likely to see an improvement in its development tili the year 

2005 -as the Kurdish binh-rate is aiready increasing at a far greater rate than that of - 

the rest of the Turkish population, the increase in employment for the Kurdish areas is 

unlücely to k able to absorb the fbture generations, so emigration to western Turkey 

and abroad will surely continue unabated. For Turkey, this will mean that the conflict 

in the Southeast will k exported funher into. the cities of the West, and on to Western 

Europe. Therefore, the present association and cwperation between the Kurdish 

Parliament in M e  (KPE) and the PKK is likely to increase making the exclusion of the 

Kurdish insurgents from any negotiations in the fume very difncult for Turkey to 

maintain -so Turkey will need to revise its policy of associahg ail Kurdish cultural 

expression as terrorist and the image of the PKK as representing only marginal 

terrorist interests. 

Aiready the work of the Kurdish National Liberation Front (ERNK) has helped 

to publicized the Kurdish issue within Turkey to the wider European audience, which 

since 1988 has viewed the Kurds as oppressedvictims of bnita.1 states within the G d f -  

-this image was M e r  strengthened by events during the Gulf war in 199 1. The fact 

that a large number of Europe's capitals have ERNKoffices, which conduet diplomatic 

and information activities, means that the West is receiving more than just the 



Turkish side of events, even with the States restrictions on news from the Southeast. 

The PKK has, since 1990, concentrated more on its diplornatic initiatives and 

attempted to clear up i a  own human rights record, which has meant that Turkey is 

viewed as more of the aggressor -hence, the pressure from even the counay's 

strongest allies in the West to r e v h  her present course in dealing with the Kurdish 

calis for increased cuiturai expression. Within the European Communicy and the US 

there is an ever inaeasing concern over the issue of human rights violations, 

particularly on the pian of the Turkish securïty forces --the fact that Turkey feahues 

prominently in repom by Helsinki Watch and Amnesty International throughout the 

1990s is indicative of the greater reliame on mercive methods of containhg Kurdish 

dissent within Turkey. Not only is Turkey fhcing a more difficult job to juJtify irs hard- 

iine policies, but the war is costing billions and its budget deficit is concerning the 

West and its business community which see it as one of the greatest obstacles to the 

country sitthg permanently as a full member of the EC -human rights are also a 

stumbling block for enay. 

Whiln the Turkûh state has more than adequate military hardware to 

continue fighting the PKK, it will face greater criticïsm h m  the West and its business 

community, and interference from Syria. Unless Turkey can fmd a peaceful solution 

to its Kurdish problem then its image as a stable aiiy to the West wili be m e r  

tarnished, 
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